
Phonological Markedness 
and Distinctive Features 

By Arthur Brakel 
Establishes a new set of parameters for use in phonological studies of 
language. In place of the well-known approaches to phonological descrip
tion, Brakel proposes a new set of nineteen articulatory primes based on a 
priori semiotic principles. $17.50 

Semiotics 
and the Philosophy of Language 

By Umberto Eco 
In a learned, stimulating, and witty fashion, Umberto Eco seeks to delineate 
the components of a general semiotics. This major book by an important 
contemporary thinker will appeal to philosophers, semioticians, and 
students of language and literature. $25.00 

(Advances in Semiotics Series) 

The Sense of Grammar 
Language as Semeiotic 

By Michael Shapiro 
Proposes a major reorientation of linguistic theory and a shift in the ulti
mate goals of the study of language structure. Peircean studies take a 
giant step forward, moving from a preoccupation with textual exegesis 
into the battleground of linguistic analysis. $27.50 

(Advances in Semiotics Series) 

Wine and Conversation 
By Adrienne Lehrer 

The vocabulary of wine description seems to be limited only by the in· 
genuity of winetasters. Wine and Conversation is not so much about wine, 
as how people talk about it. Linguists, psycholinguists, and semanticists 
as well as enologists and wine connoisseurs will find Wine and Conversa
tion a provocative study. $25.00 cloth $17.50 paper 

Language Change 
Edited by lrrnengard Rauch and Gerald F. Carr 

The distinguished contributors and their range of topics reflect the kaleido
scopic essence of language change itself and will be of value not only to 
linguists and semioticians but to sociologists, philosophers, and anthro
pologists as well. $20.00 

Books on display at University Presses Combined Exhibit 

Indiana University Press 
Tenth and Morton Streets Bloomington, Indiana 47405 

SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

ASSOCIATION FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS 

DIALECT SOCIETY 

ARYLAND 
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NEW SERIES 

MOUTON GRAMMAR LIBRARY 
Descriptions of languages, including lexical materials 
and texts 

NATIVE AMERICAN TEXT SERIES 
A revival of the series in a new format 

PROCEDURAL LINGUISTICS (tentative title) 

Linguistic Models and Natural Language 
Processing 

Basic linguistic knowledge made available for computer 
scientists 

STUDIES IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL 
LINGUISTICS 

How language and language use interrelate 

Request Position Papers from Mouton 

mouton 
Mouton Publishers • 200 Saw Mill River Road 

Hawthorne, N.Y. 10532 
Phone (914) 747-0110 

EDWARD SAPIR 

1884-1939 



GENERAL MEETING INFORMATION 

• Book Exhibit 

There will be an exhibit of linguistic 
publications in the Constellation Ballroom 
E/F, The Exhibit is scheduled to be open 
during the following hours: 

Fri, 28 December 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
3:00 PH - 6:00 PH 

Sat, 29 December 10:00 AM- 2:00 PM 
3:00 PM - 6:00 PM 

Sun, 30 December 8:30 AM- 11:30 AM 

The display copies in the LSA Joint 
Book Exhibit will be sold beginning at 
8:30 AM on 30 December, the proceeds to be 
donated to fellowships for the Linguistic 
Institute. (These display copies have been 
generously donated by the publishers 
exhibiting in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit,) 
Advance orders for display copies, at a 
discount of 5% greater than that given by 
the publisher, will be taken prior to 30 
December if accompanied by payment, All 
books must be picked up on 30 December 
between 8:30 and 10:00 AM. Unclaimed 
copies will be resold and the advance 
payment donated to the Linguistic 
Institute fellowships. 

• Paper Copy Service 

As a service to those attending this 
meeting, each author on the program is 
invited to provide the Paper Copying 
Service with a reproducible copy of his or 
her paper, Submission of such a copy 
should be accompanied by authorization to 
reproduce it upon r e ques t for anyone at 
the meeting. Orders may be placed for 
copies in the Douglass Room during the 
following hours: 

Fri, 28 December 
Sat, 29 December 

8:00 AM- 4:00 PH 
8:00 AM - 4:00 PM 

In addition, the Service will be open 
on Sunday from 8:00 AM until noon to allow 
members to pick up orders placed on Friday 
or Saturday. 

• Job Placement Center 

A Job Placement Center will be set up 
in the Charles Room during the Annua l 
Meeting, On 28 and 29 December the Center 
will be open from 8:30 AM to 6:00 PH. It 
will also be open from 9:00 AM until noon 
on 30 December. Lists of openings will be 

available, and the staff will 
interviews between the applicants 
employers. Interviewers are asked to 
openings and check in with the Center 
that an interview schedule can 
arranged, Applicants should be sure 
bring an adequate supply of 
viatrum--enough to submit one copy each 
interviewers. The Center will have 
duplication facilities available, 

• National Science Foundation 

Paul Chapin, 
Linguistics at 
Fuondation, will meet with 
members in the Camden/Lombard 
following times: 

28 December 

29 December 
30 December 

10:00 AM -
3:00 PH-

10:00 AM -
10:00 AM -

• National Endowment for 

11:00 AM 
4:00 PM 

11:00 AM 
11:00 AM 

Crale Hopkins, Program Officer 
Research Tools at the National 
for the Humanities, will mee 
interested members f rom 2-3 PH on 
28 December in the Camden/Lombard Room, 

• American Association for 
guistics 

The Seventh Annual Meeting 
American Association for Applied 
tics will be held 27-29 December. 
program for these sessions may be found 
pp. v- viii. 

o American Dialect Society 

Part of the Annual Meeting of 
1111erican Dialect Society will be held 
3aturday, 29 December from 10:00 AM-12 
noon in Chesapeake Ballroom A/B. 
program for this session may be found 
p. viii. 

• Cash Bars 

Cash bars are planned for the 
of 28 and 29 December, immediately 
ing the Sapir Lecture and President 
Address respectively in the Foyer of 
COnstellation Ballroom, 

HIGHLIGHTS 

the Officers and Executive Committee 
will meet beginning at 10 : 00 AM on 
Tbursday, 27 December. 

~H and Research Programs 

A one hour panel discussion focusing on 
the National Endowment for the 
Hu11anities and the Research Programs at 
the Endowment has been scheduled for 
J:OO PM on 28 December in the Baltimore 
and Annapolis Rooms. 

Edward Sapir Lecture 

Regrettably, Professor Mary Haas is 
unable to deliver the Edward Sapir 
Lecture. Emmon Bach, who has been named 
the Edward Sapir Professor at the 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 
will present the lecture on 28 December 
at 5 PH in t he Constellation Ballrooms 
C/D. 

29 December 

• Committee on the Status of Women in 
Linguistics 

An open meeting of the Committee on the 
Status of Women in Linguistics will be 

held in the Constellation Ballr ooms C & 
D on 29 December at 1:00 PM immediately 
preceding the LSA Business Meeting. All 
members are invited t o a ttend and are 
encouraged to participate in the dis
cussion. 

• LSA Business Meeting 

This year the Business Meeting has been 
scheduled i n the Constellation 
Ballrooms C & D from 2:00-4:45 PM on 29 
December. This meeting will be chaired 
by Henry Kahane, LSA President, The 
members of the Resolutions Committee 
are James Poultney, Chair, Joseph 
Grimes, and Elisabeth Selkirk, The 
rules for motions and resolutions 
appear on page 

• 1984 Presidential Address 

Henry Kahane, the 1984 LSA President, 
will deliver his Presidential Address 
at 5:00 PH on 29 December in the 
Constellation Ballrooms C & D. The 
address is entitled ""The Typology of 
the Prestige Language, '' 

• Poetry Reading 

A poetry reading honoring Edward Sapir 
will be held in the Baltimore and 
Annapolis Rooms on 30 December from 
1:00-2 :00 PM, Linguists-poets will read 
their own work, 

THURSDAY, 27 DECEMBER EVENING 

SYMPOSIUM: CURIU!Nt LANGUAGE ISSUES IN FEDERAL POLICY 

Conate l lati on 'I 

rator: J AMES ALATlS (Geor~:etown U) 

ClAY (Ctr for App Ling): Language Poli~y in the US: 
tnt Statue of Legislation 

MUC1i (U TX-Auatin): After Ann Arbor: Role of Linguis
lc llperthe ln Legal Settings 

CIANDALL (Ctr for App Ung): Language Policy: Delivery 
loclt~l Sel"'lcea in the US 

LSA SYMPOSIUM: THE LINGUISTIC REPRESENTATION OF EXTRACTION 
& BINlliNG 

8;00- 11:00 Constellation A 

Moderator: EMMON 11.\CII (U !lA) 

ELISA!ET ENGDAHL (U VI & Lund U): Introduction 

DAVID PES!TSKY {U HA); Path Nesting & Con otraintl on A
bind i ng 

CARL POLLARD (Stanford U): A Seuntie Approoeh to Bind ing 
in a Konoetratal Theory 

f'ETER SELLS (CSLI~ Stanford U): Binding Re&uiDptive Pronouna 

AIIN IE ZAENEN (Cornell U); Long Dht• nce Depeodencles in LPG 

lOBIN COOPER (U wt & Lund U): Slashea, Path• & Lexic:.al 
Binding Ope l'atora 



PRIDAY, 28 D!CI!IO!I 1984 

MOIUIING 

SICN LANCUACI 
Patr: John Bonvillian 
~ Connollii_Uon A A 

9:00 Coil Lucoo (Ca1hudet C) & Clayton Valli (Callaudet C): 
Predieatee of Perc.eh'ed Motion in M•·rlcan S1Jn Larr
!UOS• 

9:20 Wendy Sandler (U TX-Au.ttn) : lc.oniclty ' Lina:utttic 
Oraanh:ation in h-r•eli Sltn Lanauase: Noun---Verb Palre 

9:40 Hory Ulon llydor (UCSO): A Cloatlflcatlon of Claul
fiera in Aaerican stan L•nauat:e 

10:00 Diane C. Lillo-Martln (UCSD ' tile Salk lnot): Ia ASL 
an MSL? 

10:20 Cro& 111\lttt•ore (U TX-Auotln): no Si&n P~onolo&y of 
a Deaf Aphaaic: Are There Harkedne11 lnfluencee'! 

COLLOQUIUH 

10:40- 12:10 SVIDENCI! POll SIGN LANCUAG! PHONOLOGY 
DAVID H. PEitU!UTTI!R {UCSO) 
CAitDL A. PAOD!II (UCSD) 

Oioeuoo_,to: ROB Elf JOHNS Oil (Callaudot C) 
ScotT LIDDELL (Callaudet C) 
AIUIOLO Z\IICKY (Tbe OH S U) 

~!SCOURS! ANALYSIS 

C:::!~' ~!:~.~i.~~!~c~/0 
9:00 Paul J, Kopper lSUNY-Bi"l!!huton) & Janlce L. Hartin 

lSUN"t-Jinchuton); The De•elo.-ent of the Indefinite 
Artlele ln EnaUoh 

9:20 Janine Scanc:are:lli (UCLA.): Svlteh-referenc:e to Piaa 
'Popqo 

9:40 !.Uubetll H. aiddle (Ball S U): Tile ERl!llUII Po .. oe
aivet •• Toptc-Focua Strueture:a 

10:00 Junko Hibiye (U PA) & John Hyhill (U PA): A Quantl
t.ative Study of the: J•paneae Particle• -va 6 -ga 

10:20 Jeanne van Ooaten (U CA.-Berkeley) : A&ented Paaaivee. 
Old lnfon~ation 6 Topicality 

10 : 40 Deborah A. Dohl (U PA): l.ecos nltina Specific 
A.ttri'Dutlvea 

11:00 Carol c. Mock: Aapect, Mode 6 the tnfon~atlon 
Strueture of Ollc.ourae in Yauacht Zapotec 

11:20 Maney s. Levin (SU!IY-Albony): Puudoaoppinjl lt\ Maln 
' Coaparati•e Clauaea 

11:40 Suoan s~ephetd {Prete U JerUn): Ropetltlon & Co
hea ion in Nat rat1•• Oiacourae 

c 

~: PSYCHOL lHCUISTIC PaOC!SSES lN PlRST ' S!OONO LANGUAGE 
hah: Alan D&¥181 
~: Yraderlck/Coluabia E 

9:00 Judith A. Clerut {IK U): A Cllnlcally-induced 
Phone•tc: Split in a Miaarticulatln& Child 

9:30 Gloria SU:vner-Kanz.anaree (lnterMerlea Ilea Aasoct
atca, Inc): Repair Sequet'lcea Pound in Nonnative 6. 
Native Speaker Conveuattona at rout Level& of Pro
ficiency 

10:00 John Albertlnl (NTID) & Suoon P1ochor (!ITID): Tootlna 
Syntac:t1c Stt'uctuna in Conneeud J)tacouree 

10:30 lrook 

11:00 Horlo llohDo (Kobe City U & 0H S U): Rhyth11 • 
Speech Unlt: A Kypothe:tlcal Propoaal to the Kechat'llaa 
of Llatentns C411prehenalon 

11:30 Sylvlo Jooeph Caluboa {Yale U) 't:.njl Hokuto (Yale 
U) : Doea Blllqu.alh• Affect Matallftlulatic Per
fo,.ance? 

-SYNTAX Ul : CAS!. ' CIAMHATICAL lt!LATIOHS 
Chair: Veneeta Acaon 

loo•: Conol~lla~t~lo~n~B------------------------------1-~ 

9:00 Janet s. Shlba11oto (U CA-Dovio) 6 Robart D. Van YoU 
Jr. (U CA.-Davis): Topic & Subject Marklna: in Japaae,:· 

9:20 'Dhne H•s•am (KIT): On the DerhtabUity of •unto'• 
CeneraUzation 

9:40 Stanley Dubinsky (Cornall U): Affoctlve Vol": A lo
analyd.l of Japanese Indirec t Paallvea 

10 :00 Kaohl Wall {Syncuoe U) & Salta Jo.hl (Syraeue U): 
S bar Dele.tion; £vidence fro. Hindi 6 Kf.tathi 

1:0 :20 lobett D. Van Valin, Jr. (U CA-Davte): Lana:u-.:e:1 
Without Govern-ent 

10 t40 *Mettt\ev s. Dryer (U Albert•): Dative & Anti4atbe 

11:25 Ava lerlnetein (S•itt\tonian lntt): Kv14enc.e hr 
Hultt-ettac-en t in Co-plex. Clauae:e 

LUlCAL, H!TRlCAL & AUTOSECHEIITAL PMONOLOCY 
Chaiu Oonca Ste:riade 
Ro011· Bolt 1110rei.\nn~""Ua 

9:00 Bruce Mayet (.UCLA): Toba lat ak Coneonant SaadiM: 4 
r:.1 An.alyais 

9:20 B .. JUan Dreaher (U Ottava): Abau·actn.eas, Leanr 
obillty & the CV-tlar 

-

9:40 Don !.verott (KIT/SlL/UHlCANP) 6 Lucy Sekl (UNIC.U.): 
Deletion, ReciupUcatton 6 CV Sk.eleta in l.aalur& 

10:00 Sharon L· Matsuo (UCLA): Tho Default lule Doaatn 1• 
Lexical Pbonololy 

10120 Karin r.. Mlc::hel•on (Harvard U): 'T'he Repreaeatatlon 
of Vowel L..ensth tn Seneca 

10:40 Chl-lln Sbl~ {UCSD): Foot Porutlon ln Mandatln 
Chineae 

II :00 Donald c. Chu,... {UCSD): On tho Pate of Strooolad 
tonea 

II: 20 Hlchoel 11-ond {U Vl• Hllvauhe) : Tlbarlan Bo'bcev: 
An ArCUIIIent for the Metrical Cridt 

11 :40 Chln-W. ICl• (U I Ll: P~noloay on the "C- otrlact" 

12:00 Catherine O. Una e n (U IA): Vowel Mar-ony: 
AutO'aegaul!!ntal or Archhepental f 

I 

AMI. SYIIPOSIUH: LANCUAG! STIAT!CUS 6 POWER 

9 :00 • II :30 Cheoopoaka Ail 

PRA!IK KY!.lS (SUNY-Sto1\y I rook) : Tba Lanauaae of Polltlcol 
Jlltoo 

TAH.UA H. VALEIITlll! {U IL) : Sax, Powe r l Lln&ulotic 
Strateslea 

llAJBSHWAlll PANOIIAlliPANO! (~ lL): Hodarnlty, Kall1lon ' 
lea:tonal Identity: Conte•t• ' ContUeu in Lanau-a• ' 
Power 

CICIL L. NELSON (IN s IJ-Terre Maute): Speech llterare.hlea 

' Power 

PET!.R M. LOW!NI!.RC (Georcetovn U): Lonauace & llodernltt: 
Function• of Engliah lort'ovtna tn Indoneata 

Diocu .. ant: $,11. SRIDIIA!l ( $UNY St ony Brook) 

J 

I 

PRIOAY, 28 OECRH&El 1984 

41'T!IUIOOH 

Plt!S!NTATIOII: 111! NATIONAL BNDOWH£NT POR 111£ HUMANITIES & RESllAllCN PlOCIWIS 
C'R.AL8 o. HOPIC. lHS (Prosraa Officer tor lt.eaearc.h Toola, NEH ) 

0 

MAROLD KOLLHElR (Drexel U) 
JOMN ROKS!NOW (U IL-Chleago Clrele) 

1-'"' 
i...ftoAl 11: MOVEHENT 4 liON-HOVtKENT 
i:.::i~: TOll w .. ow 
~: constellat tot\ A ,.... 

J:oO *Alice oavhon. (U IL): Syntactic Conatralnu on vh
con•truetlona in ettu 

z:•5 Vtcto rta L. leravall (H•rv•rd U): Probln.a for Sub
jact• e J 6 the ECP fro. l: tkuyu in. aitu WH-Queetioaa 

):0, A,ntlwny Kroch (U PA): Wby are fteeUd'ptive Pronoun• 
turgt n•l i n EngUth? 

]:n Ivaa. A. Ssg (S t anford U): f'arasitle C•p• f r oa General 
prindples 

):6S Cngory L, Ward (U PA): A Functional An• lye h of VP
rrontln.g in En&ltah 

•:liS Carol Ceoraopoulo• (UCSO}: On the Nature of A•ltndtng: 

•:ZS Ktraaret J . Speae (HIT): Tq Queettona • the Spellout 
of lNP'L 

•:4S JrJllt p. He-.r (U Sierra Leone): Te•ne Auxtlterl t:t • 
Yerbl 

A 

ji!STOIICAL CIIANGE 
~lr: tboUB Field 
~: Baltlllore!Anna 111 D 

2:00 *Charlet tl. Ll (U CA-Santa aarNra) : Contact-lnduce4 
L&ngu.ge Chance ' lnnovattoo 

t:4S Scott Det.aqce y (U Oil); Cr-.tical hed Verbt ttl 
Mevari 6 Tibetan 

):0~ Shigeru Hlyol""" {OK S U) : Cue neory & the 
l.ccu•athc C•se i n Old Jtpaneae 

J:2' lichard Dasher (Stanfol'd u & UCSC): Honorific. AuJt:Uia· 
riu in Japanue: A Caee Study in Grammaticalizat1on 

):45 John A. ltea (U KY): Lex icostatistic Sk ewing in Norttr 
vest Sardinta 

4:0S Dorin Urlte•c u (U Chicaco i U Timiaoa ra) ' Kat~ 
L. Landihl (U ChiCIIJO): 'nle Role of Perceptual 
MbiauHy in Phonolo&lcol Cluon&e 

~: LANGUAGE lH EDUCATION 4 PUILlC LIP! 
~lr: Maney Hoar 
lb.: CMu oke A/B f 

l:OO Ceil i.ucu {Calbudet C): "Evuybody ain't playlna 
with 'W&N: Children' • Henaaemert of Cl .. aroOII Bvenu 

2:l0 P•&&Y M ... Cardle (Waltet Reed AR7 M.td Ctr) &. Julie Walton 
{U HS): SpOken Enalioh ln Hlui•olppi cllooctov Chlldren 

):00 JaMt A. Norris (U NZ- Lincoln): Applle:atlon of 
t;rtce'• Cooperathe Hut .. to a Story felltn& taak 

);)0 ••ne:y Petrea Conklin (NV Rea Ed Lab): Ltterac:y tn 
hteraction: Th• Uae o f El ectronic He11ace Syat••• 

•:oo Susan Berk-Se Ucson ( Purdu e U): Tb ll! Role of tt\e 
COurt Interpreter in Span1ah/ En.glish Judictal 
Proc:.eed inga 

4!)0 'Daoie l A. Dlnnaen (ltf U), J •e• P. Fenton (Barrett. 
larrett ' Hc:Meany) 6 Ronald. ! h lnger (aarrett. 
larrett ' H~•any) : Phonetic Confueabllity 4 
Tr acteaark Protection 

:GO - 6:00 

ootOH BACH (0 MA-Aahetot) 

I«<RPHOLOCY 
Chair: Karl Teeter 
Ro011.: Cooatellation I 

2::00 Ian Roberta lUSC): lovnd Morphesea 

B 

2:20 french L. Nevr:on. Jr. (U HC-ct\ape:l Mill}: Conatituent 
Structure in Korpbolo1y 

2:40 • Outt 8at-£1 (UCLA): Reduplleation ln H•brev : A Caae 
of I.e ledupltcat1on 

3:2:!. Alec Marantz. (U NC): Tagalog Reduplic:•tton 11 Affixa
tion, Too 

l:45 Charleo H. Ulrlc~ (UCLA & U NH): RedupUcotlon •• In
fixation in Pi•• ' Papago 

4:0S Ngo Thanh Nhan (NYU CIMS): ltedupUc:•tton, ""(nter
loc.kint" Phraeea & Coc011pound1nc in Vtetnueae 

4:25 J aklin Xort~fU t <s,.r.euee U): The ""Stutterln& Pro
hibition," Korph ... De let loa 6 0 ...-ay ACit lneertton 
1d Turkbh 

4:4S 'Richard Wojcik (Hofstra U): On Sapir ' • Dtviaion 
Betvf:~l!!d Pt\onoloay ' Norphonolo1y 

AMI.: 2ND LANGUAGE LEAIUIING 
Chair: Bruce l'raaer 
R.oom: rredertck!Coluabla E 

2::00 Ellen Schau 'ocr (Hortbwenern U) 6 lae Moaea ( North
vee tern. U): Jiltn,cual C.retalten ' Lan&u&&e Cholc:e: 
A Preference Kode l Analyail 

2 :30 Bradl ey Reed ( U IL) 'J R. Covan (U lL): Uooae 
•• a Variable in ln.ter ltn,gua l Inter fe re nce 

3 :00 Pred a. !cU.•n (U Wl-Hllwaukee), Aahhy Haat ina:• 
{U Wl-Milwauke e ), Edith Horavcaik (U WI
HUvaukce) & J eetie:a Worth (U WI -Hilvaukee): 
t nurhn&uaaee--Mov Lan&u81ge-Uke Are Tt\ey? 

J : JO Paul W. Ktlpatr t e:k (U PR-Hayag:ue d: Th.e Interaction 
of Cognate• i n Lansueae Le•rning 

4:00 Jert~.ard Spohlty (Ba r-llan U): Co•patence & Pro
eeaetn& Kodcla 6 the lntertanguag:c Pudge 

4:30 Ya~na k achru (U lL): Dtac:ourae Analyeil • Second 
Lanauage Acqu1a1t1on l.esearc.h: hsuu & Directions 

Roo.: Const•llation CID c 

--i~----------------------------------------------------------~ 

I 
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lVlNlMG 

PAI\I!.L; MILITARY MP'LlCA'tlOltS 0' LlNCUlS'TIC THBOIY 

a:oo - 1o~oo 

lOIUI OOOPI!R (U Wt-Jot.Jd(lon) 
fF PULLUM (C~ll C) 

A 

$'1'MPOSIUM: CLINICAL LI..CUl!'TH~!t 
5$10CI•OT&: /.loi..L 

ne- LSA eo.au tee- on Alternat h·e Car .. n for 
Li'R.ulltl 

8:00- 11:00 

Jlt..QJUILIN SCHA.Oir!R {USC): lntrodue:t lon 

LISE H!NN (lt.ph•sia ~~ C:tr· • !au on VA Hd Ct r}; When I• a 
CrPIIIIatf.c:al Dl1order • Dlaorder of Gr.-..rr 

ANN II!: DUMLE.It. (USC): lt.U 111M Childun at lhk foT 
Lanauqe Develo~nt! 

SUS..U: FISCHEl (Roc:hener ln1t of tech 6 Hit): 
The Cr1t1cal Perlod for S1&n. I. Spoken Lanauase 

U.UJ.It. MEYUS (Ci'ty of Mop.t}: Aug~Mft.tltiv• Col!llll,&rd.eation~ 

Prolth••t.• for Productt.v• t.&n1uaa.• 

S.ATUilDAY, 29 DlCIMJEI. 1 9!4 

SYatOL(NGUISTICS 
Cbalr: Debonh 'Kallet-Cohen 

SYNTAX IV: PIOMOUNS lo OTHIR SUIJICTS 
Ch111t.r; Carlon S.h.h 

ConnellatLon A A too.: Conatellnton I 8 

9:00 Jaek (;andO~,iT lP"rdu• V): The Aelluilhion of NUIII!ul 
ChaaUtera in thd 

9:20 Tuklo Ot.1u {Tokyo Gaku,:el U): StTuC:t.wtal CotHlltlona 
on Prono.ttlai Anaphora in Children. 

9:40 La....rte- A.. Stow (U toehelter), Hieh•el K. T•nenhaus 
(IJ II;Oc:h••t.er) 'GUIOry Carbon (W&)'M S U); Verbal 
Subc.ategoT1:ut.1on ' Sent.nca CGepraha'l'l•iOit 

10:00 Pht.ltp lddl (PAS Q): fh• Payehalot:Leal Raal1t.1 of 
Ne1at.tve Pref ixat lo. 

JO :20 Mar1os rourakll (U IA) ' Craaory ll. h'uaoo (U tit.): 
Taporal Patterns 1n Fore11n-ac.ce"ted tnllhh: 
(111teTfarenea or (nt•Tlal'llwq:a? 

10:40 !tartenne Phinney (U Pl): r.r .. e-ur Set.tlDS & Inu~ 
fenn.ce Ln L2 Aequidt.ton 

Jl:OO !"'tlr"J' ~. S•t.th (Datt.OIHh C): Vovel Quallty <lo lnharent. 
Durat.ton ln thi!' Perception o~ Vord Scraas 

11:20 Ia bert A. PoJC (OH S U): \lot.c.-quallty \larlatlon• 
i 511\11&-for-ant Con.tn&t.s ln Vov.l lndaat.tfte:at.ion 

11:40 Pl'1111ll Setu (U PA); tha Phonuic. lnfor-atian of a 
NOn-plteh Prope-rty of VieU•AIIIeae Tone• 

9:00 Sauh Ya&an (Cornell ll'): leflextve tr&aU..,.•• Ln 
I [ali an 6 Gar-aa 

9:20 C.T. J .. a, Huanc (ltatt.onal Tal"' Kua ll') : Cr-.r & 
Dbeouue: I!'Lheae Mull PrOI\OCiinab 

9:40 H•&..mi l~)'aa (Stanford U): C4!nt.eriftl i Zero Pro
nov•• Ln Jap1-ne1e Otac::our•• 

10~00 K.Utf. Lu}a1l (U ft-Avatin) : Mdl Swbjac.u 6 Overt. 
Pronoun• 1n Sp•ahh 

l0;20 Parnando Tarallo (PontU{ela U CuciLtea de s•o 
Paulo); ?RO DIOP IUILtS; S)'n t lllc:Uc;: 6 OLec::uulve 
I•plieat.ton• 

10:40 Lawrie Zarln& (Cot:nell U): Su"jac t. honoun Jt.efar
enea Ln Subj unet.Lve Clawua 

11:00 Htathar HolMaclt (,..x Pl411nck lut(cuc) & Cary 
Ci 1ll11en (USC): Tha lnte-rpreutloa & Analydl
of Nonobl11at.ory Control Pl.O 

11;20 *GU)' C.rden (CU!fl Gnd Ctr & U lrltl&h Col..mbh}' 
Ieatrice L .. tTO)' {ll•rva:rd U); Pre:•ch ..!!!.: A LoDf;
ut~,~e Ant i- nrteiCtve 

SOCIOLl~IHSTlCS lNDO-tUJt.OP!.AN 
Chair~ Deborah SC:hiffrln Cha1T: lurt 'R., J•nkowlky 
~~~c~·~··~·~·~ll~··~·~··~c/~D~----------------------~C~~·~~~,~~~~t~•~-~·~·i~A~nna ll& 0 

9:00 Jolln.t- Johnaon: "-n'a 6 Vo.en'• Speech 1n Pollah: 
Percept Lon• & ·p.rfar-•nea 

9:20 Jeane:. M.-.n (U mt): s .. x Dltfere"C:tl in Converae
tlonet St.yle: Que1tion• 6 COlour 

'9:40 Kauue Akiba-'R.e)'nol~b (U HI): Evidence ror Mneultnlty 
Cot~atra11lt--P1llen irt Jap•n••• 

10:00 Junko Hlblya (U PA): Phonolo;ic:al \larlation ln. SPQ\en 
Japanltae ln Tak.yo 

10:20 K.obc-rc H. tuc:hhdt (Korntf131lll• C): Lanauqe ShUt in 
t'he Concentrated Hennonite 011triet of Kan••• 

10:"0 Greaory 11:. G~o~y (U Sydn.ey): Soelel Cl• .. " Lan&w .. • 
c~anae 

11:00 Stl.aTon Jaeklw (Ch•thaa C): f:cbnie La1111va.ge Kolllln~
nanee .Aaonc Sviai-~Ttcaru~, 1918-1948 

11 : 20 Edlth L. Bavt." (LIII Tr~be U) 'Tt.a Shopen (.AultraUan 
Natl ll) : Chanae ln Proare .. ln W•Tlpiri: Cross
reference Clttlcl ln t.he Audl1ary 

llt40 Ann ftou,con (U PA): (lNG}: .A Loo'k •t t.he Jlelatlol\ te
tveet~ Soel•1 !valunton. & Lin.&uiltte Co.pet.enee 

MVlttO LECTUlE: A HATlER Or PROLONC!:D P'l!.LD WOIIC: SOla: 
toPICS FOR lt.PPLt£D DISCOURSE AJfAL!ISI$ 

Chair: OOUitTHrY CA7.DE.~ 

lCHJLL STU liS (U Not t.1q'h-) 

:00 - I bOO 

H :OO - 12:00 P'rederlcklcol~bia 

9 :00 •oorot.hy t>iaterheft (U SC): On 'he PiaehTony of 
conaeewtlvea 

9: U t,.aurence D. St.ephena (U NC} 6 RDJeT D, Woodard ( U 
I'ICh l.,abtovalar Pah[al1utloe~ ln Gree'k 

10:0~ Sara E. XL•I>all {Rwtae-ra U); K2o Ac•Ln 

l0:2S *R.D. PullL (111 U): Uerattva Syncope ht Pra-ttldo
l'.:uropaan 

1 L : 10 tri41et Drinka (U TX-1-vlt Ln): HoTpholoJleal 
ElabotatiO'I'I 1.1\ Lace lndo-lwropean 

ll:JO • Don•Ld lt.. Una:e, JT. (lard Ch Voiealeu .._ and a 
TIX'h~ort•n A~c.tnt Sh lfc 

Chair: Ro"ald 11:, 81)tte:r• (Duke U) 
Jloa-: Chua t:•k• A/1 F 

10:00 Dennis Jl, Pnat.on lt Kl U): 't.v* Yialona of Aalt:rica 

10:10 Ura Da~ll.r (U Jara): The Spread of o\MTtean 
!.n&lhh in Mult1Hncual Sviuarland 

11 :00 Stanl~y A leona: Un•t. Jnt.l 4t La Ca.wnieatlort): 
ca.,....[ara & [he l•paet. of Eallt•h Otl the Qvebee 

e Pr~"ch Ladeon 

11 :10 Ml e'llae l l'IOntiOMry lU SC)~ Upd1Ua.e; the Biblt.oa:ra
phy of SCNthun ,._riean £tt~ll1\: An. Effort to 
Isolate a 1te11on•• Sp•ac'h 

1 •0() - 2;00 

SATURDAY , 29 llt:C!MIIER 1984 

AFTERNOON 

COHKITTEE ON tHE STATUS OF WOMEN IN Ll!ICUIST!CS 
Ch.ai r: Prancl ne Prank 

LSA BUSIIIESS lt!:ET!!IC 
Chair: Hen r y Kahane 
b11olu tione Collldttec: James Poul tney . Jos eph Criaes. an d Elisabeth Selkir k 

Conltelhtion C/D 

the followinl rulu fo r mot i on• and re•olu tionlll ve:re prepared by Williaa J . Gedney ~d U ee t..hhte and approved by 
the £,:ecu tiva Co.-itt.ee at iu June 1973 Meettna:. LSI\ •11ben an urged to follow th .... ground rule• in order to 
have their -.uone and re:•olutiona coneidered at the Buaine1111 Meeting. 

lDl.ES !OR ICTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

j, Dl!:FlNITIONS. 

A .otton is any propoeiUon calltn& for ac.tlon whether by a offic.t:r of the Soc.lety . the Exec:uUve Collllllittae 
o~ 11111benhip. A reaolutiou expresaes tbe opinlon or feeli ng of a grou p. Reaolur.ion• are of tvo 'kindat a ) 
r eeolution• es.:p"a• i na 'tba .. n•• of th e •jodty of the •etinl • • and b) resolution• expreaain• 1 the Hnle 
of t 'he m111.jor1ty of the aaberatll p. t 

2. PIDCEDUIE RECUlliNC HOTIOIIS. 

2a. Motionll are In order only at th e duly con.at1tut ed l&l'ln.ud bu•ine•• •etlna:~ Voting h re1tric ted to ~embt:n 
ot the Soc.ietyt Motions • Y be inlttated by tbe Executive Coa:l1t tee or fro11 the floor. 

2b. Mot.ionlll 1nf. t ht:ed by the becu.t tve Cocaittee requi r e for their passage a u.jor1ty vote of the ~~embere 
voting et the ~~eeuna. 

2c:. Mot1oi1.JI f.nittaud fta• the floor, if they A:catve d'llrutive vote ot a •jorlty of a•bl!n voting at the 
•eting, ere th an to be subei tted by the !xec.ut1ve C0a:111ttee to a M il ballot of the •abership .of the Sodety 
in the next 1a111u e of th e LSA BUt.LETlM. Pa•u&e require•: a ) ujority of thoee voting, and. b) th•t the total of 
tbue voting in tavor -'et be at lent 2. St of th e penon al ••bersh!p. 

2d. U a .e•ber flfi1he• to intl'oduce a motlon. but prefflrs to avoid the del ay involved in 2c •hove, th e 110tlon 
.. )' 'be su.~itted i n mlvanc::e to the E ~;ecuttve Colal ttee (be fore their regul ar meetin.g prec:eding the b.teiness 
Meting st which the .:>t1on ia t.o be Introduced} with a requeat that the Exec:uthte Co.Uttee b)' - jority vot ~ 
of t he Co-ittee approve the i ntroduetfon. of t he m::.r.ton at. t he buai.ne" •ettng 81 a aotion i nittated by the 
'!xeeutive eo..J.t.tee <••• 2b above ). 

l. PlllCEDURE REGUlliNG ~!SOLUTIONS. 

la ... Ruolutione IMY be introduced at the annua l bualnc .. 111e ttng or at any apec:i.tl .eetina of the Society, 
111 ueh u the ltU-.er meet 1 ng. 

lb. A Reso lution& eo.J ttee oon1111ltlng of three membera will be appolnted by the ptuldent: prior to the 
beginning of each regulal' or spedal eeeting. M y me~:~~ber lllahing t o i n troduce s onolut lon D.Js t subiiH it tn 
•dvance to tbe Re111olutlon s CQ..h taa , which ln llddlttor~ to its tudlt i onal duty of for•uhti ng reeolut. lons of 
thank s ar~d the like, 'f11l have the dut.y to 1111!1ke 1ure that the la n.guage 11 clear. and th at d\lpUcat (on h 
•voided. The Reaolutior~a Co-.ittee fll4'1 •et in advance for t:h h P'o'- r poase or • Y• if necessary, retln to aucue 
durlna: th• course of the 11eet1ng. 

lc. A reeol Lition exp reaeitLg th.e &etll e of the -jodt y of the •et lng requ i res for its paau.-e the aff1 rcaat1"1e 
vote of .s -.jority of the r~e•ben wting at the aeeUna:. 

3d. If et leaet ten .e~:~~beu pr~een t at the •et.1 ng eo desire , • teeolu ltion u y be broadened. to ex:pre11 'the 
1enee of th.e •jority of the ••benhip,' regardle~s of vhll!ther or not 1t he~ pa .. ed th• procedu re tn 3<: 
above. by the following It-epa: tbe 1'\f!:I.Olutian 18 forvarded t o the Executive Co• Htee f or aubat1uion to the 
Mcaberah1 p by •U ball ot Un the I"M!:xt bau e o f t:he l.SA wt.L!fl~)p P•aaage of 1uc:h a '•en•e of the •jority of 
the ••bershi '$1' rea.p lution require• the aff i rutlve vote (.are th en. 501) of the lll!lllber•hip tespondlng~ 

5;00 - 6;00 PRESIDENTIAL ADDUSS' 
ttenry X~<~Lne 

~!CAL S!IWOT1C$ & VERBAL SYNTAX 
~tu Lla.da C-4\eAan. 

The Typology o( the Prestige Language Conatelhtion C/ D 

SATIJRDAY • 29 DECEHBER 1984 

SYMPilSIU~' S!XIS~, SEtwrncs • DISCOURSE; NEW Oltu:CTIOHS 
I N LAIIGIJAGE & GENDER RESEAltCll 

c 

c 

~t ~•••M~ak~·~M~·------------------------------~F~ 
1:00 Adrhna.e Lehrer {U AZ): Claaliflers in E.ng l ilh 

8:010 - !bOO Conatell.etion C/D C 

1:10 Annette He:rakovH• ( I) CA•Berkeley): Projec tive Prepo
lltiOQI & the Inherent t11prechion of lndex.iedl t.y 

8:40 IU rl• It .L. Pet ruck (U CA .. Berkeley): The Se11ant tc 
StT'UC:ture o.f ~ 

t:DO Ronald P, Schaefer (U Benin ): Spattal Schll!llll in. Ella! 

f:ZO M.it:heel HeLr~z (U Wl-Hadhon) ; Chir1ese: A Language 
Without Lexic:al Acco.pHahlllents 

t:4(1 H.H. Klal .. n (Le Tt-obe U): The Gr0111ar of Doing &: 
Uft.deraotr~~ in Korean 

~;OO *cLaDdia lou ( Putdue U): The Syntax o f Serial Verb 
Conat ruc t lon• 

~;U !feu•• M. Canoa {Federal 1 San ta H.ar ia): Peculi
&rit te, of Be ln an Allaz&n Languege 

Spon1or: LSA COIIIIIittee on the Status of 'W0111en i n LinguLuice 

f'RANClNE nAHK (SUHY• A.lbany): I ntroductory rellarks 

SALl,t rotCCONNELL-GlN!T (COorne ll lJ ) : On Saying ' Heanlng~ 
RadlCial Pr agu.ttc1 & the .. Sexllt L.anguage" Question 

SUSAN WOLFE (U SD): The Codification et Suist Language Use 

PAULA TREICHLER ( U lL C ef Med lcioe}: Fr011 Diac:ourae to 
Dic:.tionaries; How Sex Let Meani ngs Are Authort r:ed 

DELL KYt1£S (I) PA): P'or.al re1ponae 

FltANClNE PRANK: c •o•inl t'MIII.IId 



SUtfDAY , lO D!C!KIER 1 98/t 

l«lRHING 

jooLLOQUIUH: ClU!OL!S & UNIVERSAL GRAHHAR - 111£ UNIIMK!D CloSE! 

19 :00 - J 0 : 30 Conatell.t.ion A A 

jo!UK BICK.ERTOM (U Hl-~noa) 
r.--tlcueaanta: 

DAVID LIGHTFOOT C• MD) 
CILLIIIN SAJQ(OFF ( . fA) 
JOHN SINGLER (NYU ) 

~EMAIITICS 
P,.t r: Ceoq;e Dillon 
laoo.: Conatel Lat ion CID 

9:00 WUUu J. Pepic:ello <E•bt'y-RiddLe U): PrBga.atic:IJ of 
HWioroua Languaglt (Wl'tMDlt.AWN) 

9:20 He.ther Kc.C•llur-Bayliaa: Gt'ounda va. Evidence: An 
Exaple fro. the Kodal Syste111 

9:40 Eve Sweetser (U: CA-Ierkel~y): lpiete•Lc., Conver:ar 
tional, &. Content Col\dLtlonals 

10:00 SMiuel s. Epstein (Bell c~a.mic:atlona fteaurch): 
Operator Bntaihenta 

10:20 !rhard H:lntich (OH S U): l.eetrlcted QuantiUu
Uon ol Tespord !xpre .. ion a 

10:140 AvigaU A&oulay-Ylc.ente (PA S U): A Jultific:ation of 
• t.evel of Logic:el Representation 

1:00 Wynn Chao (PA S U): Cc:xm~on tloutt Antecedent• for Un
c:~n P ronouna 

11:20 Yun.g,-o liq (CT C)! l"nte&rating s ... ntlca 6o Prapr 
tic:•: Solvin& a Paradox 1n Mandarin 

11:40 Ewan K. 'Klein (U Edinburgh): The Sn.antic: InteY'pre
t.lllt Lon of S)'ntact lc Featurea 

c 

S'III'UX V: CLITICS & COOIIDINATION 
Chair: Joan Haling 
1.00111: Con.c.ellatlon B 

9:00 Hark. R.. laltin lNYU): A Hote on C81e Piltfrr 

9: 20 •t••n Sag (Stanford U). Thou• A. Wa1ow (Stanford U) 
G•rald C..:dar (U Suuex) ' Steven Veh ler (Raapabtr; 
C): Coot"d.ln•t ton & 'How to Dbtingu hh CateaodH 

10:05 Chu-Ren HJJ.an.g (Cot'nell U): On Coordinatlon Sch-. a. 
Chineae KP Coordination 

10:25 Jod A. Pi'evh ~OM. S U): The Clitic •• Deviation 
froe~ the Prototypied Word 

lO:•U Ian Saith (York U) 6 Ste'le Johnaoa (U Weat lncliea): 
Clitic:a •• a DerLved. Cate1ory 

11:05 Mark c. Baker (Mrt): [roquohn Noun lncor;poratioa: 
Where Syntax 6o Morphology Keet 

11 :2S 41'\l'le c. Lobec:k (U WA): Evidence for the Notion ot 
Argt.,~~~ent 0aMa1n 

PHONOLOGY: TONES, F!ATURES ' l«lRE 
Chair: Kar;in Michehon 
Roo-: laltlaore/Annapol h 

9:00 Arnold 'H. Zvic:ky (OKS U) & EUzibet'h D. Zwicky 
(OH S U): Iaperfec:t Puna 6: Phonological FeatJJ.rea 

B 

D 

9:20 Julhtt:e Levin Utt'l"): Evidence for Lar)'nt:Ul PeatiiLt•s: 
A Phonolog led Ru l e 

9:40 Nauu'ko TeujL.aura lU A.Z) • Stuart Davia (U AZ): 1'hl 
Accen.t of Loq NOCiind-c.OIIpoundlng l n Tokyo J apaoeae 

10:00 Shmuel Boloz'ky (U tV.--hen t ) : On t h e AbatY'ac:.t ne .. 
of Phonetic ltepresenta t: lon : Hodun Hebr ev [t] 

10:20 Edwin l&ttlatella (U A.L-Itralngh iUII): Pet"colatloa. 
A .. t•Hat1on i n Chinue 

10:40 Karen CarlyLe (U Toront o): On t h e Mature of t.he 
Sonority Scale 

lltOO p.,..La Munro (UCl..A) 6 Char lee H. Ulrich (UCLA.' D 
NM): Nauh & Na .. llzation in Vuurn Hue'ko.&e&tl 

11:20 Betty Jane Schl enan {U MA): leochrony & leghter 
lR thlt Ver1e of J ohn Web1ter 

11:40 * ~tthew Y ~ Chen ( UCSD) : Tone Sendhl: t h e Syntu: of 
Phonology 

SCNDAY, 30 DECEKBER l984 

l :00 - 2,00 PO!TitY REAOlNG D 

Koderatot: Donna Jo Napoli {U Ml) 

YNTAX I' n!EORY or AGRE!HEHT 
bair: J e rry Morgan 
ooa: Con1Ulht: Lon C/D 

HISTORICAL LIMGUISTICS 
Chair: Eric: Hamp 

C l.o~: Jelt1110re An.na~~li~I!,_ _ __________ __.!D!!..i 

2:00 *Ceo.ffrey x. Pull~.a~ (U CA-Santa Cruz:) ' Arnold M. Zwicky 
(OH S U): Phonologic:el l.~aolution of Syntactic 
Pu.tu.re Conflict 

2:45 Allc:.e c. H•rrte (Vande r bilt: Uh Ergativr-to-Accusative 
ShUte ln AgreeiiH:nt 

3:0S Kob•-td Sawale (U VA): Verb Subject Concord [R Arable 

3: 25 •Judith Ahaen (Covell C): Toward an !lCplanatory Theory 
of Aguaent 

4:10 Ger•ld G•ada r lCtr for Adv Study in the Behavioral 
Sc:ia): The Head. Fe•t_, ra Con'lentlon •• a Default 
Hecha.nin 

4 ~ 30 R•ndell Kendrick (U NC) : Ce ltic. Agreeent i- 81od1ng 
Theory 

2 : 00 *Cary B. RoLLand. (U CA-&er k.e l e:y): Word Order Chate•: 
Typology Venue Reconat r uct (on 

2:45 AniU X~ bt't'y (U HI-Flint ) : Cl1tlc Pronoun Poait1oa 
ln 13th Century Spanhh. 

3: OS Prededck H. Jad.aon ( PA S U) : On l..eKlcd Di f fuaioo 
•• Subgroup1ftl Evidence 

3:2S Michael A. Coving ton {U GA) : Th e Sutua of Lln,suir 
tic• aa a Science in the Middle Agee 

PHONETICS 
Chair: Artt\ur s. Abrauon 
Ro0111: lalt1aoreiAPne oU• 

):45 Willlaa. T. Jteilly UN U): Frequency & )4ark ed nen 

4:0S Shtrhy A. Steele (U TX-Dellae & TX. l netr-.el1ta>: 
E f feet of lncre .. Lng Pund•enu.l Frequency on Vow.l 
Intrin1lc FO 

4:25 Louin M. Slovh.caek. ( Uf U) " Daniel A~ Dil1tteea (Ill 
U): On th• •hone:ti ca o.f Word-final Devoicing ift 
Polilh 
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Col l ege, university of Cal ifornia-Santa Cruz (SUN AFT: C) 

following constraints on agreement controllers have been, proposed i n 
fll~ious forms: 
~) If A controls agreement, then A is a Subject, Direct Object or Ind i rec t 
I · ct 
~)eif•A controls agreement, then A is in the final stratum (i.e. A bears 
121 relevant grammatical relation at the relevant superf i c i al level } . 
tile Numerous cases counterexemplify (ll- ( 2) • These include Achenese pas-
·ves English existentials, and constructions in Southern Tiwa, Choctaw, 

51vaj~. and others. This paper articulates a theory of agreement in wb ich 
11:inciples (1}-(2} have a place, and characterizes the class of possibl<;! 
Pounterexamples. We d i stinguish two classes of agreement controlle r s : Pri 
~ry Agreement Controllers (PACs) and Secondary Agreement Controllers 
(SACS) , and impose ( 1)- ( 2) only on the former. To be an explanator y 
~eory, the class of SACs must also be restricted. Roughly , the idea is 
that a nominal which is not a PAC may control agreement in a language only 
if it is "connected" in one of a small number of ways t o a PAC. We propo::;e 
t~ such connections and illustrate the approach of the t heor y by giv ing 
explicit accounts of agreement in several languages. 

~!SUE AKIBA-REYNOLDS, University of Hawaii (SAT MORN : C) 

~dence for Masculinity Constraint--Fillers in Japanese 

The a.rgwne;·t that female SJ;eakers a.re under t he pressure of the "feminini tJ const
raint" has already been accepted by many linguists studying the relationship between 
language and gender. Women are in most societies expected to use "expressions that sug-
gest triviality in subject matter and uncertainty about it" (R.Lakoff 1975) . More recently, 
however

1 
it has been suggested that men are also under a pressure--the '"masculinity const

raint" ~Sattel, 1983). This paper attempts to provide a piece of evidence for such 
raint in Japanese. First, it presents examples of male and female uses of fillers gathered 
1.n Japan. Males in public discourse make a characteristic use of vowel fillers--vowels 
identical with the vowels preceding the filler positions (e .g. ~ in motto 'oo takai 
·~re •. ah •• expensive')--while females in similar situations use~. Then, I will 
~e on the basis of the result of an experiment that vowel fillers are much less notice
able to the audience t han an( o). Vowel fillers do not make the speaker sound hesitant as 
111ch as ano( o) does. Thus, conclusions: The use of fillers is natural for human communi cat· 
ion since in reality both sexes use fillers; the fact that male speakers choose less 
aoticeable fillers, therefore, is nothing but an indication that male speakers are subject 
to a constraint which is not applicable for females--the masculinity constraint "Don't 
show human weaknesses." 

AVIGAIL AZOULAY- VICENTE, The Pennsylvania State University (SUN MORN: C) 

A Justification of a Level of Logical Representation 

Ch0111sky's government-binding theory assumes a level of logical form (LF} representing 
FOperties of syntactic structures relevant to semantic interpretation . The French cons
t~ction ~ AP {guelgue chose de bon=something-of-gooa} can be used as a n argument to jus
tlty the need for such a level of grammatical representation . The distribution of de AP is 
highly ::est ricted. *J e connais un gars on d' intelligent { 1-know-a-boy-of-intelligentf is un
~Ubatlcal. de AP occurs only if the NP related to it is contrastively stressed, focus ed bv 
restrict ive ~·. ·~ (only) , substituted by a pronoun (~), questioned (~=who) or repre- ' 
lented.py an indefinite pronoun (guelgu'un"someone) . de AP also relates to relative claust:s 
vith indefinite heads (ce que J e sais d ' int eressant=what- 1-know-of-interesting).There"seems 
to be no common syntactic property between these heterogeneous constructions. 
I vi l1 argue that the level at which one can find an explanation of the distribution of 
~ AP is LF. ae AP is not a predication of the NP it is -related to in surface structure but 
rathe r stands for the characteristic property of the domain over which a variable ranges. 
~erefore, it can be related only to NP's which are represented by variabl es in LF. I will 
~bw that the property common to all the constructions which allow the occurrence of de AP 
1~ that they produce a variable in LF . Consequentl y, only if we posit a level of LF contai
~~~ Variables bound by quantifier-like expressions can we explain the restrictions on ~AP. 

l 



MARK c. BAKER, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (SUN HORN: B) 

Iroquoian Noun Incorporation : Where Syntax and MorphologY Meet 

Mohawk has a Noun Incorporation construction (NI), in which the head of an NP may r.n
tionally appear inside the governing verb. Sentences like (i) give crucial 
how morphology and syntax fit together in a general theory of grammar: 

(i) ne Oterutuni?a? (t\ u-hwAdji-a?] ~s wa?-tha-~~-a-kwe? (Hewitt 1903) 
Sapling PREF-earth-SUF PRT past-3Msubj-handful-0-pick 

'Sapling (a diety) would costumarily take up a handful of dirt' 
First, it is argued that NI is a syntactic movement process: NI has the same 

tion as ne-cliticization in Italian (possible form object nosition; impossible from 
of transitives and from adjuncts), which Belletti and Rizzi (1980) show follows fr~ the 
straints on the syntactic movement rule Move-0( in the Extended Standard Theory framework, 

Second, it is argued that NI is also a morphological process : namely compounding, 
This accounts for the position of the noun root in the verb (inside inflection and some 
vation), as well as phonological and idiosyncratic lexical properties of the derived word, 

Finally, some properties of NI can only be exnlained in terms of ~morphology and 
syntax, including the stranding of noun complements seen in (i). This account of NI dif 
conceptually from previous ones (cf. Sadock 1980) which weaken constraints rather than 
bining them, but it argues against theories which allow no morphology to be done in syntaz, 

PHILIP BALDI, The Pennsylvania State University (SAT HORN: A) 

The Psychological Reality of Negative Prefixation 

In this paper, we investigate issues relating to English speakers creative ability to ~· 
struct words with negative prefixes: l)Is ,negation using prefixes such as ~-,in-,~- a!ll 
dis- a productive morphological process, or a rote lexical specification? Which prefixei 
are-the most productive? 2)Are speakers of English sensitive to etymology of negative pre• 
fixes ? 3)Do s·peakers of English observe the historical phonological constraints on the 
tribution of in-,im-,11- and ir- when negating newly introduced words? What model best 
plains this behavior?~o investigate these issues, we conducted two studies of prefix 
tion, one multiple choice and one fill-in-the-Ql~qk. Both studies presented subjects with 
the task of negating a list of words by using negative prefixes. A list of pseudo-Englieh 
adjectives was constructed so that half the words appeared to be native English (e.g. 
rimbled) and half appeared to be of Latinate origin (e.g.,prosilient,nexibular). Also 
of real English words of native and Latinate origins were constructed, matching and balanc• 
ing each list on phonological variables such as number of syllables,root-initial phone~, 
and su·ffix etymology. The subJects overwhelmingly preferred un- as a negative prefix, al· 
though DQn-,in-, (and its variants) and dis- were also relatively common choices . Subjectl 
adhered strictly to the historical phonological constraintA on in- and its variants.The fw 
phonological errors made were consistent with a model which has in- as the underlying fo~. 
We will present details of the exnerimentR. d~~~ ~r.rl ~"~lvqic i"-rhic oaoer. 

MARK R. BALTIN, New York University (SUN HORN: B) 

A Note on case Filter 

The failure of certain post-verbal NP + infinitival sequences to right-node-raise has beeD 
cited as evidence for the non (S)-constituency of said sequences (Bresnan(l982);Postal 
An example is (1)* believes but Fred doesn' believe to be fat, assuming 
ency tQ be a suf icient cr erion orR . Alternative y, proponen s f GB theory 
out these unacceptable examples by appealing to the Case Filter (Rouveret & Ver~na11dl 

which rejects sentences containing non-case-marked NPs. On this account, 
quires the candidate NP to be governed by its case-assigner, and RNR causes the 
the NP to occur in a non-governed position in (1), making the NP ineligible for 
by the matrix verb. One ~ccount posits non-constituency for the post-verbal NP+infiniti~ 
sequence ; the second allows (even requires) constituency for the sequence. I will shov t~ 

certain sentences containing RNRed NPs+infinitival sequences follovin& 
explicable only if ~ne posits a case filter . An example is: (2) iJo~ 

refer for, Sall t ve . Because the constituency requ re• 
~m~e~n~~w~o~u~l~~n;;;.~u;:e~of.u~tMt~2~.~~e~~a~s~e~~~e~r~i~s~t~h~e~m~ore general explanation and hence 
receives independent support ~~ese phenomena. 
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K. BARRY, University of Michigan-Flint (SUN AFT: D) 

Clitic object pronouns in Old Spanish may be either preverbal or postverbal, as shown 
he tonowing: (a) Et ellos cri~ronme lo mejor que pudicron 

~t wr~pro 
(b) E asi la ventura me echo enesta tribulacion 

pre+ verb 
rinciples governing their placement remain elusive, As illustrated in Rarnsden(l963), 

~ P are problems with all the major theories proposed in the literature, while hi7 own 
~~e heavily on an ill-defined notion of •sense-union• of the verb and its preced1ng ele
rtlles This paper argue s two points: ( 1) We mus t recognize that t here is probably no uni
•nt• rinciple which accounts for all pronoun placement, but rather an intersection of . 
tyln&l~gical, syntactic, and semantic constraints (sometimes confli~ting) wh~ch results 1n 
~degree of flexibility; (2) We cannot ignore the role of narrat1Ve funct1on as a de
~. ·ng factor. It is argued that postverbal position is used as a mark of foreground
ttl'llllnl device to separate the main story 1 ine from background information. It is this last 
l~·haexplains why clitic pronouns are~ postverbal in subordinate clauses, negative 
tllllC ces of any type, or questions, despite other conditions which may be met • These are 
senten · D f h 1 · · ·sely the clause-types which do not report ma1n events. ata or t e ana ys1s lS 
""ec1 3 s · h · :;;""" frono fm1r 10.000-word selections from 1 th century pan1s narrat1Ve prose. 

~~ BAT-EL, University of California-Los Angeles 

~plication in Hebrew : A Case of Re Reduplication 

(FRI AFT: B) 

A unified analysis of reduplication in Hebrew is proposed within the framework of the 
,meral theory of reduplication developed in Marantz(l982). The advantage of this account 
ll the de~nstration that the general theory does handle a variety of superficially diverse 
,~eases in Hebrew, which are treated in isolation by McCarthy(l979, 1981). 

u 11 argued that the forms gazaz 'trimmed 1 
• gil gel 'rolled 1 , sxarxar 'circulating' and 

~1ln 'rose' are all derived by one and the same process or reduplication via a universal 
nie eopying the consonantal melody whenever there are unspecified C-slote left after 
-.,lng. In many languages, as proposed by Marantz, the unspecified C/V-slots are available 
ria a (language specific) rule of affixation. In Hebrew, it is argued that the unspecified 
~lots are available from the lexicon, 

the contribution of this analysis to the general theory of reduplication is crucail. It 
~· that also in Semitic languages reduplication involves the universal process of 
oteopying. The difference between reduplication in Semitic and in other languages is 
~uced to a difference in a languague specific rule which is lacking in Semitic. It is 
dtar now that the (ad hoc) feature [+reduplication) suggested in McCarthy(l981) to 
ftltinsuish between reduplication in SeMitic and in other languages is redundant. 

~IR BATTISTELLA, University of Alabama-Birmingham (SUN HORN: D) 

~colation Assimilation in Chinese 

lant th!ories of phoo)logical structure have expressed hanmnic a!¥1 assimilatory processes by 
lltalegleltal or three-d.Urensional l!H!IlS , A question that arises in su:h SystE!JS is ...nether a 
~feature 'belongs' to the adjacent ~t or to a higher level construct (the syllable or 
• ailsyllabic category). My p:~per will discuss a process of backness assimilation in M300arin (cf. 
0.. 1973: A Syochronic Plnlolm of Mmdarin Chinese). I argue that this process supports the 
PllitiCil that spreading features 'belong' to adjacent ~ts. 1re argtJII!flt is thus. In ~ or 
<D'N syllables the ID:kness of V is determined by tre backness of the Glide or Nasal, with 
lfitl!ssive assillulation taking pra::edeoce. I argue that tre simplest description is cne in which tre 
liDness features of Glides or Nasals percolate up the ~ structure of the syllable a!¥1 cb.n to 
'lolels unspecified for backness. 1re analysis has the advantage that the priority of regressive 
lllimilation falls out fron tre min:iJrBl distaoce (in terms of nodes) bet~.een tre eOO.ing ~t and 
~preceding vo.el. 1re other side of the argtJII!flt, that the features should oot beloog to higher 
~categories like finals (the G\WN part of the syllable) or rilles (the \\';fN p:nt), turns on the 
~ ltet ~ loOOld have to stip.llate that the rille oode is specified for backness just in case it is 
lrb:lnng, a!¥1 unspecified othen.ise. OtheNise, ~ could not guarantee progressive assimilation in 
lfllahieS lacking a final G or N. Gl the percolation approach, oo such stip.llation is needed. 

J 



EDITH L. BAVIN, La Trobe University (SAT MORN: C) 
TIM SHOPEN, Australian National University 

Change in Progress in Warlpiri: Cross-reference Clitics in the Auxiliary 

A survey was made of 197 Warlpiri speakers age 4 to 77 in central Australia. They 
produced transitive sentences with each of the possible combinations for 3rd person 
subjects and objects where either one can be singular, dual or plural. These arguments 
are cross-referenced in the auxiliary, e.g. 

Jarntu-jarra-rlu ka-pala-jana ngaya-patu marnkurrpa wajili-pinyi. 
dog-DUAL-ERGATIVE AUX-335-3330 cat-few three run-attack (NONPAST) 
(The two dogs are chasing the three cats.) 

We find an increasing tendency among speakers under twenty-six to omit and merge the 
cross-reference morphemes. The system appears unstable among children and teenagers. As 
one would predict from markedness theory, the most vulnerable argument is the object and 
the moat vulnerable number is the dual. Mergers are taking place in the direction of 
subjects and singular/plural. This has a relationship to the syntax where among younger 
speakers we find a move away from the free word order of traditional Warlpiri and an 
increasing use of SVO word order. traditional Warlpiri makes extensive use of zero 
anaphora, but when less information is being carri~d by the auxiliary there is a need for 
overt nominals. In fact, we have found a trend toward less zero anaphora, and the overt 
subje~ta and objects in turn accommodate the regularity in SVO word order. 

VICTORIA L. BERGVALL, Harvard University (FRI AFT: A) 

Problems for subjacency and the ECP from Kikuyu in situ WH-Questions 

The claim that Subjacency is a constraint on movement in the syntactic canponent and 
the Logical Form (IF) component is maintained ~ a variety of Government and Binding 
theorists (e,g, Huang 1982, Lasnik & Saito 1984} in the face of apparent counterexamplq 
a number of languages. Thea~ theorists appeal to the Empty Category Principle (ECP) and 
learnability arguments to dismiss the counterexamples and proposed alternate 
This paper examines counterexamples fran a Bantu language, Kikuyu, and the c01mt.er~arg•• 

On the l:asis of Chinese data, Huang proposed that languages with no overt 
ment in Syntax show movement for question w0%'ds and quantifiers only in the IF c011aponent, 
Thus, in situ questions under islands such as complex NPs and WH-w0%'ds are not affected 
bounding constraints , 1. e • , SU bjacency. However, in Kikuyu, such in s'i tu questions. are 
grammatical• *Ma.ti:» 1 e mo1do orea otinil'U mahoa mareko? 

they-not-know person that cut flowers Hhich 
'Which flowers did they not know anyone who cut i ?' 

It 'Hill be demonstrated how ECP argwnents fail to account for this, since the object 
'cut' is a properly governed argument. In fact, the ungrammaticality is due to the 
tive structure of Kikuyu relative clauses, Hhich lack Canp positions. However, this 
sis in turn causes problems for the ECP and for the establishment of chains between NPa 
WH-words under relative heads and the matrix Camp position. 

AVA BERINSTEIN, Smithsonian Insti~ution (FRI MORN: B) 

Evidence for Multi-attachment in Complex Clauses 

In this paper, I present arguments for cross-clausal multiattachment (MA), a notion within~ 
which basically covers cases where a single nominal bears more than one CR in distinct clauses. 
It is argu~d that the same constraint that governs subject extraction in simple clauses also 
governs extraction in complex clauses. In K'ekchi (Maya), the subject of a 2-3 Retreat clause 
(a clause in which the initial DO is final IO)must extract and be guestioned, FOCused, or~ 
tivized. This is stated as (1): If the initial DO is final IO of a clause c, then the nominal 
heading the final subject arc of clause c must also head a Q, Foe, or Rel arc. 

Two types of arguments for HA are given. First, it is shown that in equi constructions, it il 
the controller of the retreat infinitive that must extract ana bear the Q, Foe, or Rel relation 
Given the notion of MA, the controller satisfies the condition in (1) because it also heads tM 
final subject arc in the retreat clause. Second, it is shown that in raising constructions, if 
the retreat subject raises, it is the raisee in the matrix clause that must extract. The raiaet 
satisfies the condition in (l)because it also heads the final subject arc in the retreat co~ 
lement. Crucially, MA is distinct from coreference since no coreference is involved in raisin& 
constructions. The obligatory extraction of Subject and DO controllers of retreat infinitive• 
and raisees of retreat clauses follows from the same principle that governs subject extraction 
in simple retreat clauses. A grammar without the notion of MA will not be able to capture thil 
generali~ation about K'ekchi extraction. 

ruNG-0 BIO, connecticut College (SUN MORN: C) 

~tegrating Semantics and Pragmatics: Solving a Paradox in Mandarin 

This paper examines cai and jiu in Mandarin Chinese, which sometimes 
appear synonymous with one another and sometimes antonymous. For example, 
both words can mean 'only', but in some other contexts cai is associated 
with the connotation of ·~ than expectation" while j~u is associated 
with "less than expectation•. This paradox is dissolve by identifying 
enera!lmianings for each of cai and jiu and showing how the problematic 

Interpretations arise from interaction of these general meanings with 
specific contextual factors. 

Cai and jiu are both analyzed in terms of the notions "focus•, •var
iablew;-and •variable domain• as particles placing focus on some element 
involved in speech. The two words are distinguished from each other by 
the implicatures they carry: £!! gives exclusive focusing while jiu gives 
simple focusing. Furthermore, pragmatic notions such as •scalar implica
ture•, and Gricean maxims of relevance and of quantity are utilized to 
derive the various interpretations realized in particular contexts from 
the general meanings. 

In short, this study shows that the two particles relate to each 
other in a systematic way, which previous studies have failed to prove. 

SHMUEL BOLOZKY , University of Massachusetts-Amherst (SUN MORN: D) 

On the Abstractness of Phonetic Representation: Modern Hebrew [t] 

The !iberian represen t ation of Biblical Hebrew (BH ) vocal ization distingu1shes 
between / € / , / e / and [~]. In corresponding Modern Hebrew (MH) lexical counterparts, no 
distinction 1s made between these three segments, which are all represented as / E/ and 
are normally a l so realized phonetically as (£1. Independent ly, / E/ may be reali~ed as 
( 31 when sufficiently reduced, but t he process has nothing to do w1th BH ( ~) . 
Observation of the behavior of phone t ic [E) in MH casual speech r eveals, however, that 
speakers do distinguish be t ween two types of [£]: Basically, [E) from BH / e/ is not 
subject to the casual deletion process affecting [El from BH / E/ and 1a1 as well as 
derived or affixal [i]. [£] from BH / e / deletes only in affi xes of high f r equency such 
as [me+vin] 'understand, pres.'. Since segments a f fected by c asua l delet ion are all 
either denved or affixal, one. coul d either distinguish between basic and 
derived/ aff ixal MH [£], or characterize deletable (£] (and [ill as partially specified 
even at the phonetic level unt il low level phrasal processes have a pplied. The latter 
option will be argued for, based on t he fact that r eal i zation as (E) or [il 1s 
automat1cally determined by the phonetic env1ronment. If archi-phonemic representation 
is poss1bl e at the phonetic level, it would argue for "'a degree of abstractness"' as 
late jn the derivation as the phonetic representation itself. 

ROBERT H. BUCHHEIT, Morningside College (SAT MORN: C) 

Language Shift in the Concentrated Mennonite District of Kansas 

The purpose of my paper is to examine some factors which contributed 
to language shift from German to English among t he Russian- Ge rman Mennonites 
of south-central Kansas. A brief description of the geographical area and 
immigrant history of the Mennonites will be f ollowed by t he results of a 
statist ical analysis of data on thirty-four Mennonite congregations. Using 
cen~us data and related demographic information, correlation coefficients 
were computed between the dates of shift and such factors as conservatism 
in religion, locat ion within t he district, homogeneity, and percentage of 
German speakers to total population in 1895 and 1930. Preliminary results 
of thi s analysis indicate that shift correlates significantly with a low 
percentage of German speakers to t he total population and with the 
proximity to non-Mennonites. The partial effects correlations show that 
locat i on is the strongest factor on shift followed by t he density of 
German speakers. A multiple correlation analysis will still be performed 
on the data in order to determine the multiple effects of the factors. A 
statistical analysis such as the one described here is a rel atively new 
approach to language maintenance and s hift of German in t he u.s. 
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GUY CARDEN, Graduate Center, City University of New York/ 
University of British Columbia 

BEATRICE LAMIROY, Harvard university 

French Aa' A Long-range An~i-reflexive 

(SAT MORN: B) 

The French clitic ~ (• de+ NP), like other non-reflexive pronouns, is necessarily 
disjoint in reference from the subject of its clause. Unlike other pronouns, ~ is also 
disjoint in reference from the subjects of higher clauses in a range of constructions: 

(1) a. Paul pense que Marie est amoureuse de lui. lui • Paul, X 
b. Paul pense que Marie en est amoureuse. en • X; ~ Paul 

To a first approximation, the generalization is that en is disjoint in reference from any 
NP that K-commands it (lb,2 vs. 3). However, a number of constructions (all islandat) allow 
en to be coreferent with an NP that commands it (e.g. 4a vs 4b). 
-y2) Suzanne a dit a Marie que Paul en est amoureux. en • X; ~ Suzanne, Marie 

(3) Le frere de Paul pr~tend que Marie en est amoureuse. en • P, X; ~ frere 
(4) a. Paul serait tr~s malheureux si Marie en disait du mal. en • P,X 

b. 11 serait tres malheureux si Marie disait du mal de Paul. 11 • X; r P 
Viewed within a classical model, this data implies that en will need an anti-reflexive 

rule independent of the clausemate reflexive rule of French. Viewed within Chomsky's (1981) 
Binding Theory, en provides evidence for the independence of Principles A and B, since en 
will require a Principl~ B' \iith structural conditions sharply distinct from those neede.t
in Principle A to handle the reflexives. 

KAREN CARLYLE, University of Toronto {SUN MORN: D) 

On the Nature of the Sonority Scale 

Phonotactic constraints on the syllable have often been accounted for by means of a 
fixed universal sonority scale in spite of a number of counter-examples to it, Recently 
Steriade (1983) has argued for a parameterized scale, based on distinctive features, in 
which different languages may assign different sonority ratings to a given phonetic 
property. In this paper we show that her approach encounters problems in languages 
where onsets and codas do not exhibit mirror-image properties, and in languages where 
there are nucleus-coda phonotactic constraints, With specific reference to Spanish we 
show that a numerical sonority scale (Selkirk 1984) is superior to Steriade's feature
based scale in that it allows both vowels and consonants to be represented on the same 
scale, This in turn allows the capture of rhyme-internal phonotactic constraints, 
Furthermore, a numerical scale allows separate conditions to be placed on the onset and 
coda, a feature which is necessary for languages with non-mirror-image onsets and codas, 

NEUSA M. CARSON, Federal University of Santa Maria (SAT eVE: F) 

Peculiarities of Be in an Amazon Language 

The use of the Copula(COP) Be in Existential(EXIST) and Locative(LOC) con
structions, and its absence in possessive(POSS) constructions is examined 
in Macuxi(Carib). COP presents the invariable for~wani (1) which is common
ly used with the perfective(perf), and an inflected~m for durative as
pect (2). 

(1) paruru wan~-p~war!Isa-ya 
banana COP perf basket in 

(2) paruru man war!isa-ya 
banana COP basket in 

'the banana was in the basket/there was a 
banana in the basket' 

'the banana is in the basket/ there is a 
banana in the basket' 

Animate(ANIM) POSS marker E! is the COP is absent in POSS constructions. 
aspect carrier of the sentence (3). 

(3) paruru uye-k-rf-p{ 'I have a banana/the banana is mine' 
banana ls POSS ANIM perf 

COP surfaces in EXIST and LOC constructions(! and 2), 
mate. Where LOC is ANIM, the COP is absent(3). This 
(Lyons, 1968; and Clark, 1978) of a common source for 
constructions to be analysed as LOC. 
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where LOC is inani
supports the view 
EXIST,LOC and POSS 

CHAO, The Pennsylvania State University (SUN MORN: C) 

~oun Antecedents for uncommon Pronouns 

When pronouns refer to linguistically introduced antecedents, these antecedents are 
rallY assumed to be NPs, with which the pronouns agree in gender and number. But 

sen:tder the case in (1), where no NP could be the antecedent: 
~ (1) The department just installed a new computer that specializes in word 

processing. They are great things to have around. 
~has the following possible interpretations: i.'oomputers'(in general), 

i 'co~puters that specialize in word processing,' and iii. 'new computers that 
1 • ialize in word processing.' The available antecedents for this pronominal reading 
1pec f JactlY defined by the set o common noun phrases that would be generated by a categorial 
'r..-ar (e.g., several versions of Montague Grammar). The existence of this reading also 
loints to the inadequacy of mechanisms such as coindexation of syntactic constituents in 
:ccounting for pronominal anaphora. 

In this paper I will present an analysis of t hese common noun readings based on an 
extension of Kamp's (1981) theory of discourse representations. The extension involves 
rules that introduce discourse referents that correspond t o the connnon noun denotations, 
and contriPutes to the precise characterization ·of the notion 'available ante~edent.' 

~TTHEW y, CHEN, University of California-San Diego (SUN MORN: D) 

we Sandhi: The S!lntax of Phonology 

Tbis paper focuses on the grammatical conditions under which tone sandhi (TS) rules 
operate. Central to the account of TS processes in a variety of Chinese dialects is 
the notion of 'tone group' (TG), which delimits the domain of TS rules. With reference 
to the Amoy (Xiamen) dialect in particular, I propose to define TG i n the following 
tel'IIS: 

Insert a TG boundary # after XP (where XP • maximal proiection of any category 
X) -- except when XP modifies a following lexical head 

Factual details surrounding similar generalizations will be presented, and their 
theoretical significance discussed, both in the context of TS phenomena in other 
Chinese dialects, and with reference to recent studies on t he interPlay between 
tyntsx and phonology. 

DONALD G. CHURMA, University of California~san Diego (FRI MORN: D) 

On the Fate of St randed Tones 

This paper presents evidence from an examination of the cross- l ingui stic behavior of tones 
that have lost their syllabic suppor t in favor of maintain ing the clause of the We l l-Form
edness Condition (Haraguchi 1975, Goldsmith 1976) that r equires that (tonal) autosegments 
be associated with some segment at all but the most remote levels, contrary to recent pro
posals that this requirement be dropped (Clements and Ford 1979, Ha lle and Vergnaud 1982 , 
Pulleyblan~ 1983). First, stranded tones that are reassociated with another segment are , 
•PParently universally (Leben 19 78, C&F), associated with the segment that triggered their 
stranding--a coincidence within those approaches that rel y on l anguage-specific rules to 
reassociate stranded tones (H&V, Pulleyblank). Second, such approaches account for what 
~ld be handled by a rule of contour cone simplification in the former approach by means 
of a universal principle which s t ates tha t stranded tones that have reassociated by rule 
cause automatic disassociation of the tone already present in l anguages that disallow sur
face contour tones. However, l angauge-specific simplif i cation rules will be r equired i n 
unguages t hat do allow such contours in addition to language-specific reassoc iat ion rules 
(the latter not being needed at all i n the automatic reassociation approach). Finally, re
tiring automatic reassociation does not permit a "floating tone" treatment of downstep 
~F), which is undesirable on independent grounds (Churma 1982). 
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MICHAEL A. COVINGTON, University of Georgia (SUN AFT : D) 

The Status of Lingu1s t ics ~s a Science in the Middl e Ages 

The scholastic philosophers of the thirteenth century reclassified grammar from 
a practical art to a theoretical science. This reclassification was motivated 
by the rediscovery of Aristotle's Posterior Analytics, with its criteria for the 
logical form of scientific statements; an increasing emphasis on the practical/ 
theoretical distinction, picked up from Arabic philosophy; an increasing desire 
for functional explanations of linguistic phenomena; and the conclusion, based on 
increasingly sophisticated semantic theories, that some of the characteristics of 
language are non-arbitrary. 

This paper will trace the status of gr~r in medieval classifications of the 
sciences from before the rediscovery of the Posterior Analytics through the height 
of speculative grammar, and into the nominalist era when grammar was demoted 
back to the level of a practical art. Attention will be given to the nature 
of the arguments for and against treating grammar as a science, and to the 
positions not only of grammarians, but also of generalists such as Vincent of 
Beauvais, Robert Kilwardby, and Roger Bacon. 

DEBORAH A. DAHL, Universi ty of Pennsylvania {FRI MORN: C) 

Recognizing Specific Attributives 

Although specific indefinite NP's typically function to introduce new referents into 
discourses, they do not always have this function. For example, in (1) a, Dr. Smith told 
me that exercise helps. b. Since I heard it from a aoctor, c. I'm inclined to believe it., 
no new entity is introduced by a doctor. It is claimed that the function of indefinit~ 
NP's like a doctor is to signal that only Dr. Smith's attribute of being a doctor is 
relevant to the message, not his particular identity. Thus, these NP's can be called 
attributive in the sense of Donnellan (1966, 1978), They are also specific in that the 
speaker has a particular individual in mind, To understand sentences like (lb), a hearer 
must recognize that the indefinite NP is not intended to introduce a new referent. This 
paper discusses features of the discourse-context that assist the hearer in recognizing 
this intention, For example, when the information in the clause with the indefinite NP i& 
'given' in the sense of Chafe (1976), it is unlikely that the speaker intends to introduce 
a new entity. This is the case in (lb), which e ssentially re peats th~ information in lla). 
Other contextual properties which tacilitate the recognition of specific at t ribut ives are 
described. It is argued that proposals concerning the integration of sent ence s with 
indefinites into discourse r eprese nta tions (e.g., Clark and Clark (1977), We bber (1979), 
and Heim (1982)) must be sensitive to these feature s of the context in orde r to handle 
sentences like (1b). 

RICHARD DASHER, Stanford Universi ty/ Univer sity of 
California-Sant a Cruz 

{FRI AFT: D) 

Honorific Auxiliari es in J apanes e : A Case Stud y in Gr ammaticalizat i on 

Various studies of honorifics in the history of Japanese, e.g. Tsujimura (1968 , 1971) , 
Lewin (1967, 1969), and Hayashi and Minami (1974, v. 2-6), have provided t axonomies of 
semantic changes among classes of Japanese honorifics, but these studi es fail t o discuss 
the patterns of change in light of more general diachronic processes. The present study 
investigates throughout the history of Japanese the semantic developments of auxiliaries 
indexing respect and humility and shows that these developments can be accounted for by a 
theory of grammaticalization such as that of C. Lehmann (1982) . The primary path of 
change is found to consist of two stages. First, a full verb denoting one of a limited 
set of concepts (BE/ COME/GO, BECOME, DO, SAY, GIVE, RECEIVE) is syntacticized, e. g. 
tatematuru 'give [humiliative]'(OJ-ENJ) > [humiliative benefactive auxiliary](LOJ~E~J ) . 
Second, such an auxi liary undergoes semantic generalization while retaining honor1 f1c 
value, e.g. -tamau (4 conj . )[respectful benefactive auxiliary] (OJ- LOJ ) > [respect ful aux~ 
iliary](LOJ-L~ These changes indicate increasing grammaticalization: honori f i c 
lexemes in Japanese const itute a relat ively open set and are rest r i cted to expressing 
particular concepts , but honorific auxiliaries comprise a smaller , mor e productive _para
digm of bound forms that obligat orily contrast with honorifically neutral verb end1ngs. 
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~viSON 1 University of Illinoi s (FRI AFT: A) 

QPstructions in various languages may be realized with shar ply differ ent surface syn
~ struc tures. They may involve antecedent-gap dependenc ies, as in ( 1), or wh in s i t u 
u:Jdon'tknow[who.[You think[.I am e .)H . m w nahTijaantal [aap kyaa

1/*IJ aamijhrahee nat [mat~ huu]1
) .:.<1) 

1 not know-imp£. you what understand prog .pl. I who am 
,e.-otic representation of (2) will have to show that kaun 'who ', i n this s entence fro. 

o- ·-urdu, has scope over two clauses, just as in (1 ) , Ro~kinds of wh- constructions 
~~~ubject to syntactic constraints on well-formedness. and on possible assoc iated mean
~ 'Ibis paper examines constituent questions i n Hindi~rdu . as an example of in s itu 
~~~tructions, in order to define what formal simi lar ities exis t between t he cons t r a1nti 
wll ctructure like (1) and those like ( 2). 'n!.e goal is t o isolate what is c0111111on t o human 
•' ages. and what language spec ific factors define the range of well-formed express i ons 
::!"particular language . It is proposed that both (1) and (2 ) ar e constrained by conditior.s 

tbe relation of the gap t o a governor, and on the syntact i c material i ntervening between 
~antecedent and the gap. The constraint necessarily holds at LF f or Hindi-Urdu , and is 

alized by government t o the left instead ct to the right (Kayne ( 1983 ) . On l y fini te S node s 
"_.cituent governing sentential categories. defining the domain in wh i ch the binding prin
:iple& apply tO b')t\l jap/vuiable& .ii ~d t o .arili'h Of!> , 

~DELANCEY, univ ersity of Oregon 

Gr~ticalized Verbs in Newari and Tibetan 

{FRI AFT : D) 

~15 paper analyzes gramrnaticalized verbs in Newari a nd Lhasa Tibetan, a rgue s tha t these 
~nguages exhibi t t he i nitia l stage of the process of grammatical iza tion which gave rise t o 
~e el aborate systems of grammaticalized verbs found in other Ti beto- Burman lgs . , and s hows 
~e importance of these data for under stand i ng grdmmati cal i za tion a nd t he development of 
1uxil iarized ver bs. TB l gs. show c l ause-chai ninq s t r uctur e; in N a nd LT non- f i nal verbs in 
clause chains a r e marked (NF) . Gr ammatica l i zed verbs a re ident ified by occurrence in fina l 
~sition i n a series of verbs wi t hout NF marking , and s how a more abs t ract aspectual sense : 
~ari) jii cho-gu khoko-na-(*a) to-ya 'I t ol d (him) about you (s o now it ' s done . 

I (ERG) you-GEN t ell-PART-(*NF ) put-PERF you can dea l with him on that bas is) . ' 
In LT a few verbs occur f~nal~¥ w~~~ or . with?~t ~F mar~ing on th~ preceding verb with no. 
difference in meaning: qho tee ntt- (n~ ) tt t -yo-waree ' S/ he 1s s l eep1ng t her e (at th~s 

s / he there sleep-(NF ) s t ay-be-PERF moment) .' 
~re the bi c lausal (with NF ) and monocl ausal (wi thout ) readings are pr agmatically equivalen~ 

~ monopropositional int erpreta t i on i s a precondition for the emergence of monoclausal 
qntax; this i n turn cr eat es a cat egory of grammaticalized ve rb which can then expand. Fur
~er evidence documents t he development of more abstract auxiliaries from such construction~ 
~is now attested sequence supports Givon ' s ( 1979) suggestion that such grammaticalized 
structures a l ways or iq i nate i n coor dinate biclausal constructions. 

~HY DISTERHEFT, Univers i t y of Sout h Carolina (SAT MORN: D) 

~ the Diachrony of Consecutives 

1 examine claims about tho di achrony of cons~cutive a nd seri a l ve~bs in Kwa lannuages : 
(•) the forme r a r e the ancestor of t he lat t er; ( b) s e rial verbs devel op i nto auxiliar i es, 
prepo~itions , and compleme ntizers; (c ) serials were once coor dinat e struct ures . However, 
~cor~ing t o Lightfoot 1979, ell s uch hypotheses a r e i nvalid because one cannot do di achro
nic syntax wi t hout wri tten records. I have found typological par a llels t o the Afri can uat1 
in Hittite and ~liddle Irish whi ch allow me to remar k on the di rection of char.ge. Hitti te 
~ an abnormal sentence pattern which admit ted 'go, como' at tho begi nning of t he s en
"nce, with anothe r ve rb a t the end. I have propos ed that this constructi on i s one clause 
~ that t he fi r s t verb, though sti ll morphological~ verbal, is l exicall y empty , i mplies 
~motion , and should be t rea t ed as a consecutive adve r b 1 then 1 • Mid~le Irish had a con
Mtuti ve construction involving t he c omplementizor ~ ' oo that'. In Old Irish it ha d 
~n distinctly purposive, bu t in the l ate r period, whe n it was proce~ed by a motion verb• 
•rely i ndicated two consecutive actions with no pur pose implied. Base~ on tho unrelated 
developments i n Hit ti te and Irish, I make t he f ollowing observations: (a ) Cons ecutivos 
~develop fr om e i ther coordinat e (Hit t i te ) or subordina t e ( Iris h) s t r uc t ures ; (b ) They 
do not necessa r ily pass through a s er i al stage , bu t may ~o ~irectly t o an adve r bi al 
(Hittite); {c ) the direction of development is f rom a major t o a minor cat egory (Hi ttite ). 



B. ELAN DRESHER, University of Ottawa (FRI MORN: D) 

Abstractness, Learnabilitg and the cv-tier 

Marlett and Stemberger (1983) discuss the case of Seri, which has a number of vowel
verbs that act, with respect to every relevant rule in the language, as though they b 
with a consonant. They propose to represent these verbs as having an initial empty c 

0 
CV-tier, rather than an initial abstract consonant which is deleted before it can surfa: 
They contend that the empty C analysis meets very restrictive conditions on abstractness•· 
and so is superior to the abstract analysis. Abstractness, however, is a formal propert' 
which is of interest mainly as it bears on learnability - the relation between data (D)y 
Universal Grammar (UG), and the grammar of D (G). A change in abstractness- i.e., a ' 
change in the relation between levels in a grammar - does not necessarily lead to a me 
easily learned grammar. I will show that both the abstract and the empty C analyses ar~e 
learnable only if UG incorporates a principle to the effect that apparent exceptionalit 
to be attributed, where possible, to phonetic properties, rather than to exception f y 
A model of UG which does not incorporate some version of this principle, such as the 
articulated by Klausenburger ( 1983), will render both analyses equally unlearnable. 1 
also argue that Marlett and Stemberger's interesting account of Seri gemination, which 
bear directly on learnability, does not require an analysis containing underlying empty 

BRIDGET DRINKA, University of Texas-Austin (SAT MORN: D) 

Morphological Elaboration in Late Indo-European 

The traditional view of Sanskrit and Greek as the most conservative members of the 
Indo-European family has recently been contested by a number of scholars, among them ~eid 
Neu, and Polorn6. They maintain that the so-called "archaic" morphological complexities ' 
found in the verbal systems of these languages--the subj unctive and optative moods, the 
future tense, etc.--are not archaic at all. Rather, these more elaborate forms appeared 
late in Indo-European, long after languages like Hittite and Germanic, with their simpler 
verbal morphologies, had split off. This addition of a time dimension to the Indo-Eu 
model forces us to confront a difficult yet intriguing quest ion: how and why would I 
Iranian and Greek (al ong with Armenian, in many cases) develop a mo re complex verbal 
ology, especially in what would seem t o be a contact situation? Languages in contact are 
usually thought t o show loss, not elaboration in their morphology. 

This paper provides evidence that languages in contact can, indeed, come to share 
morphological features, as shown, for example, in the use of Italian past partici pi al 
forms in Maltese, in the probable spread of a nonsingular verb marker -ti from Seneca or 1 
similar language t o Cayuga, in 2nd and 3rd person endings transferr i ng from Bulgar ian into 
Rumanian,etc. I will also propose a sociolinguistic explanation for this phenomenon,folloll
ing Hymes:increased co~plexity may have been a device for mainta ining social boundaries. 

MATTHEW S. DRYER, University of Alberta (FRI HORN: B) 

Dative and Antidative 

I propose that languages divide into two types according to how they group DO's and 
IO's, just as languages divide into two types according to how they group Su's and Ob's, 
as in (1) and (2). I propose that there are languages as in (3), in which the crucial 
distinction is between IO's and DO's, and also languages as in (4), in which IO's and mon~ 
transitive DO's constitute the class of primary objects (PO's) while ditransitive DO's 
constitute the class of secondary objects (SO's). 

(1) Su Ob 

f'W\® 
~ 

(2) Erg Abs v (3) DO IO 

@® 
(4) 

Just as antipassive advances an Erg to Abs, I propose that many languages have a rule of 
antidative, whereby an SO advances to PO. I argue that English is such a language. 
According to the antidative analysis for (5) and (6), (5) is basic, while (6) involves 
antidative. In (5) ~is both the initial and final IO (and hence PO), while the book U 
the initial and final SO. In (6) antidative advances the SO (the book) to PO thereby 
placing the initial PO (Mary) en chomage. 

(5) John gave Mary the book. (6) John gave the book to Mary. 
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DUBINSKY, Cornell unlversitg (FRI MORN: B ) 

per a ccounts for the structura 1 differences between J apanese ' dil·ect' and 'i ndil·ect' 
pa utilin ng recent developments in the theor y of l!e la tional G1·ammar (RG). I n Japanese , in 

to passivi:z:ations of transitive verbs ('direct'), the verbal inflection -~is used to 
. ilar constructions in which the sentencial subject is not the logical object of the verb . 

51• Taroo wa Ziroo ni yobareta. (direct) Taroo wa ame ni hu ra reta. (indirect) 
•Taroo was summoned by Ziroo.' 'Taroo was fal len on by rain.' 

developments within J!G in the area of Clause Union (CU) (Gibson and Raposo ( unpub . ); Rosen 
are used in accounting for these constructions . Indi r ect passives are analyzed as 

ve Unions' (All), a type of No-1\evaluation Clause Union (No-Heval CU). No-Re val CU [ ltosen 
is a CU in which the subject of the embedded clause is !!£..!_ 1·evalued as an object and is 

t •en chomage' by the matrix subject. This account is s hown to adequate ly explain the 
renees as well as similarities between the two constructions. It is demonstrated, for 

e that AUs and l'assives exhibit different behavior with respect to ce t•tain pheno10ena, such 
~tifier Floating and Reflexive Antecedence, which are held to be sensiti ve to final 

QU~ical re 1 ations (Glts). These phenomena are there fore more easi 1 y accounted for when the 
~ect' passives are taken to be 1\Us , in whi ch a gi ven nominal may bear distinct fi nal GRs i n 
~rent clauses. This analysis, if correct, provides strong counterevidence to claims for the 

" ~~ority of the I Advant ement Exclusiveness Hypothesis over the 1-Chomeur lnitiality Law, made 
llf!.rlmutter and l'ostal (1984) and l'erlmut ter and Zaenen (1984) • •• •• 

~L s. EPSTEIN, Bell Communications Research (SUN HORN: C) 

9![•tor Ent~1lments 

This paper formulates and eumincs two strong hypotheses concermng entailment and sentential embedding. Karttunen 
Jt71 investigated entailment relations holding between complell sentences and their sentential arguments or t~e negations_ of 
... sentential arguments. Epstein 1977 investigated entailment relations holding between sentences that dtffer only with 
nspect to some sentential argument. Attention is focused here on entailment relations holding between sentences that have 

11anbeddcd sentence in common. . 
AI •operator" is the result of fixing all arguments of a verb (defined broadly) except for one sentential argument. We 

..;ccturc tbat the following is a semantic universal: if operators 0 1 and 0 2 do not "incorporate" sentence So. if So does not 
'flllltPOI"atc" any other sentence, and if 0 1(So) entails 0 2CSo). then for all S in the "domains" of both Ot and 02, 01CS> 
•ils o

2
(S) . In these cases, 0 1 may be said to entail 0 2• In order to achieve full generality and avoid counterexamples 

fl 1 purely technical nature, the paper gives a very precise statement of what it means to "incorporate" a _ sentence. If the 
IIIJCCtUrc is accurate, it sharply distinguishes natural language semantic systems from abstractly conceiVable systems of 

nlattonships among meanings. 
A companion hypothesis, that two sentences in an entailment relationship must share sentential arguments at some level 

f1 semantic analysis, has some: initial plausibility 1f it is stated carefully, but it is shown that accepting this hypothesis 
Nlpitcs accepting simultaneously a strict notion of entailment (to exclude entailments that depend on such mathematical 
prillclplcs as transitivity of equality) and a loose: notion of semantic decomposition (to include both recursive decompositions 
IIIII decompositions with inexpressible residues) . 

~EVERETT, Massachusetts Institute of Technology/ 
summer Institute of Linguistics/ 
Universidade Estadual de Campinas 

~ SEKI, Universidade Estadual de Campinas 

.Deletion, Reduplication, and CV Skeleta in Kamaiura 

FRI MORN: D) 

ne purpose of this paper is to i llustrate the explanatory value of a nonlinear model of 
~iura phonology. Kamaiura has a C deletion rule which eliminates consonant sequences 
created by the morphosyntax: (1) C ~/ c. Examples are: (2) ~ ' head+ meb 'wide' ~ 
lk&meb'wide head ' (3) ereyur 'you cameTpe'interrogative' _.er!>'4e 'you came?' This al 
~rs in reduplication (4) omokon 'He swallowed it' -t omokomokon 'He swallowed it fre
~ntly.' The special interest of C deletion in Kamaiura is that it does not apply at the 
~ntal level but rather at the CV level (proposed by, interalia , Clements and Keyser 
(1983)). Consider (5) and (6) (we argue that the reduplicative CV skeleton for Kamaiur~ is 
~VC): (5) apot 'I jump' ~ apoapot 'I jump repeatedl y' (not *apotapot') (6)a. apoi 

l1l vcvc 
c . afqt + a[>Ot 

I P ltll 
(rule 1 ) vcvl cvcvc 

d. apoapot. 

~se data t hen strongly support predictions of CV phonology. 
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SARAH FAGAN, Cornell University (SAT MORN: B) 

Reflexive Ergatives in Italian and German 

Both Italian and German have 
sitive counterparts (cf, (2)), 
transitive counterparts. 

reflexive constructions, as in (1), which 1) exhibit 
and 2) have subjects corresponding to the objects of 

la, ~ si ! irriUto, 2a. Anna ha irritate~· 3. Hier wird 
Ugo REFL is annoyed Anna has annoyed Ugo here is 

b, Hans hat aich geKrgert. Erika hat Hans gelrgert. geUrgertt 
Hans has REFL annoyed Erika has iiiin8 annoyed annoyed 

Burzio (1981) argues that these constructions in Italian (henceforth 
E(rgative)s) are "ergative": their subject position is not assigned a 
(&-role); the subject originates in object position and moves to subject position in 
syntactic component, A number of tests support this claim. Grewendorf (1983) propo ... 
similar analysis for German REs and provides special tests for ergat1v1ty in Geraan, 

I argue that German REs in fact cannot be analyzed like Italian REs, despite strong 
lari ties, Grewendorf 1 s tests do not provide evidence for ergati vity, and the clatll 
the subject position of German REs is not a &-position leads to the false 
ungrammaticality for passives of REs (cf. (3)), It is concluded that the subject 
of German REa is assigned a &-role and that the subject originates in this position, 

MARIOS FOURAKIS, University of Iowa 
GREGORY K. IVERSON, University of Iowa 

(SAT MORN: A) 

Temporal Patterns in Foreign-accented English: Interference or Interlanguage? 

This paper presents the results of an experiment which examined the temporal characteris
tics of word-initial [s,p,t,k], singly and in clusters ((sp,st,sk]) as produced by native 
speakers of Arabic and Modern Greek. Appropriate tokens were elicited from each group in its 
native language and in English; a control group of Americans was also recorded producing the 
English tokens. Results showed that the temporal implementation of voiceless consonants in 
terms of closure duration and VOT was different for each group of foreign speakers. The GnHt 
speakers transferred the temporal patterns of these segments from Greek to English totally, 
sometimes diverging widely from the American norm (e.g. in VOT) and sometimes coinciding with 
it (e.g. in cluster shortening). The Arab speakers, on the other hand, produced temporal 
patterns in their English that did not match either the native Arabic pattern or the American 
norm with both longer closure durations and shorter VOT's than in either Arabic or English. 
However, the sum of closure and VOT (the voiceless interval) was held constant in these cases 
just as has been shown to be the case by Weismer (JP,1981) for American English. Thus, the 
'interlanguage' behavior of Arabic speakers in this-regard represents an Arabic-based •is
apportioning of closure and VOT rather than an innovation in the overall temporal prograa 
for the production of similar sounds in a foreign language. The question, then, is more one 
of what pattern is transferred than it is of interference versus interlanguage. 

ROBERT A. FOX, The Ohio State University (SAT MORN: A) 

Voice-quality variations and Single-formant Contrasts in Vowel Identification 

Recently, Crowder (19811 has suggested that contrast effects in vowel perception can be 
explained on the basis of lateral inhibition in auditory memory between memorial 
representations in the same physical (i.e., voice quality) channel. Crowder and Repp (19NI 
in extendin9 the oriqinal data, have found that contrast effects occur (as predicted) even 
when single-formant (Formant 1 only) vowels are used as the contrasting elements in the 
phonetic context. The present study addresses the contrast effects produced by single 
formant vowels used as anchors in an anchoring procedure. Single formant anchors were 
produced using either FOrmant 1 or Formant 2. In addition, these anchors were either 
of the same voice quality, moderately discrepant voice quality, or very discrepant voice 
quality from the target vowel continuum being identified, Results demonstrate that both 
Fl and F2 single-formant anchors can produce category boundary shifts ~n the target 
vowel continuum, both when the anchor is of identical or very different voice quality 
from the target vowels. Such results strongly suggest that contrast effects are sensory 
in nature. 
Crowder, R. (1981) 'l'he role of auditory memory in speech perception and discrimination, in 
.!!:!!. Cognitive Repr, 2f Speech1 Crowder, R. & Repp (1984) single formant contrast in 
vowel identification. Perception & Psychophysics !a• 372-378. 
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(SAT MORN: D) 

~pre-Indo-European there was iterative syncope rather like that found in many natural 
, the most intensively studied of which is Old Irish. Every second vowel re

secondary stress, counting ambidirectionally from the one vowel bearing primary 
Then all unstressed vowels were syncopated, and later, vowels with secondary 

lost that stress (since it was now nondistinctive) and were reduced to *e (presum-
~J). Between consonants ~and a flanking resonant combined to form a syllabic con

(as theorized by Henry M. Hoenigswald); otherwise~ was restored to full grade. 
of Pre-IE iterative syllabicity determination is preferable to the two 

have been proposed (by Hoenigswald and Carl Hj. Borgstr~m), since the latter 
._.t~esJL<e rather than syncopate vowels: but in fact the rise of quantitative ablaut is 

agreed to be due to syncope, and Alan Bell has shown that the syllabicity of syl
consonants is always due to syncope. Prom the wide array of evidence this paper 

small portion to examine, the evidence of the 1- and ~-stems, and the diphthona-

~ GAZDAR, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral 
Sciences/ University of sussex 

Convention as a Default Mechanism 

(SUN AFT: C) 

llillill dtiDitiolls of the bead feature coavntio11 (HFC), uader whatever asme, impo~e a11 abeolute coo• 
,... (idtatily or exteosion ia one direction) ou the relatioo ~tween the feature eeta fouod oD mother 
.. llt:.d ia a tr~. Ia tb is paper, aD alternative d~Hnitioa of the HFC is developed iu wb icb idea tity for a 
ptt ltMMre ia ooly impOIIN whea it is p011aible Jivrn the other conatraiata tbat apply to the features and 
a~~prin involvrd. F.&clltially this dcOnitioD works by examinin1 the apace of possible instautiationa of 

1 nlr tllat are permitted by feature cooccurrence reetrktiona, other feature pri11tiplea, and eo on. If this 
.. coetai11a an instaDtiatioa uhibitiDI the relevaut ideality, thea the Hf'C requires idea&ity; if it doea 
111, t11n ideotity ill aot required by tbe HFC. The aew dellnitioa is provably reducible to more familiar 

dtliaitioos (as special cases), aina appropriate simplifyiaa cooditioos. This approach to tbe HFC 
11•ow• t.o lead to some iotereatill1 syntactic coaeequeoces: (i) bar level ideality, rather tbao detceat, be
-tile uamarked case for beads ia an X' syntax, whicll predicts, for eumple, that coDjuacta will have 
6t lillie bar·lcnl u their mother, celeria paribus, (ii) the aeed for aileat SLASH features oa lexical 
tiiiiKin (S&J e& al. 1983) disappears, (iii) coajoined lexical cateaories are required to be of the same sub
...,., but (iv) a aia1ular conjunct cu be dominated by a plural mother cateaory without violatin1 the 
IIC. 

Ia GANDOUR, Purdue University (SAT HORN: A) 

til! Acquisition of Numeral Classifiers in Thai 

tllia P..-r reports on a cross-sectional experimental investigation of the acquisition of 
~ classifiers in '11lai. using a sentence-completion paradigm, ten subjects from each 
IIIia age ~ups (5, 6, 7, 8, 10, adult) were asked to supply an appropriate classifier in 
IIIICIIA to pictures of 72 nouns representative of a wide variety of semantic categories of 
~fication, As JDeaaured by mean percent correct for aach non-adult group, there was a 
tn6lal increase in perfonnance across different categories of classification. 'l'he perfor
._of 10-year-old subjects, however, was still not comparable to that of the adult con
tnll. A within category analysis indicated that animate and configurational classifiers 
- acquired earlier and later, re~>pectively, than classifiers in other categories. A 

analysis of clas~>ifier errors revealed that the general classifier for inanimate 
~ and repeater classifiers were substituted for liiOX"8 specialized classifiers, especis.J in the younger age groups. Other errors were based primarily on inherent character
.. cs of the classified nouns, illustrating the intersecting nature of semantic features -"!"' scope and complexity of Ttlai classifiers. A comparison of classifier errors to 
·--. children's ovezextensions of early word meanings suggest that both are based on 
~perceptible properties of objects. Findings are intexpret.ed in the context of 
-....t.i¥11 ~acities used in the formation of natural categoriea. 
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CAROL GEORGOPOULOS, university of California-san Diego (FRI AFT: A) 

On the Nature of X·Binding 

_ For (iovern~~~ent-Billding Theory, an antecedent-trace relation is one either of A-bindi 
or A-binding. A-binding has tvo crucial properties: it h a dependency between an antec:ed tiC 
aAd its bound w.riable, and it obse!Yes subjaeenc:y. One ~ ask vhether both are detinttt:n' 
or vhether the essential nature of.A-binding is found in one of these alone. Data tram • 
an Austronesian le.D£W16e , auggest that the euential property of A-binding 18 that ot 
binding, and that this property is independent ot aubJ acenc:y. 

Palauan baa the tull range of A-binding at S-atructure: relative clauaes, 
WH-qu~ions. Ill theae structures, resWDPtive pro11ouns occur regularly in positions -"' •••• , ... ., .. 
to those vhere gaps occur. Further, binding into bland configurations 1a allowed, vitb 
resuaptive proJ:IO~ or gap. 'l'he 1ubjacency violations and the use of res11111ptive pronouns &l1ue 
that all Palauan A-binding ill base generated. 'nlat auc:h structures contain bound nriablea at 
s-atructure 1e de:monstrat_td by a special agreement ~e of Palauan, vbic:h affects the IIOI']Ibo. 
lOf!,Y of the verb vhen an A-dependnecy holds across 1 t. In other vorda , A-binding in Pala11111 
is defined by the preaenee of bound variables alone, and is not constrained by 1ubJacenc:y. 11 
interpretive rules do not cane into play, u the facta must be described in ten1111 of B-at~ 
~e. . 

'!'be facts of PalaUIU\ suu;eat that, tor other languages as vell, the nature of A-b!ndt~ 
may be studied independently of the stu~ of aubJacenc:y. 

GREGORY R. GUY, University of Sydney (SAT HORN: C) 

Social Class and Language Change 

The role of social class in lanquat;Je change involves t\>'O issues: whicn 
initiate change and what is its social ~otivation for doing so? Labov 1 
1980 describes a curvilinear class pattern with change originating in 
or classes (m1C & U1C). Their motivation for change, he proposes, is 
dentity: a ?Ositive attachment to the local community shown linguis 
adopting and extending local dialect features. I<roch (>q 1978 uresents 
posing view. He notes several cases "'here the class pattern of- change is 
ear and inversely correlated "'ith status, so change originates in the tiC 
is used least by the UC. K proposes that change does not require social 
rva tion, but occurs spontaneously. Instead, for r~ there is a social 
for resistance to change: dominant classes resist natural changes in 
mark theLr lLnguistic and social distinctiveness. This paper oresents 
an intonational change in Australian English which suggest that these 
es are both partly true. A curvilinear pattern is found for men, while 
shoN K' s linear pattern. Subjective reaction data she~·' both positive 
atLve evaluat;.ons, combining local identity and resistance. It is 
that the spread of linguistic chan~e entails both driving and resi 
al forces, and the sex difference LS due to men resistin~ fema le-1 

MICHAEL HAMMOND, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (FRI HORN: D) 

Tiberian Hebrew: An Argument for the Metrical Grid? 

Tiberian Hebrew (TH) has been the focus of debate in metrical phonology for several 
The system is quite complex and poses a significant descriptive dilemma. Rappaport 
offers an interesting new analysis that seems to meet this descriptive challenge. Her 
analysis of TH militates in favor of a theory including metrical trees ~ grids. The 
argument for the metrical grid is based on three kinds of facts. First, she argues that 
Vowel Reduction is best represented as tick removal on the grid. Second, she argues 
combining information from several tiers of metrical trees is best done on the grid. 
Lastly, she claims that the rhythm rule is best stated as an operation on the grid. Io 
this paper, I argue that a more explanatory analysis of TH can be formulated without r,. 
course to the grid. First, I argue that Vowel Reduction should be stated as an operatU. 
on syllable structure rather than grid representations. Second, I show that given a 
proper formulation of the rules for constructing metrical trees on different tiers, one 
does not need to combine infor~tion in a single representation, hence no argument for 
grid. Lastly, I show that an arboreal rhythm rule is possible, one that makes no 
to the grid. Moreover, this analysis allows us to reformulate the unnatural rule of 
tonic Lengthening as a rule of Tonic Lengthening. Also, the revised TH rhythm rule is • 
much more natural rule in the typology of rhythm rules. 
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L· HARGUS, University of California-Los Angeles (FRI MORN: D) 

research in lexical Phonology has attempted to reduce the amount of explicit 
of rule domains in individual grammars. Two contradictory hypotheses about 

nnnlal"lcea domain of phonological rules have been advanced. According to l<iparsky's 
Hypothesis, rules begin to apply as soon as their structural descriptions 

unless their application violates some principle of the theory. Halle and 
Principles of Domain Assignment, on the other hand, predicts that rules apply 

_,t~JlexJ.<A•~ly unless the grammar specifies otherwise. Since a strong form of either 
r-.IIDtlne:.' .. "' is not tenable, these hypotheses can only be regarded as claims about probable 
~~ and are thus difficult to falsify. One way of deci ding between the hypo-

is to consider the consequences of applying the PDA or the SOH to rules which are 
:=-quously lexical or post-lexical. In this paper I consider two such rules in sekani, 

AthabaSkan language. In the case of Raising, adopting the SOH provides a way of 
~il'l9 abstractness in surface phonological representations. However, the PDA correctl:y 
~cts the domain of the rule V -> aa: this rule must not be allowed to apply in the 
iexiCOrl although its structural description is met on level 2. Thus each rule argues 

· t' one of the hypotheses. I conclude that the choice of default rule domain is 
~ary. There is neither theoretical nor empirical motivation for either hypothesis. 

,UCB c. HARRIS, vanderbilt university (SUN AFT: C) 

!J•tive-to-Accusative Shifts in Agreement 

A 1tudy of ergative-to-accusative shifts in case marking has noted two 
~henisms by which this change may taka places reanalysis of an object de
•Uon construction or 11axtension11 of an ergative cass to additional func
tion• (Anderson 1977). It is suggested hera that in soma instances a dif
~•nt ~echanism may account for an ergative-to-accusative shift in agrae
~t. Some languages of the Lezgian group of North East Caucasian have 
lo•t or are losing their inherited agreement system, which had ergative 
uign•ent, coding the grammatical class and number of the absolutiva nomi
Mll they have developed an agreement rule •hich hae (nominative-) accusa
Uv• alignment, coding the parson and number of the subject. The present 
etudy, drawin9 on recent research on a dialect of Tabasaran (Kibrik and 
~eznev 1982), suggests that in Tabasaran and Ud1 an optional topic clitic 
MPY developed into the na• agreement. It is further suggested that the 
different alignment of the new agreement waa crucially dependant upon the 
rollo•ing t'actors, l. syncretism of ergative and absolutive case forms in 
U. paraonal pronouns, 2. the use or only first and second person clitic 
upiaa in marking topics, 3. the high incidence of subjects as topics. 

~HAYES, University of California~Los Angeles (FRI HORN: D) 

~ Batak Consonant Sandhi: A CV Analysis 

Steriade (1982) has claimed that in CV phonology, a melodic segment linked to two CV 
~a1tions is immune to the application of a rule if only one of the CV positions fits the 
hle'a structural description. This prediction is confirmed abundantly by the consonant 
~hi rules of Toba Batak, an Austronesian language. In Batak, three assimilation rules 
crute doubly linked melodic segments. These are: n + c1 --> cic1; Ci + h --> CiCi; and 
l~1al] --> [-voice, -nasal] I [-voice]. A fourth ruLe of Gloctal Formation converts 
/p,t,k/ to /?/ before a consonant: This rule fails to apply to any / p,t,k/ derived by 
Ulillilation, or to any /p, t ,k/ that have triggered assimilation. In other words, it is 
blocked whenever the target melodic segment is linked to two CV positions, which is exactly 
._t Steriade's theory predicts. 

Alternative analyses that do not rely on Steriade's theory can be excluded with 
~rtber data. First, one cannot merely stipulate that Glottal Formation does not apply to 
~tt,kk/, because it does, whenever the input sequence is not derived by spreading and 
r bas two separate melody segments. Second, the alternative of ordering Glottal 
on.tton early, so that it will counterfeed the assimilation rules, is refuted by 
~atorical evidence, Data from earlier stages of Batak suggest that Glottal Formation is a 
rtc:ent rule, added at the surface, and has not been reordered to precede assimilation. 



MICHAEL HEINZ, Universitg ot Wisconsin~adison (SA'!' EVE : F) 

Chinese: A Languag~ Without Lexical Accomplishments 

This paper exa~ines the Chinese verb system in terms of Vendl er's (1967) 
tion. Standard tests from Dowty (1979) will be used to show that although Chinese ~ 
lexical verbs corresponding to states , activities and achievements, it has no pri~ti 
category of accomplishments. The Chinese equivalents of English accomplishments behave 
like activities. For example, activities (but not accomplishments) are predicted to ve 
have the sub-interval property; both 1) and 2) are, however , accepted by native 
1) Zoutian ta ~ lu, zong shedianzhong dao sheyidianzhong ~ de tebi ye ~· 
he walked particularly quickly from ten o'clock to eleven o'clock.' 2) Zoutian ta hua 
huar, zong shedianzhong ~ sheyidianzhong hua ~ tebiye hao . ?? 'Yesterday he patnt;d 
painting particularly well from ten o'clock to eleven o'clock. ' This failure of 
to match the predictions of. the Vendler classification is a gap in t he lexicon only• it 
will be shown that one effect of the aspect marker -le is to make ver b phrases like' 
hua huar into accomplishments, For example, the sentence ??Zoutian .!!. hua-~ ~r, zoq 
shedianzhong dao sheyidianzhong hua de tebiye hao is uninterpretable because the ve~ 
no l onger has the sub-interval property. These data suggest that the generalizations 
captured by the Vendler classification are valid for a variety of l anguages and that 
are not universall y represented in the lexicon. 

RANDALL HENDRICK, Universitg o f North Carolina (SUN AFT: C) 

Celtic Agreement and Binding Th fi'O.r y 

In Lectures ~ Government ! Binding, Chomsky proposes a unified treatment of the 
Specified Subject Condition and the Tensed Sentence Condition. Work on Portugese and 
Turkish has shown that tenseless categories were opaque for the binding of reflexve 
pronouns and other anaphors just if they contained agreement (AGR). This leads Chomsky 
to claim that AGR, not TENSE, is responsible for making an English finite clause opaque 
for anaphoric processes. It is claimed further that AGR and subjects constitute a 
natural class that is sufficient to make a category opaque for anaphoric binding. 1 
argue on the basis of evidence from Welsh and Breton that AGR is neither necessary nor 
sufficient to make a category opaque in this sense. A careful analysis of these 
languages shows that there are clauses with TENSE but without AGR, and yet such clauses 
are nevertheless opaque for anaphoric binding. Furthermore, bo t h Welsh and Breton 
contain pre positions agreeing with their objects. Howeve r, the presence of AGR within a 
prepositional phrase i s not sufficient to make that category opaque f or anaphoric 
binding. 

ANNE7'7'E HERSKOVITS, Uni versi tg of California-Berk eley (SAT EVE : F) 

Projective Prepositions and the Inher ent Imprecision of Indexicality 

Studies Ill "projective" prepositioa (I• lie rifAl, lelinll, e&e.t •aueat each aac:h prepoeitioa if 
ambi&uoas: 01ae meaaiaa •- priYileaed a:a:ea of the refereaee objed; the o&laer ill deidic. Ia fad, 
the apaUal coDatraiDt implied b7 a eertaill u. of a projecLin prepo.itioa ia a complex faadioa of 
eoDtext, Dot Deatb' .eparable iDto two aaeh meuiDp. For iDabDce, determiDiDI the aua iD a 
ae of hlti~al ma1 de~ad (a) oa botb the loc:atioa ol Nl obeernr Nd priYile&ed a:a:ea of the refer
eDce object (coa5ider lcllinl lAc loor. two pc8ible pri•ile&ed axea axilt, but the preseace or the 
apeaker/.ddreaee NI)'Where ia oDe Ill &be two hall'-tpacea dellaed b1 the door allow• the .alectioa 
of oae); (b) OD the pri•ileaed Met or a third "framiDI" object (tale lAc Rlllli .. ltlainlllc queen· 
the bad Mil mt.)' be paniaDy dellaed by the chessboard, wherner 1pealer Nd acldrt~~ee ue). 
Exam plea eombiDiD& (a) ud (b) c1111 be de•ieed. CJeariJ, U&i&llill& maiLiple meui11p to lclinl if 
DOt a 1aLillfado11 10lutioa; iatnd, DDt Uoald uaame a llaiqae iDdexical meNiiD&. neD deter
miailll the appropriate axil i• a particular coatext beeomea part of the iDdexical~emutkt (aa 
dellaed b,. TllomasOD) ol ltlinl, Dot a matter or resolviD& ambi&aity. ADd &he paramelen 
relevul to that delermiaatioD are D~ I'CIItrie&ed to u obeerver'lloc:atioD, bat mt.)' iDclade a mal
t.iplkity or facton, aome hard to deliae, lOth u what it ealieat for &he iptai:er. Tbia poets pro~ 
lema for a theory of iadexicality &hat ~uiree a predeflaed, Illite let of toDiextaal eoonliDa&el. 

of Pennsyl vania (SAT MORN : C) 

s·nce the 1960' s, a numbe r of researchers have studied linguistic change and variation 
\ ban speech communi tie s f oll owing Labov ( 1966}. I:: J•F•~ , In Japan , the study of 
u communities s tarted in t he ea rly 1950's in rural a reas. In the late 1970's 

communiti es s t a rted t o attract t he i nterest . The National Language 
Institute (1981) and Inoue et al. (1983} are the outcome of this newer trend, 

r eat phono log i ~al, grammatical, and lexical var iables usi ng questi onnaires, 
questions , and word list. 

In the present s tudy, phono logi cal variabl es are examined on the basi s of data 
tained f rom face-to-face interviews . The change from nasal r 'j J to plos i ve [ ~ 1 

:the pronuncia t ion of non-word- initi al / g/ , t he change from [j J to [s] before 
be vowel / i/, and the devoicing of t he vowel s, /i/ and /w./ are discussed. 

t ~th the syli stic and socia l (age , sex , social class. r egional origin) vari ables 
are considered a s corre l ated with linguistic var i ables. 

ThiS is one of the fi r st studies t o reveal detai ls about change and variation in 
Tokyo Japanese on t he bas i s of t ape-recor ded data. The r eexami nation of var iables 
previously document ed us i ng different methods i s of inte r es t to t hose who are tcommuni ty. 
~terested in Japanese. It is also an addit ion to the body of research of urban speech? 

~KO HIBI YA , Uni versi t y of Pennsylvani a 
XWN MYHILL, Univer sitg of Pennsylvania 

A quantitative Study of t he Japanese Parti c les ~wa and - ga 

(FRI MORN: C) 

This paper repor ts t he findings of a quantitative, data-based study of the 
Japanese par ti c les -wa and -ga. In J apanese , subj ect s are marked wi th one or 
~ther of t hese par t i cles; tradi tional)y, -wa has been assoc iated with 'thematic• 
or •contrastive' substantives whi le -ga ha s been associated with subs tant ives 
reoresent ing ' new i nf ormation' (~l ikami 1960, Kuno 19.72, 1973 , 1978) . ln the 
present work, we have at t empted to give a more object i ve characterization of the 
use of -wa and - ga by categori zing sentences containing subjects marked with 
these particles according to a number of objectively definable criteria, such as 
clause type, the t ype of modif ier s accompanying the subj ect, the semanti c status 
of the predi cat e (active or stat ive) , t he grammatical status of the predicate 
(nominal , adjectival, or verbal) , and t he animacy of t he subject. These data 
~reanalyzed using multivari ate ana l ys i s (Sankoff and Labov 1979) with these 
criteri a as the independent variab les and choice of -wa or -ga a s the dependent 
variab l e. The choice of -wa or -ga in a part icular i nstance is nut categori cally 
determined by any one of t he ind~pendent variabl es a l one; rather, i t is determined 
in a mathematically consistent manner by a number of these vari ables . 

~D HINRICHS, The Ohio State Uni versity {SUN MORN: C) 

Restricted Quant ification of Temporal Expressions 

This paper demonstrates that the phenomenon of restricted quantification concer ns not 
just ordinary NPs , but applies equally t o quantified t emporal expr e ssions . In fact, 
temporal expr essions exhibit more compl ex cases of restricted quantification than t hose 
discussed i n the l itera t ure on NP quant i ficat i on. In I n July John bought a Sunday paper 
every Saturday, the denotation of Saturday and Sunday depend on each other; in each case 
~turday r efers to t he day immedi a tely prece di ng t he da t e of issue of the paper and 
~nday to t he day a f ter this Saturday . Thus, the two tempor al expr essions exhibit 
restr ict ion cr ossover. 

The paper wi ll provide an anal ysis of restricted quantification in the theory of 
Discourse Repr esentation Structures deve l oped in Kamp(l98 1) and wil l rel y cruciall y on 
the scoreboard analys i s of tempor a l f rame adverbials propose d in Hinrichs(l981,1984), 
The use of a conversational scor eboard, originally suggested by Lewis(l975) , makes it 
possible to restrict the class e f possibl e r efer en ts for t emporal expr e ssions by the 
tbe f rame pr evi ously e s t ablished in a sent ence or discourse . Contrary to Partee (to 
appear) , quantification of temporal expressions does not present a probl em for the 
~oreboard analysis; res t r i c ted quanti f i cation does in fact demand it, 



HANS HENRICH HOCK, University of Illinois (FRI AFT: D) 

Regular Metathesis 

Because of its notorious irregularity, metathesis was exempted by 
from their regularity hypothesis. However, a good number of ex8111ples of regular 
!l.re found. On the basis of data from a wide variety of languages, this paper 
hypothesis that metathesis can become regular only when it serves a specific s 
'pose. Thus, the dialectal Slavic metathesis of the type *e;oldu 7 grodu/gradu 'city• 
implement the Slavic open-syllable conspiracy. Attic(-Ionic quantitative metathesis 
basileos ~ basileos 'of a king', preserves quantitative information when, following a' 
al trend, prevocalic vowels are shortened. Most commonly, the 'specific structural 
of regular metathesis lies in converting phonologically or perceptually 'marked' 
into more acceptable ones, as in MIAr. brahman-) b(r)amhan-, with h changing from 
post-vocalic to less marked, prevocalic position. There are some apparent 
as Eston. vanha~ ~. with shift of h from pre- to post-vocalic environment; but 
can be attributed to generalization of regular metathesis from a context in which it is 
tified by our hypothesis. Thus, the Estonian example can be viewed as a generali~ation 
the change in vanh ~ vahn, where regular metathesis shifts h from relatively marked 
final, post-sonorant to l ess marked non-final, postvocalic position. These findingr: ar . . . . . . e 
portant ~n that they put restr1ct1ons on the cond~t~ons under wh~ch regular metathesis can 
be POStulated. 

GARY B. HOLLAND, university of California-Berkeley (SUN AFT: D) 

Word Order Change: Typology Versus Reconstruction 

John Hawkins (19?9, 1983) has proposed that Proto-Indo-European was prepoaitiouJ. 
and had SVO or VSO order rather than poatpositional with SOV order as moat Indo
Europeanists have assumed. Hawkins bases his proposal 1) on the word order data 
!or early IE presented in Friedrich (19?4) and 2) on the diachronic predictive 
properties of the implicational word order universals he establishes. Both are 
inadequate for reconstruction. Friedrich's data base is too restricted, while 
Hawkins' use of implication&~ universals is questionable, since in practice ayn. 
chronic variation is ignored. It is precisely the synchronically earginal order~ 
that may preserve syntactic archaisms. Furthermore, Hawkins' argu11ent on these 
points is large~y negative. 
Using data from an extensive corpus of texts in Hittite, Vedic Sanskrit, Boaeric 
Greek, Italic, and Old Norse, I maintain that PIE was indeed poatpositional and 
had SOV order. A~though only the first two languages are postpositional, recee• 
aive poatpoBitional variants in the others ensure the reconstruction of this or
der. Ana~ogous arguments can be made for verb placement, and parallels drawn be
tween the shift in adposition order and that of the verb. No synchronic univer
sal is violated in the developments posited here; every stage is attested. 

HEATHER HOLMBACX, Max Planck Institut fur Psgcholinguistik 
GARY GILLIGAN, University of Southern California 

The Interpretation and Analysis of Nonobligatory Control PRO 

(SAT MORN: B) 

We offer semantic and syntactic arguments that nonobligatory control 
PRO is a pure pronoun. The basis of the semantic arguments is the simi-. 
larities in interpretive range. Neither NOC PRO nor pronouns have unique
ly determined reference; both have a range of possible interpretations 
which include readings in which they are free (specific or nonspecific), 
coreferential, or a bound variable. A parallel set of arguments shows 
that the obligatory control PRO is a null reflexive pronoun, i.e. a pure 
anaphor (cf. Koster 1984). 

We provide a syntactic analysis which captures these similarities. 
Given that all pronouns, and anaphors, have a governing category, contra 
the standard GB assumption that PRO is ungoverned, it is demonstrable 
that NOC PRO and pronouns, and OC PRO and reflexives, have parallel 
behavior in respect to the binding conditions. 

Finally, we speculate that these null pronouns and anaphors are 
identified, in the absence of subject-verb agreement, by a combination of 
the extended projection principle and predicative domains. 

I R 

HOPPER, State UniversitV of New York-Binghamton 
J.L. MARTIN , State university of New York-Binghamton 

(FRI MORN: C) 

study of the English Indefinite Art1cle (Old Eng!lSh ~~~ shows 
e in the discourse referential i ty of its NP. The actual text 

NP's with ~n in Old English was 18 times lower t han t he frequen
n English NPTS with a. In the early period, an is typically found 
te NP's which supported subsequent mentions, i.e. wh i ch were 

and "referential" in the discourse sense described by Givon 
;•~~~~~ ... of the use of the Indefinite Article in texts shows a steady 

ry-by-century in the average referentiality of NP's with the In
Article. In the 10th centur-, 56% of NP's with an supported a sub

mention; by the 20th century this average drops to 10%. Paral lel to 
is a steady increase from the lOth to the 20th centuries in the toler

in of non-referential NP's as sentence topics, point~ng to a ~o~s of the 
Jt 0entative function. Our study~ suggests that the Engllsh Indef1n1te 
tr•~cle began as a referential indefinite presentative marker and progressed 
aru ugh stages of decreasing refemrtiality and lessening of the presentative 
~hrotion. The study provides a diachronic perspective on the concept of 
r=~~rentiality as a continuous rather than a discrete property. 

~ HOUSfON, University of Pennsylvania (SAT MORN: C) 

~):A Look at the Relation Between Social Evaluation and Linguistic Competence 

This paper reports a grammatical effect observed for the. sociolinguistic v~riab le 
(I:lG) which associates prohahilist~call y the ! In/ variant 1nth v~r~al cat~gones, e .g,. 

runnin& and the / ll)! variant 1-nth the nom1nal ones, e.g., ce~hng. Ev1clence fo r th1s 
Gprovided by quanti tative analyses of r.~oucrn British working class speech, and from 
•lstorical texts (the spellin~ variants defined as the presence or_abse~ce of final~ 
on final - ins) . This r, rammatical effect, in part. a reflex of the h1ston~al replacement 
of the participial suffix ind !>y inp,, exerts an 1 ndepe~dent effect on (UG) , ~part f~o~ 
the ol>served regular social effects of sty 1 e anJ sex <h fferences . Under cer.ta1n cond1t1ons 
the grammatical effect is absent, or distorted. !lot i.' a quantitative anal~sis of 19th 
century texts 1~hich atte1~pt to imitate vernacular d1alccts, and the expenmental results 
on 20th century stnn<lard speakers, shoH that the crar.~matical effect is not present when 
ilNG) is a social stereo - type, but is present Nhen i t is.a social~· i n Labov'~ 
sense. (l.al>ov: 1~172) The case of (l:;G) i llustrates h01-: soc1al eval ua t10n 1s an ovcrla ld 
effect on i nherent linguistic variation, ami how the ; ypc of eva l uation is a reflect i on 
of linguistic competence. 

CBU-RBN HUANG, Cornell University (SUN MORN : B) 

On Coordination Schema and Chinese NP coordination 

Overt conjunctions ~n Cmnesr; Nr Coo:r·- This ::;a per p-roposes a revision J.n t.he coor-
dinate structures can but need not occur dinat ion schema to allow choice in values for,l,; 
before any conjuncts except the first, as the flat structure in I can be generated by a 
illustrated by the distribution of h!ill rule of the (revised) ICS form II, with SGWW's 
'and • in 1 : LP-rul e ~O!Wt~<~ONJ"J to ensure that ~ does 

I. i. Lao-Wa~g, Lao-:i , Lao-Zhang not precede the :irst conjunct. 
ii. Lao-Wang, Lao-1~, han Lao-Zhang II. a. NP-t~ONJ~~ ~N~·li' 

iii. Lao-Wang, han Lao-Li, Lao-Zhang b . t:he~ at*{~r't': Ii '> J 
iv. Lao-Wang, han Lao-Li, han The sa.n:e revision als a ows for a more a-

Lao-Zhang o.equate account for English either1,2! distriru-
'Lao-Wang, and Lao-Li, and Lao-Zhang' tio~ than.~'s to accommodate phrases like III 

Since NIL(no overt marker) and~ can .LII. e~.!ler John, Jack , or J a ne 
occur in either order, no Linear Preceder.ce In t h:i.E case r:J, varies between NIL and .2!:• 
(LP) ntle is available to combine with The indt-pendently motivated LP-rule (CONJ NIL]< 
either~. Gazdar, Waso1:, Weisler(l984)•s I:CNJ .2il, and. a requirement that not a ll ol,'s re-
(&:i!N hereafter) Iterative Coordination cei V€ the value NIL complete the analys5.s. 
Schema(ICS) or their Binary Coordination 
$c"-4rna( BCS) to ar...co~., t :L:..m" th e:>e f a cts. 
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C.T. JAMES HUANG~ National Tsing Hua Universtty (SAT MORN: B) 

Grammar and Discourse: Chinese Null Pronominals 

A proper treatment of null pronominals in language should characterize them modularly in 
grammar and discourse. Huang (1984) has argued that a subject EC in Chinese etc. may be & 
pro or PRO, but an object EC must be a variable. Apparent counterexamples occur where (a) 
certain object ECs may corefer with an argument in an adjunct clause, as in ruguo nibu xi
huan zheben shu, jiu bie mai e '*If you don't like this book, don't buy~. '; (b) certain-
object ECs may be A-bound, as in bingren shuo yisheng xiawu yao jiancha e 'The patient 8~ 
the doctor will check e this afternoon.'; (c) an embedded subject pro may be bound by ao~e 
NP higher than the immediate superordinate clause, as in Zhangsan yiwei Lisi shuo e Ddna: 
tian dei lai 'Johni thought Billj said~ j must come tomorrow.' (a) and (b) appear to 
suggest that object ECs may be pro, and (~} undermines H's control rule which excludes 
object pro's. We propose that (a) may be accounted for if Chomsky's LF' rule of predica
tion is parametrized to allow it a wider domain of application in Chinese discourse; that 
(b) follows from a pragmatic rule of inference; and that (c) may be accommodated ifthe:on
trol rule is revised incorporating certain results of Manzini (1983), Mohanan (1983) etc . ., 
distinguishing grammatical from pragmatic control. The solution to (a) and (b) in effect 
treats acceptable sentences as ungrammatical, adopting a methodology defended in Langen
doen and Bever (1973). 

SHARON JACKIW, Chatham College £$AT MORN: C) 

Ethnic Language Maintenance Among Swiss-Americans, 1938-1948 

Anti~rmm aentillont dur1Dt the oontllota ot the ta-o World WU'a la knQIIIl to haw ftaDM4 
the vi,;or ot GerMn and ot other ethnio 1nat1 tutiona amonr; Geraan..Aaerioau J th11 paper> 
exuinea the intluenoa ot auoh aentiment Oil Oel'll&ll•lpealdn~ Swias-Aaerloca, a 1111.tter Cll 
whioh aoholU'l)' opinion ia diviud. An analysia ot the ethldo prea1 1ervinr; Swill• 
Anlerioana 1n Ca.litornla, the att.t. with the lU'pat and aoat reoent Swill UIDir;rmta, 
prlurlly durlnr; the period of World l'fU' II, pronua the bulk ot the data. Reaulta la
dioate that German-apealdnr; Swiu 1n Ca.litornia. ahitted to li)lgUah aonolinr,ualilm more 
rapidly than Itallu .. apeald.Jlc Swiu, but the ditt'erenoea in apeed ot shirt om be at
tributed to differenoea in 1JIIm1ue.tion patterns and in several sooio-eoonc:aio taotora 
well attested in the literature on lm~age maintenanoe Nld languace ahltt. Pl.tblio enti
German foelin~, though raOOf71i&ed and otten shared by S111iu~rioana, aeeu to haw 
played no pU't in the shift to English. In a.ddltlon to their aignitioanoe to the uncler
standing ot Swiss-Ameriou history. the reaulta hAw m interesting beU'ing c:11 the o-. 
plex rola.tionshipa between ethniolty and lanr,u&&• in a ain&le ethnic group with multiple 
othnio languagoa.· 

FREDERICK H. JACKSON, Tho Pennsylvania State University (SUN AFT: D) 

On Lexical Diffusion as Supgrouping Evidence 

Evidence for lexical diffusion is clearly present in the reflexes of 
Prato-Micronesian •t attested among eight representative member languages of 
the Trukic subgroup of Micronesian, and also in the reflexes of PMC *k 
attested in five of those languages, The reflexes in question are as follows 
with the most frequent reflex given first: 

TRK MRT PUL STW CRL 
s,~ s.~ h,~ s,~ s,~ 
~.s ~.s ~.h ~.s ~.s 
~.k ~,k ~.k ~.k ~.x 

WOL 
t, 8., ~ 

s,(l 
X 

PUA 
t .~ 
6.~ 

X 

ULI 

X 

Neither phonetic nor grammatical conditioning fact o rs can account for the 
variation as homonyms attest different histories. Dialect mixing is also 
not a ten~ble explanation for several reasons, Krishnamurti et al. (1983) 
propose a statistical procedure for subgrouping languages which attest such 
diffusion, The application of that procedure to the Trukic data correctly 
subgroups WOL with the first five languages above, but incorrectly assigns 
PUA to that subgroup as well. Other evidence clearly indicates the sub
grouping of PUA with ULI. Thus, although the Krishnamurti procedure shows 
promise as a sub~rouuin~ tool. it is not ~u~Lcient. 

10 

(SAT MORN: C) 

FortY ~tu~ents at a Polish university were surveyed to discover their 
,_pressions of d1ffereneea in language used by men and women. The students agreed 
t~~~t v0111en t al% more than men, use 111.ore "e"pty" adjectives and exclamations, and 
~ more qui~kly, more politely, and "ore correctly than ~en, while men speak 
J1lf#J logically and more precisely than women. The students a!st~ maintained th&t 
aal1 women am! children use diminutives. 

Data wil l be presented to show that some of these stereotyper., in rarticular 
&!lOSe concerning the •!se of sdjectives and diminutives, havo little basis in 

1~1st1c reality. The data consist of recordings of speech in a variety of 
situations r Mwing from exi.romely fol'lltal interviews to informal family gatherings. 
~se recordinss and informal obserVation suggest that the Rpeech differences 
~veen men ann women are not as obvious as the students believe, and that topic 
~ setting a~~ more likely than se~ of speaker to determine specific language 
'blbiViOI't 

~ KAHEYAMA, Stanford University (SAT MORN: B) 

~tering and z ero Pronouns in Japanese Discourse 

Japanese has~ pronouns, i.e., unexpressed subject and object 
subcategorized by the clausal predicate. There is as yet no adequate account 
of the discourse functions of such pronouns in Japanese or other languages. 
My talk will characterize the basic role of inter-sentential zero pronouns in 
Japanese discourse from the perspective of a computational framework CGrosz, 
Joshi, & Weinstein 1983) in which the notion of the center of an utterance, 
1.e., a non-linguistic entity "centrally being talked about", plays a key 
role. The data show that the use of a zero pronoun rather than an overt one 
contributes to establishing and to maintaining an entity as the center. 'l'his 
ate of zero pronoun interacts with a preference order among the referring 
expressions occurring in an utterance as to how rnuch their referents are 
expected to be the next center. I show that the "surface" grammatical 
function hierarchy (roughly) (TOPIC > SUBJECT > OBJEC'l' > ••• } rather than 
the~t~atic roles or word order positions of these NPs is tha most relevant to 
eetablishing a center. The role of empathy (cf. Kuno & Kaburagi 19771 will 
tlso be discussed. Interactions among these various factors affect the 
umiquity of zero pronouns. 

CUIHi. KIM, University of Illinois (FRI MORN: D) 

Pbonology on the "C-string"? 

Clements & Keyser 1983 proposed that there be an autosegmental tier consisting solely of 
C'e and V's which links the syllable tier and the segmental tier. For example, the French 
wrd heros~hero' ~ginning with the so-called h-aspire is represented as follows: 

c,.........._v c/'.v 
! ~ ! 

lf the liaison rule is written with reference to the CV tier, then the fact that, although 
~!!!'the friend' becomes l'ami, le heros does not become *l'h~ros is neatly explained. 
Cl~ts & Keyser argue that-such an-analysis is preferable to either an abstract analysis 
b vhich h~ros is posited underlyingly as /hero/ or a concrete one in which a diacritic 
fe.ture marks the word as an exception to the liaison rule. 

ftds paper argues that the foundation on which the CV theory stands is a sand dune in 
tbat lluch of the data cited in support of the theory is historically transitory phenomena 
~t would predictably be relexicalized, as s uch words as l'homme 'the man' , d'hiver 'the 
~ter' would indicate. A CV tier cannot be built on a shifty phonological ground. 

Ref. Clements and Keyser 1983: CV Phonology. Cambridge, MA: The HIT Press . 
(The title of the paper is in analogy of J. S. Bach's "Air on the G- string") 
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SARA E. KIMBALL, Rutgers University (SAT MORN: D) 

It has never been entirely certain whether *h2 colored a contiguous *o to *a in IE 
whether *o remained in the neighborhood of the second laryngeal, and arguments have be 
made in favor of both views. en 

Evidence from Anatolian, however, shows that *h2 did not color a following *o a d 
suggests that the arguments for coloring need to be reexamined. A closer look sho~s ~h 
many of the most seemingly cogent of these arguments do not hold up. In some cases that 
are based on a reconstructed o-grade that is not at all certain. In other cases ·~ f ~ 
expected *o can be explained as the result of analogy {e.g. Gk. ~yc5's "leader" fo; * or 
*hzogos : ~c/yw "I lead" *h2eg-) . Finally. Greek perfects of the type atanKll {for 
alaa~~v, which have been considered the result of regular phonological~opment ca 
bh b 1 '1 . _..., •n e s own to e ana og1ca replacements Wlth secondary ablaut *a : a of a type that is 
well paralleled elsewhere in the language. - -

M.H. KLAIMAN, La Trobe University (SAT EVE: F) 

The Grammar of Doing and Undergoing in Korean 

Some languages, notably in southeastern Asia, have a construction in which the subject~ 
ignates the entity principally affected through the sententia1ly denoted action. Such 
affected subject constructions, while often label~d 'passive', are generally difficult to 
derive formally from theoretical 'active' sources. Does subject in grammatically basic 
sentences, then, designate two disparate semantic roles--agent and 'victim'? This paper 
focuses on the Korean affected sub1ect construction with the verbal stem marker -hi
(sometimes called a 'passive'). The alternation between this construction and its-un
marked stem ('active') counterpart depends, it is seen, on which sentential argument has 
more control in the depicted situation. That is, the subject references the doer or 
undergoer depending on which argument has greater effective control or potential for co~ 
trol. Hence 'A child was bitten bv a dog' (marked stem constructionr-is preferred to 'A 
dog bit a child', and 'A man chased a robot' (unmarked stem construction) is preferred to 
'A robot was chased by a man'. Parallels are drawn to nearly coincident faets in Navajo 
(Witherspoon 1980) as well as to similar alternations in affected/ nonaffected subject 
counterparts elsewhere (Tamil, Japanese), It is concluded that {a) the affected subject 
construction is a more or less unified cross-language phenomenon; (b) subject more univer
sally represents locus of control than of agency; and (c) languages vary in the degree to 
which they associate control over actions with agenthood. 

EWAN H. KLEIN, University of Edinburgh {SUN MORN: C) 

The Semantic Interpretation of Syntactic Features 

As first noted by Carlson (1983), in feature-based monostratal syntactic 
theories like GPSG it is essential to isolate general principles governing 
how semantically significant syntactic feature specifications contribute to 
semantic interpretation. [+PAST], for example, may appear on a VP and on its 
V head, but temporal priority is presumably only involved once in the 
interpretation of "Kim leftft. I propose a principle of semantic potency by 
which a semantically significant feature enters into the interpretation of a 
given node if and only if it is absent on that node's mother. This guarantees 
that the past tense operator (a "VP-operator", as proposed by Bach) modifies 
the coordinate VP in "Pat sang and danced" but modifies only the first 
conjunct in "Lee either left or will leave" (assuming features are 
distributed in accordance with the coordination analysis of Sag et al, 1983)· 
The potency principle also plays an important role in the analysis of 
adverbials, plurals, and predicational constructions, as well as the multiple 
occurrences of coordination morphemes discussed by Carlson. 

KORNFILT, Syracuse University (FRI AFT: B ) 

papel' argues for a "Stuttering Prohibition" ~at t.ne surface occurrence of ·aorpne• 
l t..oiiiC'III• ot the sue kind. TM prohibition coverna deletion of base-generated .,r}lbe•s as 

,. 1.11aertion of (dUIIIIY) .,rphe•a.--ot tvo k1nda ot Free Relatives (FRs) .men theJ ue 
loll position of a certain type of Partitive Phrase (where the deterainer ia a Genitive :cl tbe head be&rll an AGR( eeii8Dt) eleJMtnt), Turldab allows onlJ tho.. where the participle 

liP the reJ,ative clauae doea n21 bear an AGR ele .. nt el•wbere. Where the participle exhibits 
If _,rp~~ology that regulres .AGR, tbe FR caonot enter tbe construction• the AGR elelliiDt of tbe 
~ ... lt1ve Phraae which is neceaauy for tbe Gen Mrklng on the deteralner liP caonot surface 
... lt ~ately follon the .AGR ele•nt of the relative clauee. Where the relatiwo clause 
~f doll• not exhibit AGR, no difficulty ariaea.--Thia situation will be contrasted with 

otiJer constructions exhibiting aorpheae deletion 1n posaeaalve NPa, where the,!!!!! 
~ 1n a sequence of two s1111lar .,rpn. .. a is deleted. TM difference beh"11 theH 
_.truct1ona and FRa within Partitive Pbraaea, tlhere the second •orpbe• baa to disappear, 
,u1 be explained by a "Dumay AGR lnaert1on" rule, well-.o't'rVited for Partitives 1n general, 
,_cttonally ~t1vated by the Case Filter. Where the head of the Partitive Phraae ia occu• 
pitcl by a FR exhibiting ita own .AGR, IMID.Y AGR Insertion fa1la to apply becauae ot the 
St~tt•rin6 Prohibition. In posaesaive NPa, ho-ver, all 1110rphe•a participating 1n the rele · 
Qllt 8~ncea are baBe-generated, and the prohibition dictatea(left-to-rlght)tlhich ones.delete. 

MnWONY KROCH, University of Pennsylvania (FRI AFT : A) 

!!!JL are Resumptive Pronouns Marginal in English? 

~0 and Sells 1982 and Sells 1984 argue e~tensively (contra Chomsky 1982) that th~ 
reaW~ptive pronouns which are marginally possible in English relative claus~s like (1) 
HlOW require a quite different grammatical analysis from that appropriate to resumptive 
pronouns in languages like Hebrew or Irish, in which their use is fully productive : 

(1) He called for things that he doesn't even know what they are. 
IDdeed, several authors (Bever et al. 1976, Krach 1981) have claimed that this 
coostruction is paragrammatical:- In this paper we shall provide an e~plicit synta~ and a 
.Mel theoretic semantics for English resumptive pronouns which assimilates them entirely 
co the status of left-dislocations. Such an analysis becomes possible when the semantics 
of left-dislocations is itself given an analysis in the terms of Webber's formali~ation 
~ discourse anaphora (Webber 1979) or the file-change semantics of Heim 1982. The 
•lrtues of this analysis include its capacity to e~plain the occurrence of anaphoric 
epithets and demonstratives as resumptive elements, its account for marginality of the 
umetruction, and the treatment it makes possible of certain troubl esome dif ferences 
Mtween English and Swedish, another language in which resumptive pronouns are possible 
Mt not fully productive (see Maling and Zaenen 1982, Zaenen, Engdahl and Haling 1981 ) . 

~ENNE LEHRER, university of Arizona (SAT EVE; F) 

C~sifiers i n Engl ish 

English has a set of classifier expression$, an analysis of which involves a complex 
IDteraction of le~ical, collocational, semanti c , :md pragmatic properties. The prototypical 
•~tactic form is HP [NP of NP$myss~]. Syntactic distinctions between partltives, pseudo
~rtltives, =easure phrases, a~& PP c0111plements (as found in Selkirk, eg.) cannot be main
Udned, and tests which purport to show such distinctions syntactical l y ultimately fai l. 

The lexical and collocational properties are to be represented straightforwardly in 
the lexicon. The entry for pride will sh~ that it is a collective classifier for lions, 
~that head is a unit classifier for cattle and roundish vegetable~. Conventional class
ifiers arenot without meaning, however, as can be seem in their extended and metaphorical 
•s. Compa re .! herd ,.2! linguists with.!~.£!. linguists. Some classifier uses follow 
fr~ the meaning of the noun and need no special lexical marking, eg. box (of books), can 
(of soup), stack (of records). However, nove l uses of wor ds i n classifier constructior;s: 
• in .i! fac"i!!'!freckles, a board of s t at ues, although requiring pragmatic rules of i nterpret
eUon, d;pend-;;n---u\e prior-existen~ ~cOOventional classl fiers with conventional semantic 
bterpretations. I will build on the semant ics of Allen (19 78) and Lehman (1979) to provide 
• lllthod for interpretating novel classifer uses. 



JULIETTE LEVIN, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (SUN MORN: D) 

Evidence for Laryngeal Features: A Phonological Rule 

The laryngeal feature framework proposed by Halle and Stevens(1971) posits the 
[spread glotti-s] and [constricted glottis] to characterize vocal fold abduction, and 
[stiff vocal cords] and [slack vocal cords] to represPnt degree of vocal fold tension 
Though such a system, as modified by Iverson(1983), has been shown to correctly accou~t 
limtted three-way phonemic contrasts in degrees of glottal width cross-linguistically 
puzz1iflg question rewains: Why fs it that no phonological rules have been found which' 
such a feature system over competing !>ystems? In this paper it is argued that the rul 
deglottalizat~'on and deaspiration i~Klamath, when ~roperly formulated as follows, is 
such a rule: [+constricted glottis]~ ~I ___ [+stiff vocal cords] 

[+spread glottis] 
Fi·rst, evidence from stress assignment and partially reduplicated fonns is shown to argue 
against a syllable-based solution. Second, the process of word-final neutralization is 
shown to be distinct from pre-consonantal neutralization. With this, the rule above can 
be shown to account for deglottalization and devoicing before all obstruents, voiceless 
sonorants and glottalized sonorants, that is, before the natural class of [+stiff vocal 
cords] segments. The existance of such a phonological rule, unstatable in tenns of 
is evidence for the Halle & Stevens feature system and its phonological motivation, 

NANCY s . LEVIN, State University of New York-Albany (FRI MORN: C) 

Pseudogapping in Main and Comparative Clauses 

This paper examines structural characteristics of pseudogappings in main clauses (I won't 
ride up streets the wrong way, but I will ~ alleys ~) and comparative clauses (I f~ 
Knick News to have more substance than I do ~ the Times Union ~) • The data come priaarily 
from natural conversation. Main-clause tokens are more dialect- and style-specific than 
comparative ones, and exhibit a narrower, more predictable range of target-clause subject, 
auxiliary, elliptical v, and contrastive object. Since comparative tokens show the same 
structural tendencies as those in main clauses, albeit more weakly, both types may rea~
ably be generated in the same way. That still leaves the question, though, of the nature~ 
the rule. If not by a separate rule, might pseudogappings be generated by a suitably br~ 
ened version of Gapping or VPD? Gapping seems doubtful. As is well known, VPD applies fr~ 
ly in comparatives, but gappings in this environment are often less natural than pseu~ 
pings (Al irks Lu more than Ed does ~ Jo/??more than Ed 0 Jo) • Paired pseudogapping sub
jects are usually coreferential, an impossibility for Gapping remnants. These & other di~ 
ferences argue against subsuming pseudogappings under Gapping. Obligatory ellipsis of all 
VP material other than the remaindered object supports Kuno's proposal (CLS 17) for an 
operation which raises such a constituent--necessarily a contrastive or emphatic one--out 
of the VP. Since what remains constitutes a recoverable VP , VPD is then free to apply. 

CHARLES N. LI, University of California-Santa Barbara (FRI AFT: D) 

Contact-induced Language Change and Innovation 

On the basis of data recently acquired in Central Asia (Chinese Turkistan), this pa~ 
elucidates and explores new mechanisms of lexical, morphologic and syntactic changes whid, 
as a consequence of languages in contact, involve either an exploitation, rather than 
avoidance, of homophony or an unexpected scrambling, rather than a simple re-analysis, of 
syntactic structures. 

1 . Lexical change and innovation. A word X in language A acquires (borrows) a ueao
ing of a polysemous word Y in language B on the condition of X and Y already sharing a 
ing. Subsequent re-analysis of X yields a new phonologically indigenous morpheme in 
language A denoting the borrowed semantic notion. 

2. Morphologic change and innovation. The cases presented in this section describe, 
in part, how a formerly isolating, verb-medial language has changed into a polysynthetic, 
verb-final language. 

3. Syntactic change and innovation. The case presented here involves the emergence 
of a syntactic construction in which the subject of the main clause is deleted on the 
condition of identity with the direct object of the subordinate clause. 
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c. LI LLO-MARTIN, University of California-San Diego/ (FRI HORN: A) 
The salk Institute 

A•erfcan S1gn Language <ASU exhfbfts null subjects (NSs> in some 
·--••an1ce'S• However, th1s paper will argue that ASL 1s not a Null SubJect 

age (NSU 1n the su1e sense as Italfan and Spanish (Chomsky 1982. 
1982. Jaegglf 1983), These NSls show a pattern of traits including 
subJect fnversion, whfch Rfzzi ( 1982) claf111s ts the funda11ental 

111raeterfstfc of NSLs. Under hfs analysis, fn NS structures, the subject 
;, fnverted• and then deleted. This allows the NS posftfon to be properly 

erned by the verb, in accordance with the E111pty Category Prtnefple. 
Cev•r• the characteristic of free subject fnversfon fs not displayed fn 
ASL In ASL, I clafm, no occurrences of NSs are due to deletfon after 

11.;rston, but rather all are due to one of two other charactertstf cs. The 
ttrst fs the sftuatfon described by McCloskey and Hale ( 1984) for lrfsh, 
, 11tc:h h that verb agreement alone can act 1f ke an pronoun (Jl.Lll). f n 
•tnd1ng and coordination, or in structures requfrfng resu1nptfve pronouns. 
na second characteristic fs that of toptc deletion, whereby a <possfbly 
1111> topic operator serves as the bfnder for a NS, as Huang (1983> argues 
for Chf nese. It 1s thus these two ph en omena, and not f nvers f on. wh f c h 
account for NSs fn ASL. 

~c. LOBECK, Univers~ty of Washington (SUN MORN : B) 

~dence f or the Notion o f Argument Domain 

I argue that certain phenomena in English involving infinitival to, namely 'leaner
w (I want to leave and you want to ~ too) and To-Contraction (I wanna leave) are best 
accounted for in terms of 'argument domain'. Specifica41y, to may interact with an adjac
ent constituent to its left outside the infinitive containing it only if the infinitive 
is in the argument domain of a head.l define argument domain as including a head, all the 
c1tegorfes it governs, and all its arguments. Arguments are those categories to which the 
~d assigns a 9-role. Argument domain is distinct from the domain of structural govern
.nt in that it includes arguments of a head which may occur outside the maximal projec
tion, hence the structural domain of government, of the head. The notion of argument do
llfn allows for a distinction to be made between purpose clauses and extraposed infini
tives, both of which occur outside the maximal projection of the head V in some adjoined 
~sition. Purpose clauses receive no 9-role from the head hence are outside the argument 
~in of V, whereas extraposed infinitives receive a 9-role from V and are inside the 
a~ument domain of V. leaning and Contraction are possible out of extraposed infinitives 
•t not out of purpose clauses, a fact which goes unexplained in terms of structural 
government. 

CIIL WCAS, Gallaudet College 
~N VALLI, Gallaude t College 

Predicates of Perceived Mo tion in American Sign Language 

(FRI MORN: A) 

Linguistic analyses have identified two major Morphological classes of predicates in Ameri
un Sign language. One class includes ~redicates that have been described as lexicalized or 
'frozen"signs . Supalla defines t"lem as "highly frequent signs, stan!lardized in form across 
~gners, ..• with internal ~orphological analysis no longer applied "(1978-41-42). Another 
class includes what Supalla(l978;1982) and Supalla and :!ewport(1978) refer to as verbs of 
~tion and location, in which handshape, movement and location primes correspond to morphem
K that are combined productively to create specific meanings. This paper describes the pho
•logical and morphological characteristics of a unique class of American Sign language pre
dltat:!s that have in common their representation of mover.~ent as it is percC!i ved from the im
~fate perspective of the signer. This movement may be actual or apparent:the actual move
~t of cars as they pass the signer can be represented,as may the apparent movement of sta
tionary trees or telephone poles, as the signer passes them in a car or train. These signs re· 
P~sent a special class of predicates,in that they appear to share features of both the ver
~ of motion and location, and the lexicalized signs.They appear to contain some of the 
5~ independent morphemes, such as classifier handshapes, that are involved in the product
Ion of verbs of motion and location .However,they do not exhibit the freedom of combination. 
~:eover, large bundles of features are associated with specific conventional mean1ngs, 
~1ch is similar to the nature of lexicalized siQns. 
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MARTA LUJAN, University of Texas-Austin (SAT MORN: B) 

Null Subjects and Overt Pronouns in Spanish 

Principles A and B of the binding theory ident1fy two categor1es of expressions, anaphors 
and pronominals, respectively . By using the features [±anaphor] and [±pronominal], Chamsk 
(1992) defines a typology of four empty categories (EC), three of which correspond to eve Y 
categories. Null subjects (NS) are identified as f!2• and as the phonetically null counttt 

d ~-parts of overt pronouns. However, there are ata from a NS language, such as Spanish, Whi h 
show that while NS's always behave as pronouns, as stipulated by principle B, overt subjec~ 
(OS) pronouns do not always do so. In several types of dependent clauses, usually precedi 
the main clause, OS pronouns aren't free in their governing category, but must have dis)oi"9 
reference, e .g . *Cuando ~li trabaja Juani ~'When he works John doesn't drink'. Tha~t 
NS's are not merely the phonetically null equivalents of overt pronouns in NS languages is 
further confirmed by impersonal sentences with the reflexive pronoun!! and with NS's corre
sponding to English they in its indefinite reading. No overt pronouns can occur as subject 
in these types of sentences without changing their acceptability or their meaning (elloa 
'they' is unambiguously definite). Thus, OS pronouns inNS languages behave quite different
ly from their counterparts in non-NS languages. This is an important conclusion that bring 
into question Chomsky's proposed typology of overt and EC's, and that calls for a re-exaa-

1 

ination of the binding principle B in the light of overt pronouns' behav10r in NS languages. 

ALEC MARANTZ, university of North carolina (FRI AFT: B) 

Tagalog Reduplication Is Affixation, Too 

Carrier-Duncan <1984 1 ·s~e Proble~s with Pro~odic Accounts of Reduplication"> 
counttrs Marantz's <1932, "Rt Redupl ication"l claim that reduplication <RE> is 
affixation <AFF> with tutdenct that Tagalog rtduplication <TR) displays properties 
unusual for AFF. This paptr first separates the Issue of tht formal speciftcation of 
RE from its status as "affixation,• arguing that rtgardless of tht morphological 
characte~istics of TR, !t must be treated as the .<pfionological> AFF of a CV skeleton 
-- li~ittng word formatton processes to phonologecal AFF correctly prtdicts the range 
of such processes observed crosslinguistecally. It thtn shows that the •unusual" 
morph. properties of TR follow from the theory of morphology given that TR is AFF. 
The fact that the bracketing necessary for the phonology of R2 TR dots not reflect the 
morfhological bracketing <e.g.( phono.: llR2l?abutllanl 1 morph.: lR2[[?abutlanll> 
fol ows from a general princtp e derivable from "bracketing paradoxes• <Pesetsky 198~ 
"Horphology and Logical Form•) crossl inguistically -- phono. bracketing is independenl 
of morph. bracketing, which determines only the linear order of mor~hemes in 
phonology 1 not their heerarchichal structure. The transparency of TR segments to 
morpholexecal alternations <e.g., nasal substitution appears to overapp\y in TR> and 
to function !TR is part of many different word form1tion processes> is explained b~ 
placing TR in the class of stem extensions <unsubcategorized affixes> -- stems Itt 
subcategorized for TR, not vice-versa. Georgian preradical vowels illustrate the 
crucial properties of stem extensions independent of RE. Given that morpholexic&l 
&lte~nates art chosen by subcategorized affixes (as argued in Harantz 1982) and that 
stem extensions derive thtir function from tht affixes that choose thtm, the obstrved 
properties of TR art exptcted, 

DIANE MASSAM, Massachusetts Institute of Technology {FRI MORN: B) 

On the Derivability of Burzio's Generalization 

We will discuss Burzio'a (1981) Generalization (T~: where T is aaai~ent of a the .. tte 
role to aub_1ect ttosition and A h ass1gn~aent of accueative Case to object), showing that lr 
sights can be gained into the nature of this generali~ation by an examination of ergative 
case aarking languages, in ~articular, of Niuean, a Polynesian language . We Make three .Ua 
points. Firat we show, based on Levin & Kassam (1984) that ergative Caae marking language~ 
provide data. which Burzio states do not exiat, showing that the first part of the bicondi
tional above (i.e. T-.A) does not hold in case the ob1ect is an S (where abaolutive replace• 
accusative). In 2asaing we argue against both Stowell's (1981) and Safir'a (1982) oppoeiftl 
claims regarding ~'a and Case. Second we show that these data, in addition to Niuean ratai~ 
constructions, strongly support the clai~ that T~A is derivable fro~ the Case Filter, but ~ 
in fact e-rirically incorrect as stated. This derivability is further strengthened by a dir 
cussion of !~licit -sents in Paeeive constructions crose-lin~iatically. For our third poi.C 
~ turn to the conditionAl A-.T. Burzio points out that this c~dition is not derivable f~ 
basic GB principles and othen have argued that it is falsified by sentences such as "Jolul 
atrikes - aa a fool", We argue however, that Niuean data show that A_.T must be a theor .. 
~erivab1e from princinlea determining relatione between Case and thematic roles. 
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(SUN MORN: C) 

MaJCilll of Quality of Grice's Cooperative Principle states in part that speakers must 
blve adequate evidence for what they say (Grice 19?5) -- they must have available (tacitly 
rJt upon request) information that they believe substantiates their conversational 
~tribution. I will show, however, that evidence is not t he only type of knowled~e 
that speakers can base their utterances on , Evidence must be distinp:uished from the 
~cept of grounds, which can be defined as 'expert knowled~~:e' -- significant, relevant 
~orP&tion that serves as testimony to the validity of the speaker's claim, A 
~icularly interestin~example of the contrast of,Presence and lack of fiTOunds is 
follld 1n epistemic £!!!! £-t-groundi/ and 1!!!.I F({round!J, which have traditionally been 
_.t~ed as representing different types of possibilities (Leech 1971; Dirven 19?9; 
fan der Auwera 1981) • I will demonstrate, however, that if £!!!! is attributed with fiTOunds, 
~ of the previously unexplained behavior of unnegated, epistemic can is quite easily 
~ounted fort the occurrence of £!!!! in generic sentences; the claim-that use of epistemic 
~ produces tautologies; and the position that epistemic can cannot a ppear in future 
;texts. The concept of grounds also has significant explanatory power in t he rest of 
the modal system as well as elsewhere in the lexicon , 

lARIN E. MICHELSON, Harvard University (FRI MORN: D) 

fbe Representation of Vowel Length in Seneca 

In non].ina&r phonology gmnates an represented ae consisting ot two tWn« units on 
1 Ua1ng tier that ~ linked to a single Sef!lllent on a S88)11ental tier. For eXIUilple, the 
npreeentation ot a lon& vowel ae a single aeg~~~ental feature 111a.tr1x that is attached to 
1 n Hlluance on the tillin& tier allowa the fal'llul&tion of rules that involve units of 
tbdft« (e.g. atreaa, vowel shortening), which 111uat usually refer to sequences of vowels, 
... of rulsa that change vowel qualltr, and therefore affect ths aee;aental features 
(118 ICenatowies l970, Pyle 1970 for tbb distinction). Cl•ents and Keyser (198:3) have 
aqued that the t1111ng tier contain~ two distinct types of eleaents, c eleaenta and v 
aliHnta, and that long vowels •ust scaetbles be represented by a VV Bt~C~Uence on the tilling 
u .. and aaaetillee by a VC aequencet further both VV and VC can occur in a single ~ 
('l\lrtlah, Klalll&th) • In this paper, additional suPFf. for this last possibility is pre
•ntad fral Seneca, a Northern. Iroquoian language (Chafe 1967), It is shown that rules 
tlat aaaign stress and shorten long vowels, for elWIIple, depend crucially on whether the 
1AIIII vowel 1a ~eel ae VV or VC. The Seneca data provide evidence for a distinction 
'bltwlan C el•ents and V elements on the t1Jain& tier and, at the aaae tae, for the 
tuUnct role of C and V el•ents in the syllable (syllable arpn and syllable nucleus 
napect1 vely) , ' 

UIGERU MIYAGAWA, The OhiQ State University {FRI AFT: D) 

Oue Theory and the Accusativ~ Case in Old Japanese 

In ~dern Jananese, the POstpoaitional accusative case particle o marks all direct 
Objeet RP's. In Old Japanese {700-1000 A.D.), this narticle anpears-only infrequently, 
ta 11811)' instances to mark ellll)hasis instead or case. This has led some traditional 
~rians to conclude that the object position in OJ is always marked by word order. 

Uain,v; Case Theory {Chomsky 1981, Stowell 1981), we will show that o in OJ in fact 
hDetioned as a grammatical case. A close look at the distribution of-OJ o shows that 
~le it rarely alltlears with matrix ob.1ect NP's, it is obli,v;atorv with subOrdinate obj;ct 
..... Mo th ''b " 1 . ~~ reover, e are matr x object NP is always adjacent to the verb while extra 

1 
such as adverbs can intervene between the subordinate WP marked vith o and 

.: verb. This is T>redicted by Case Theory since subordinate verbs in OJ ~ nominal in 

...,:e, hence unable to asainp; Abstract Objective Case, while matrix verba are "pure" 
~ that could assign Abstract Case so lon~ as the object NP is adjacent to the verb. 
..._,P'rf:Yposal fits nicely into the actual facts about lan~~e chan,v;e: the "nominal" 
O'bJ rdina;e form of the verb in OJ took over the entire verbal system, requiring all 
....._ eet 1P s to be overtly marked by the case particle ~· This is precisely vhat we 
..Ye for modern Jaoanese. 
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CAROL C. MOCK (FRI MORN: C) 

Aspect, Mode, and the I n f ormation Structure of Discourse in Yatzachi Zapot~c 

'lbis paper explores 1he int.rrelAtionships betweeo the disooursa t\motions o£ aapeot 
ita eamBntic featuree as a gr~~a.atical cateaory in Yatzaohi Zapoteo, a liiD£\U'p ot 
eouthe:m Kexioo. 'lbe semantic nuances or vemal aepect lulve often beeu izlvelttipt.G, 
(e.s. Ocm:ie 1916, 'l'i.llberl.Ake 1982), bu.t only recently bas its role in the now or 
lnfo1'1118tion been recoSDizecl (Hopper and 'lbompson 1980, Wallace 1982). 'lbe pn.~ 
aspeote ln Dtzaohi are PBRJ'JilC'l'IVB, IMPERmlTIVB and S'llTIVB, .a in IIIADJ' other 
(o-r. l'.ri.edrioh 1974, Giv6o 1982). A fourtilmorpb•e is uaualq called 1potem 
(~tler 1976, 1980), bu.t Ua uaase indica tea that it at:rke IBRBALIS aoda. An 111111.ua~. 
of the roles theae morpbaDea play 1n the orpniution of narrative texte supporta 
and 'lbal,ps01r.1a claim that IIIOde and aapeot oontribut. to tile textual pl."'OIIiDeooe ot 
individual propositional the foresroundins of 11111jor infomation apinat a 'bllok4zop 
of eubaidiary &Ita. In a nontrivial way tbe pratpatio meAn1q of aapect and moae 
ocmpleDIBilta their gra .... tioo-stlllBDtic distinctivceaa. 

PAMELA MUNRO, University of California-Los Angeles 
CHARLES H. ULRICH, university of California-Los Angeles/ 

University of New Mexico 

Nasals and Nasalization in Western Muskogean 

(SUN MORN: D) 

The pbonolol)' or Dual sepleDI.S in the 'fes&ern Mustoaeu lall&uaaes requires IUl aoalysis with 
senral dilf'ereo& nasalization rules, withill lesical p.booolol)' (e.a. Iipanty 1983). aod· supports 
rec:ea& claims (Bayes as.) conc:erDin 1 llDt.illl coastreiats for &tmiAU.S ill CV phoaoloiY. 

Cboc&&Y (Ct) aod Cbicbsaw (Cs> .bave &Yo nasal coasoaaoc.s. aaod a. aod three aasal vcnreJs II. 
aod t.. awc:billa the qualities of the lall1uaaes' three oral voweJs. The aasal voweJs are derlved 
pho.D~Ioai.c:aUy. from y •, !~;asal C ,seque~ces, before ~Y C (ill Ct), IS Yi&b dative ill.-: C\ ia:Ul'.bis 
wa&er . Ct illa:Aila) 1aiJa Ius beat . 'I bile both aualiad V • aual C sequenc:es. lite the 1aA oat. aad 
aealoa&e aasal C's occur, it cao be sbwa &ba& &be &be aealoa&es are either uaderJyiDa (u iD baJll 
'wiUl&') or derived by assim.ilatioa (Q lfia:Ji) &fiAA1 'pry'); aasaliza1ion occ:un wbea a V • aasal 
precedes aoother oasal ·acc:ideota.l.ly", u ill 'his bear'. Both a aod nasalized Vs occur wotd-fiJlally 
(cbol.bbo 'spider ', obj. cboLbbA·I); all fiJlal Aasaliud V's reflec& the lUll &taaaaticalmorpheme. 
wbitb other evidence shows to be to/. Final a thus occun only iD undetived eavitocuunc.s, so a 
c:yclic aoalysis seems ideal, with the nasaliza1ioo rule rest.ricled co derived envitoameac.s. But 
ill&ernal aasalized V"s iD uoderi't'ed forms (lite Q ldli 'blir') motivace uother rule of noa-fiAal 
nasalizatioa. Cs J)tovidn further evideace for the esisteac:e of multiple aasa1izat.io&. rules, 
coattasW1a bomoraaoic D ... • stop aod, iD derived eavitonmeac.s. aasalized V • stop sequeaces. IS 
ill Cs ~'she keeps borrowilla it' aod Cs uompobOlHa) uompob6Ja 'does be .teep &aW.DaT. 

JULIE F. NEMER, Universi ty of Sierre Leone (FRI AFT: A) 

Temne Auxiliaries and Verbs 

This paper will discuss the attributes which define the categories verb, adverb, and auxiliary 
an Temne, a North Atlan~ic Mel language spoken in Sierra Leone, in rela~ion to Temne sentences vhicb 
have been analyzed as having the structure : NP vp(aux/adv V! Previous analyses of Temne have 

~sumed that any word appearing in the VP before the verb is either an auxiliary or an adverb. That 
is, the structure for sentences like ~ bdn bblc 'he is almost crying' is assumed to be ~he same 

he almost cry 
as that for simple sentences like ~ b6lc 'he cries' : NP yp((aux/adv) V]. Bu~ some aspects 

he cry 
of such sentences are insufficiently explained by this analysis. For example, the majority of 
verbs in sentences with auxiliaries/adverbs carry what appear to be past tense Lone patterns, whatever 
the tense of the sentence. As this paper will show, the morphological and distributional 
characteristics of the auxiliaries/adverbs in these Temne sentences are those of Temne verbs not 
those of Temne adverbs and auxiliaries. If this is recognized, ~he puzzling aspect.s or sentenc~s like 
the one above are revealed to be regular characteristics of more complex Temne sentences. 
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A· NEVIS, The Ohio State University (SUN MORJI: B) 

ics are not necessarily "phrasal affixes" or percolated features. An affixal or . 
t percolation approach to clisis misses generalizations about the syntax of a certa1n 

of cl itics. As a demonstration of this point, I show ~hat the Finni~h .. sent~ntial 
~hAn shares a number of properties with other sentent1al adverbs: ~ (wh1ch , 

other things, a generic sentence), muka 'supposedly', tok1 surely, really, 
In this 'free ~ord order" language thes~ ~dve~all exhibit varywg degrees of 

ct ordering with1n the sentence. Also, ~ typ1cally does not occur, ~nd -hAn cannot 
, with phrasal accent. The clitic -hAn 1~ ~hen ~hown to be on t~e per1p~ery of ~ 
nuum from the prototypical word to tne-cl1tlc, w1th the adverbs 1n quest1on show1ng 

;ng degrees of deviation from the prototype. . 
gest that the syntact operations which position t~e other strictly ordere~ sentent1~l 

ldsu~bs also position the clitic -hAn, and that an aff1xal or feature percolat1on analys1s 
1 ~ely recapitulates what has to be-Kandled in the syntax of the language. In addition, 
~~~eoretical embarrassment ensues if sentential clitics like -hAn are treated as.phrasal 
:ffixes: how can an affix be assigned a word class? -hAn for example patterns w1th the 
other pragmatic adverbs. 

JPII E. NEWMAN, University of New Mexico (SAT MORN: C) 

~ Differences in Conversational Style1 Questions and Colour 

Despite considerable interest in the topic of sex differences in language use, f~w 
~ge-scale empirical studies have been conducted. The present study addresses perce1ved 
I'P' in three ways: (1) by employing a sample of 20 male and 20 female undergraduates, 
reviously unacquainted (2) by requiring participants to engage in a variety of experi

:.ntal tasks demanding verbal interaction and (3) perhaps most importantly, the partner's 
~was varied within-subject. Two sets of analyses of the 60 hours of video-taped 
c~rsations are of interest : an analysis of the variety and function of questions posed 
across tasks, and of colour and spatial terms used in descriptions of random, coloured 
shapes in a restricted communication task. Initial tabulations indicate that men and 
wODen do not differ in their use of formal questions but women with male partners pose 20% 
.ore intonation questions than either men or the same women with female partners. 
~ed on preliminary scoring of 19 of the 40 tapes, women prefer to use specific lexical 
items for shades of colour, whereas men prefer a basic term plus an intensifier. These 
findings, and previously reported analyses of performance measures and of directive use, 
.. ke the point that claims concerning absolute differences in masculine and feminine 
conversational styles are naive; the sex of the addressee, as well as of the speaker, 
11 a crucial s ociolinguistic variable. 

FRANCIS L. NEWTON, JR . , University of North Carolina (FRI AFT: B) 

Constituent Structure in Morphology 

Selldrk 1982&2 arg~s that 1 word structure has the same general formal properties as syn
tactic structure ••• it is generated by the same sort of rule system. 1 Selkirk 1 s theory 
~cts that we should be able to find motivation for c(onstituant) s(tructure) in mor
~logy as in syntax. In fact, several types of motivation are available besides semantic 
caapoaitionality (for which cf. Kipareky 1982&20-26), and they are parallel to types of 
mdence tor c. a. in syntax. First& the line of reasoning that says we must posit a con
atituent t:P because (uong other things} it allows us to factor out the common denominator 
in the rules expanding (e. g.) S and PP applie& in morJ¥1ology too. Thus, in Attic Greek 
•erb inllection we must posit a consti tuant incll.liing verb base and aspect surtix because 
it allows us to factor out the common denominator in the rules assigning ii-structure to 
participles and tini te verbs. Second & the J¥1enomenon of structural ubigui ty (where the 
lllbi.KUf,ty or a string can be explained by noting that independently motivated rewriting 
rulee can parse the string in more than one way) provides 

1
support for c. s. in morJ¥lology 

aa wll. aa syntax& cr. Dell•s (1979&197) French example de-gonfl-abil-is-er 'deprive sthg. 
ot the property or being inflatable' # 'make sthg. deflatable'. Conclusion& the existence 
ot nidence for c. s. in morphology provides support for a theory of morphology such as 
klk1rk1 s. 
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NGO THANH NHAN, New York University {FRI AFT: B) 

Reduplication, "interlocking" Phrases, and Cocompounding in Vietnamese 

This paper will show that both the phenomenon of reduplication (e.g. nhd 'small' 
nhb 'rather small', nho nhdn 'delicate', nho nh~t 'petty',,,, and thvng 'baggy'(re, ' 
clothes)', lvng thqng 'very baggy', lvng th8 l~ng thvng 'extrem~ly baggy', etc,) and 
of "scattered word fragments" in phrases of "interlocking order (such as ~p 'to hit' 
'table', gh~ 'chair', ban-ghe' 'furniture', ~p ban dQp gh~' 'to beat the furniture'; or' 
I Orphaned 1 , m$'-c(Ji t orphaned t, Cl3i -CUt 1 Orphaned I, *m6' CUt t *m8' c$i -CUt' m8' C8i m8' CUt 
'orphaned (with pity)', etc .) are but special cases of co-compounding i n Vietnamese, In 
reduplication, the reduplicated constituent is "reduplicatively inserted" (with related 
morpho-phonological alternations ) into the X -•XX co-compounding frame. Likewise, in 
phrases of "interlocking order" (as Thomps~n 119~5:,~76-177] ca~ls ~hem). re~pective 
positions of the co-c ompounding frame are occup1ed by redupl1cat1ve const1tuents or 
fragments of dissyllabic words. 

YUKIO OTSU, Toyko Gakugei University (SAT MORN: A) 

Structural Conditions on Pronominal Anaphora 1n Ch!ldren 

This paper deals with the structural conditions on pronominal 
anaphora which stipulate that ~ ln !1 l and !2l cannot be the 
antecedent of ~ from the perspective of syntactic development in 
children. The results of experiments with 30 subjects between 
the ages of 3 and 6 show that as soon as the child learns the 
relevant structures. i.e .• verb phrase complement for !ll and 
adverbial clause with when for !2l the child knows that J.Qbn 
cannot be the antecedent of he In !I l and !2l. This gives 
support to the view that the structural condition in question is 
somehow wired tn the child's genetic endowments and thus need not 
be learned. 

<I l He knows that John ate bananas. 
!2l He waved when John jumped. 

The results will also be discussed In connection with the past. 
experiments Including those of c. Chomsky !1969l. Solan !1981 l. 
and Ingram and Shaw !unpublished!. 

WILLIAM J. PEPICELWr Embry--Riddle Un.i,yersJ.t!l (SUN MORN; C) 

Pragmatics of Humorous Language - WITHDRAWN 

The question-answer structure of riddles and the narrative structure of jokes have been analyzed as in
versions of these same forms in ordinary discourse (McDowell 1979). This paper contends that an 
examination of felicity conditions on normal questions (Leech 1974) vs. riddles shows that riddles are 
not pragmatic inversions of questions; similarly, jokes are not inverted narratives. Rather, a pragmr 
tic analysis indicates that the question-answer and narrative structures are related to rhetorical 
argument, specifically to the types of informal reasoning Aristotle called the "enthymeme." This 
claim is supported by the fact that the question-answer and narrative formats of riddles and jokes 
correspond to the basic syntactic forms of rhetorical argumentation, i.e., the Socratic method ana 
expository argumentation, respectively. Examples will be analyzed from the large body of American 
riddles and jokes that depends on linguistic ambiguity, e.g.: 1) What do you call a man who marries 
another man? A minister; 2) I can marry anyone I please; I just haven't met anyone I please yet. Such 
examples will be analyzed as exercises in informal logic wherein a performer leads his audience to an 
awareness of a linguistic ambiguity which in turn enables the audience to deduce the logic of the per
formed item. Thus, just as humor allows for stylistic performance of linguistic and culturaLdevelop
ment (Pepicello and Weisberg 1983), it also allows for .the exhibjtion -of rhetorical ability. 
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R.L. PETRUCK, University of California-Berkeley (SAT EVE: F) 

In this paper, the semantic structure of one of the polysemousiterms.in the b~ybpart 
f Modern Hebrew 1s a1scussea 1n tne context ot rrame semant cs . The term ec 11. n:. three distinct, yet obviously related senses: 'finger';'index finger'; and 1 toe', 

interesting in part because it occurs in both the partonomically structured 
ta.onamically structured areas of the domain. (An 'ecba-'finger' is a 'part-of' a 
'hand' which is'part-of' a ~-'arm' which is 'part-of 1• a ~-'body'. An ~-'index 
iS a 'kind-of' a finger.} There is no objective reason for the index finger to be 

one named by the term for any finger nor for finger and toe to be named with the same 
die tne special function of the index finger, rather than any physical characteristic . 
~~0 motivate the 'finger'/'index finger' polysemy; conversely, the 'finger'/'toe' poly· 
__..seems motivated by similarity of relative position and pqyaical structure, rather than 
~ tity of function. Fillmore's (1978) 'frame' sllows us to talk about the se~ntic 
•1 ideD 8 of 'ecba in a perspicuous way. Three dif ferent 'frames' are necessary: the hand; 
1t~!~r of uoser;; and the foot. The ;erm ~ takes its unmarked senst' n .l6tivtl to the 
ell• 

1 
ent of these 'frames'--the hand. Frame semantics,,but not feature semantics, 

.ott ~otivated account of the polysemy structure of ec~a. Only an ad-hoc set of 
prod ld account for the lexical semantic atructure of ~· features cou 

~ANNE PHINNEY, University of Puerto Rico-Hayaguez (SAT MORN: A) 

p~ameter setting and Interference in L2 Acquisition 

Recent experimental studies have used the paramet erized model of Core Grammar 
P'Dposed by Chomsky (198:) ~o account for_develo~ental stag~s in Ll a~~i~ition ~ The 
.odel also provides a pr1nc1pled explanat1on of d1fferences 1n L2 acqu1s1t 1on wh1ch are 
linked to the gratmtars of both the L2 and the Ll of the learner, One parameter which has 
been widely discussed is the Pro-Drop parameter, It is claimed (Choms ky 1981) that English 
uses the marked setting, obligatozy lexical subjects, while Spanish uses the unmarked 
setting, optional lexical subjects, t he use of which is part i ally governed by di s course 
consider at ions. 

In this study, adult English speakers learning Spanish are compared to Spani s h 
1~ers learning English, using data from written production and a modified cl oze test. 
The data show that while English students learning Spanish acquir e t he unmarked setting of 
the parameter with relative ease, although not with the consistency of the native speaker, 
the Spanish students still have considerable difficulties in applying t he marked setting 
of the parameter which English requires, and there is some evidence t hat they continue to 
apply Spanish discourse rules, The data provides further support f or the parameter-sett1ng 
~1, as well as suggest ing that the role of Core Grammar in the acquisi tion process does 
not challge r adically when adults learn a second language , 

GBOFFRBY K, PULLUM, Cowell College, Universi ty of California, 
santa Cruz 

UWOLD H. ZWI CKY, The Ohio State University 

Phonologj cal Resolution of Syntactic Feature Conflict 

{SUN AFT: C) 

Confl i cts between featu~es of conjuncts are s ometimes i~~esol vable 
!German tweil ich Bier und du Milch trinkst > a nd sometimes ~esolvable b y 
syntact i c or semantic principles ( see Co~bett 1983) . Eisenberg (1973 ) 
~lnted out that conflicts can sometimes be ~esol ved an a phonological 
basis; cf . weil wir Bier und sie Milch trinken. 

C1ting data f~om English, German, F~ench, Hungar ian, and Xhosa, this 
paper a r gues that phonological ~esolution is not a language-particular 
Phenomenon; that p honolog ical identity cannot always atone for s yntactic 
feature differences; and that it is not t he lexical phonological form of 
the identical items that is rel evant for resolution . 

Three un iversal conditions gove~n phonological ~esolution: <I> the 
C~flicting items must diffe~ in only one feature; (II> the featu~e must 
~e syntactically imposed on them; <III> t hey must be p honemically 
Identical, in roughly the sense of classical phonemics. 
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JOHN A . REA, University of Kentucky (FRI AFT: D) 

Lexicostatisti c Skewing in Northwest sardinia 

Following considerable criticism on a variety of counts, Le 
{propounded by the late Morris Swadesh) has waned in popularity as 
cedure for attempting to determine dates of divergence among groupe 
lated languages. However, it has continued in use as a means of 
related languages and dialects -- of organizing them into Stammb!ume 
purport to show degree of genetic relationship (as in McElhanon 1970, 
1971 1 Ladefoged 1972, Dyen 1973 and 1975, Nurse and Philippson 1980 1 etc 
But this enterprise overlooks the fact that there seems to have been to 
no careful study of closely related languages and dialects in an area 
the sub-groupings are ~ attested and widely accepted, and which might 
serve as a basis of comparison for the above studies of Malayo-Polynesian 
African and Philipine languages. The present paper compares, as a sample' 
data from two languages imported to Sardinia (Sassarese Italian and 1 

Catalan) with their mainland varieties 1 and with "native" Sardinian - ....... ,.,.,, 
The results show clearly that linguistic relationships as determined 
Lexicostatistics may be thoroughly skewed and completely unreliable. 
hand-out will contain a map and word lists. 

WILLIAM T. REILLY, Indiana University 

Frequency and Markedness 

4 si~mficar•1 i'Gronection ~as fo•Jnd bP.tween cross-~inquistic 
s t~tP.Itnts of the fort • it X tner, Y' ar.d ian~ua~e : •ternal !req•;~ncy cou~ts 
~f su<:h fnt•;res, i•aiP.lV th<l1. Y i~ acre frequent !nan X in the lexicor •• 

~sw9 Ktoars•.v'~ <l'17'lJ fonul>.t1on o! th~ So~G·ity .Hi,rarch~ ~s the bas1s 
for ' .heorv of earl_f?dop~s ;r,d ta~ir", 3~ 3 corpus " t'Gipull!~ readill·!e subset. 
of tile Er.qli sh didior.ar ~, the di strituJl!ons of phorwtic ff'~:ure~ WIth res !Itt 
to '' · 'lhk ~iruc!•Jrf' lcf. J(;w., 1~7::.) were founc. CtiJss-
hr.atnshc l•pltcatlor.al un:•~~sals were fOtro.j to be lirtorl'? Ia~~ int~r
!1: · tn ~~'·•~ of !r~auer,r•l ~f X'=l•rren.:~ of l.ne teat•.res l'• 'lhit'h the 
•mtve~nl was origi~'l\iy cast For el:31ple 6tee~er':j's 0966) IJOlY!'rnl 
that 11 ; lai\QU~~ h;s Mter0r~a111~ final nasal Ctusters t~en 
1t a!~o h~s hOIOtjanic r.a~al firoal cl• >brs ts 1irrored 10 Er:gli~' ir, that 
i.re r,u.~er ~f ~o•oN:;rolc na~al f1nal clu·-.~rs qre3tly P.xceed~ the nuet<>~ ot 
~et.rorqanlc r,u:;l tir.;;i dusters. Any P~·i:lnoloaical theor~ ot •arkP.dne~s 
~ho~,~ accouro+. for tr1s conr.ec•·~r,, that is the"iheory shou:.; explain wily 
the •~rkf'd f'!PIPr•; ~r~ !~ss fr~q•Jent ''' occurre~l!'e 1n the le~ .. cor• tha'• 
than l'~'••~rked ~le •.'!f•ts. I wi II snow that ~oro-lin'I'Jlst.ic factors such •s 
use of artlrulattcn can er.pl3ir> ~o~ ot the d1stnbutions of feiturt>s 
?XaiHoP.d in conju!ICI.ion with till> iwlll'l.he~t~ that WE JSe the lleqH.,.,Ho?S 
~.~r svlla~ es to _.jer,tlfv the svllabl~ we Itt hn•iro<~ , thus 1CCO\Nlting tor 
~~vue'.rtl'S of fo3t-Jre •'hst.nbi1l.Jor~ ~xtsttrl') be•lll'en s;llable 1n11lai 
w.Q !ina! clust.ers a.'l<J stn~leton c,n;oMMs. 

ELIZABETH H. RIDDLE, Ball State University 

The English Possessives as Topic-Focus Structures 

(SUN AFT: D) 

(FRI MORN: C) 

The most comprehensive analysis of the use of the 's and of possessives to date (Quirk 
al., 1979, A G:raimrar of Contemporo1'!J English) holds that 'a tends to be used with POllle••

higher on an animacy scale and of with those lower on the scale, However, the followins 
fail to support this analysis: la. The wings of the A~las moth measure 10-12 inches froa 
tip to t i p. b. The moth's wings were injured when i t flew against the window and it died. 
2a. (Public poster) A meeting of Overeaters Anonymous will take place at the home of AgaM 
Levi, 184 Elm .•• b. ( .•• )??A meeting of Overeaters Anonymous will take place at Agnes 
home, 184 Elm ••. Analysis of actual discourse reveals that the choice of possessive 
primarily on the relative degrees of topicality of the possessor and possessed Ns. The 
f orm places the possessor N in topic position within the possessive NP and the of form 
it in focus position , For example, in la the topic of both the S and the possessive KP U 
wings, bu t in lb the mo th is the primary topic . In 2, the addressee is assumed to be ua
acquainted with the possessor, which therefore represents less predic table information~ 
is less topical within the possessive NP than the more predictable thing possessed, The 
form is preferred because i t allows the possessed N, which is higher on the topicality 
scale, to appear in topic position within the possessive NP and the possessor N t o appear 
in focus position. 
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Bard College (SAT MORN : D) 

ft 

general, Tocharian B (TB) nominals preserve Proto-Indo-European (PIE) 
in its original position. Many exceptions result from a general 
accent retraction, V~~([+son))#>~c.V([+son])#; an example is PIE 

•tall', TB pirkare /perkere/ 'long'. But there are other ex
••n~~-~~-· In some of these, e.g. PIE •swepnos, TB ~pane /fp~ne/ 'sleep', 

has been shifted rightward from a •e between vo~celess obstru
tly a devoiced •e. This has not previously been recognized. 

have some /e/'s between voiceless obstruents, but these result 
the retraction law, which operated later; an example is PIE •dhubros 
' TB tapre /tepre/ 'high'. Shift or accent from devoiced •e can 

1110 e~lain a puzzling accent alternation in two classes of verb forms, 
11Ut in the latter case we might have to posit leftward rather than right
~ shift to avoid accenting endings--a surprising example of morpho
logical interference in a sound change. 

CAffiBRINE O. RINGEN, University of Iowa (FRI MORN : D) 

~l Harmony : Autosegmental or Archis egmental? 

The autosegmental account of vowel harmony proposed by Kiparsky (1983) overcomes many 
of the problems with earlier autosegmental treatments of vowel harmony (e.g. Clements 1977, 
Kille and Vergnaud 1981). Levergood (1984) provides an analysis of Haasai vowel harmony 
wtthfn a framework essentially identical to that advocated by Kiparsky. Her analysis re
quires an otherwise unmotivated constraint against the skipping of a vowel by the rule which 
1ssociates harmonic autosegments with vowels. This constraint cannot be universal because 
~type of vowel skipping ft prevents is crucial to Kiparsky's treatment of neutral vowels. 

Ringen (1984) has pointed out that Kfparsky's autosegmental representations (and rules) 
Clft be replaced wfth archisegmental representations (and segmental rules) with no apparent 
loss in explanatory power. The purpose of this paper is to show that the archisegmental 
aunterpart of Levergood's analysts does not require the ad hoc constraint. Rather, the 
leek of vowel skipping follows from the independently motivated representations and rules 
~fred for the segmental analysis of Maasaf vowel harmony. This shows that the auto
s~tal and archfsegmental treatments of vowel harmony are not empirically equivalent and 
~t there ts reason to prefer the archi segmental treatment_ 

lJR ROBERTS, University of Southern California (FRI AFT: B) 

lovnd Morphemes 

.._that (1) affixes· are subcategorized for stens, (11) both affixes and stans are heads 
(i.e. r'), (111) subcategoriZed CIC:q)lerents DUst appear in the governnent danain of the head, 
(iv) ~ theory requires all hsds to have a naxiiiBl projection, (v) (1) is the definition 
Gl aovenment: 
(1) "' governs a in ('t ... " •• • " . .. p ) v.tlere 

(a) g< is a lexical ehmel\t, and 
(b) far <p a DIIUd!Jal ~rojectioo, if f daninates Ill then lf.daninates fJ , and 
(c) o< c~nds ~ • (cf. Aam & Sportiche (1983:228)). 

GiYeD (1-iv), we can show that the bauldedness of affixes need not be stipulated. (1) and 
(U) entail that affixes are heads which are subcategorized for other heads. (iii) says 
tllat affixes uwrt gcNenl. stElE, and (iv) requires that both of these heads have a naxinal 
~ec:tion. If we define goverrmmt as in (1), B:lwever, it is il!p;>S'3ible for (111) and (iv) 
ID both hold 1D the same configuratioa. We propose that a process of incorporation is freely 
available as 1D (2) : 
{2) ? , ?' ~ ( >f + yO), v.bere >f and yO stand in a head~lenent relation. 
llcortx:n.tion 1s freely"avail.able tut UllBt apply in the case of affixes as it represents the 
Gilly tay for the6e itE~E to get into the syntax without violating the Projection Principle. 
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f; CLAUDIA ROSS, ~urdue University {SAT EVE: F) 

The Syntax of Serial verb Construction 

Mandarin Chinese is characterized by frequent use of the Serial Verb Construction 
the juxtaposition of verb phrases in surface strings, as in (1) and (2 ) . 

(1) Ta [VP tuo xieJ CvpJinqu J. 
he remove shoe enter 'He removes his shoes and enters.' 

(2) Ta [VP qing pengyouJ [VPchi-fanJ. 
he invite friend eat rice 'He invites a friend t o eat. 1 

The absence of inflectional morphology and overt complementizers t o int roduce ob ject 
sentences obscures the underlying syntactic relationship of the VPs in t hese sent ences and 
recent studies of the SVC have focussed on the semantic relationshi ps obtaining between 
them (cf. Li and Thompson 1981) . This paper will discuss the s yntax of SVCs. Two question 
will be addressed. First, do the serialized VPs reflect VPs or Ss i n deep str ucture? 

5 

Second, what is the relationship of these VPs/clauses? 
I will argue here that the surface VPs correspond in all cases to clauses wi t h 

empty subjects in deep structure and that the SVC represents several di fferent underlying 
clausal relationships. Subject coreference and extraction phenomena bear on these point s. 

The study provides independent motivation for the Projection Princi ple (Chomsky 1981) 
and contributes to the understanding of clausal relationships i n i nflectionless languages. 

MARY ELLEN RYDER, University of Calitornia~an Diego (FRI MORN: A ) 

A Classification of Classifiers in American Sign Language 

Although much has been written on classifiers and SASSes (size-and-shape specifiers) in 
American Sign Language (e.g. Supalla 1980, Wilbur 1979), a characterization of the two, 
and the subclasses within them, is lacking. I present such a characterization. 

Classifiers and SASSes can be divided on the basis of being free or bound. SASSes, 
though often found in noun compounds, can also appear as single-sign utterances, while· 
classifers cannot. Within classifiers, there are two subsets, one reflecting the shape of 
the object, the other the shape of a hand gripping the object. Informant judgments consis
tently show that the first group is restricted to intransitive predicates, the second to 
transitive ones. Thus, a movable clothes rack moving under its own power is described with 
1-CL classifiers, while one being pushed is described wit~ C-CL classif iers . 
~ere are two classifiers, .!:£1. and .£.:£b., that appear in~h t r ansitive and intransi· 
tive predicates, but there is evidence to show tha t there are actually two homonymous pain 
First, the two forms undergo different changes, e.g. intransitive B-CL can be bent (to 
describe a dilapidated state) while trans itive B-CL is not. Second~e ability to change 
scale (e .g, so that C-CL can be used f01: a cup -;;r-i circular building depend i ng on the 
signer's perspective} is severely r e stricted in the transitive f orms; wher e only the 
lbnited changes possible in signer role will a llow a change in scale. 

I VAN A. SAG, Stanford University {FRI M''t l Jl. ) 

Parasitic Gaps from General Pr inciples 

The treatment of filler-gap-dependencies available within GPSG 
provides a unified account of parasitic gap and "across-the-board" 
phenomena. Because the category-valued feature SLASH ls both a HEAD 
feature (subject to the Head Feature Convention) and a FOOT feature 
~ubject to the Foot Feature Principle) it may appear on a non-head 
daughter in a local tree only if it also appears on all heads which 
are compatible with SLASH (as shown in (1} - n.b. VP ls head of S). 
(!}a.~ b.~ c.~ d.~ e.·~ f. /t:!... 

NP ,1NP VP /NP ~ ~ Nf' ~ VP ,INP PP vr- PP'JNP VP ,INP PP /NP 
This correc tly predicts such familiar contrasts as: Which man did you 
think my talking to would bother (*him)?; Which books did you say they 
filed (*the reports) without reading? The ATB constraint follows in 
like fashion from the fact that all c onjuncts are treated as heads. 
The proposed analysis compares favorably with competing accounts in GB 
(Pesetsky , Kayne} and in LFG (Kaplan and Zaenen}. 

f'IAN )1. SAG, Stanford Uni versity (SUN MORN: B ) 
ff10HAS A. WliSOW, Stanf ord University 
GJRALD GAZDAR , Uni v:rsity o£ Susser/Center f or Advanced St udy in the Behavioral 

sc:~ences 

Sf&VEN WEISLER, Hampshi re Coll~ge 

~rdination and How t o Distinguish Categories -
filii piPit preunta 0 CO .. tlhlnlhl ltUOU ir coordlAoUon ln ID411111b 
.alcll prowid .. • principled Iecount ef •llf euc& idenUtr •• tba lfDtac&1c 
,,, .. orr of til• conjunct• il not r•••tred ill uuplM Ullea 
cu pet U eUIIIf atupld or • Uu •. 
CJ) p1t bll becoae • D&nker an~ werr con.erwoti••• 

._11c propoaal 11 tu.oariaed iD (3)t 
If,, If a pbn .. atructure rule 1ntroducu a cautoQ '" .aaeD lllf 

conjunct of t 11 a 1uperaet of I· 
tiiU pdru:1Pl~ taken to11ther •Uh lbl a .. uap&loD "'at Wlrlll Uk1 II are 
.. ,,.,~od ~Y rul•• like (4), ~1ch introduce tbo arcbicototorr ''' 
(4) II' . ~·> I II' 

pred1cto the •rua•t1c•l1tr of Cl)•(J) .ad the d.wi&ACe of (5)t 
(5) c11rl1 1104 ~••wtlfullr •nd • carol. 
.. tater&etlon of our lbeorr of ernt1ctlc foaturM and feature 
~t .. t1•tton prSncipl•• •llo.a u1 tO deduce lo11•a •coordiA•t• ltructuce 
caa1 tr•1nt• ead ~croas-the-loard Conwentlon• tin f~all ••••r•litrlaa a 
~·r•• wlthln the lraoework of Gtneralt&ad Pllr••• Struct~are ;r•••~r. 

NrNDY SANDLER, University of Texa~ustin (FRI MORN: A ) 

roonicity and Linguisti c Or gani zati on in Israeli Sign Language : Noun- Verb pai rs 

Iconic elements in sign languages are so apparent as to have caused peopl e f or centuries t o 
assert - mistakenly - that sign languages are not real l anguages. Today, iconic aspects are 
considered by most linguists to be of no special significance for the acquisition and struc
tures of sign languages, and rich grammatical struct ure has been described for American 
Sign Language. The formation of a new sign language -- Is raeli Sign La nguage (ISL ) -- pro
vides an opportunity to examine the competition between iconic representation of t he world 
and organization of symbols into linguistic categories, t he lat ter presumabl y cha racteris t ic 
of all human languages. This study offers an analysis and account of a set of fonnationall y 
siailar nouns and verbs - concrete nouns and pai red verbs involving the object referred to 
by the nouns - in ISL. Linguists have demonstrated t hat such pairs in ASL, though forma
tionally very similar, have systematic differences in the movement dtstfngutshtng the 
nouns from the verbs . (Supalla and Newport 1978}. Prelim, nary analysis of my new ISL data, 
~nsistfng of 12 si gners describing pantomimed sequences and imitati ng s igned sequences on 
videotape, does show distinctions for some signers. In t hi s new natural language, however, 
the distinctions do not appear to be as systematic as fs t he case fo r ASL. In addition, 
type of movement is influenced by discourse considerations, such as whet her or not t he noun 
has been referred to previously. 

MOHAHHED SAWAIE , University of Vi rgi nia {SUN AFT: C) 
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JANINE SCANCARELLI, Unjversity ot Cali£ornia~Los An~eles (FRI HORN: C) 

Switch-reference in Pima and Papago 

Pima and Pa.pa.go, closely related Uto-Aztecan languages, have been analyzed as having 
switch-reference markers. These markers are .!£and~· which conjoin clauses with the SWile 
subjects, and ku-, which conjoins clauses with different subjects. 

I show that~- is not, in fact, a different subject marker, rather, it marks discon. 
tinuity, and change of subject is just one of the discontinuities that ku- marks. K and c 
do indeed conjoin clauses with the same subjectsa generally £occurs after clauses-with
continuative verbs and .!£ occurs after clauses with non-continuative verbe, as claillled 1n 
the literature. However, the distribution of .!£ and £ in texts shows that .!£ conjoins 
clauses not only when the verb of the first clause is non-continuative, but also when the 
action referred to in the first clause is completed before the action in the second 
clause begins, regardless of verb form. C conjoins clauses when the verb of the first 
clause is continuative, if the action is not completed before the action of the second, 

To call these morphemes switch-reference markers is misleading, for such terminology 
inaccurately reflects their status in Pima and Papa.go. Q, .!£and ku- are unlike canonical 
switch-reference markers, for they are not inflectional categories of the verb (Haiman and 
Munro l98J), and ku-, since it marks both same- and different-subject, is not useful 1n 
referential tracking (Kalman and Munro's functional criterion for switch-reference), 

RONALD P. SCHAEFER, Uni versit~ c£ Benin (SAT tv!: F) 

Spatial Schemas in Emai 

'l'almy (1975, 1983) postulates a set of conceptual formulas articulating the finer 
apatio-temporal quality of situatione of location and motion. fheae conceptual complexe1 , 
spe ci!ied in topological terms 1. e. , points linea and planes, combine with 1110re l.aDguap 
specific spatial structures, e.g., curvature of the horizontal or Yertical plane, mediua 
atop the plane, to characterize the schematic representation of apace. We utilize thie 
approach in analysis of Path expressions in J'.asai, a lwa language of Nigeria. Path 
expressions (comparable to English prepositions like across, into, etc.) are examined with 
respect to the range of Reference Objects vith which they col~te in an attempt to 
identify their characterization of epace. Of immediate notice is the appropriate-
ness of TalmJ's conceptual foraulas. The schematization of space peculiar to J.ai also 
emerges, as in the recogn~tion of p~ ~ut;Y~ture only in the horizontal~.~ 1 110Ye 
around,• but not the vert1cal 1 o yb{ Ukpa-odt 1aoYe onto a road, 1 a yb{ oa IIIOYe into a 
house. t The reeulti!l8' absence of volume !rom schematic re~~eentation also occurs in 
use of the !oi'III ra ••• re for both •moYe paet the atone• ra udo re and •move oTer the hill' 
ra OkQ re. Reference to volume can be made, howeTer, by a complication in linguistic 
expression, o Ybf ek~~n ~ 11DOVe into inside house.• 

BETTY JANE SCHLERMAN, University o£ Massachusetts--Amherst (SUN HORN: D) 

Isochrony and Register in the verse of John Webster 

'l'he high incidence of hypermatrical syllables in Webster's blank verse supports the 
c.lajm that the metrical tanplate (l\iparsky (1977}; Hayes (1983)} which he asSU~~P..s 
rot only embcxlies a mrrnative pattern of alternating weaks am strongs; it embcxlies il 
~al mrrn as ~~.ell. 

In a stress-timed language such as English, if the rhytbrl of verse, like the rhythn 
of speech has an isochronous beat imposE:rl on real time (1\bercranbie (1965} ) , then 
webster's full lines, containing u~s of 15 syllables, are rot hexameters or even 
heptameters, but are pentameters that must be utterE:rl correspondingly faster than 
decasyllabic lines, Evideoce far this claim is that scene-final sententiae, \>hich 
reassert the metrical mrrn (Smith (196:3}), categorically exclu:le just those metrical 
variations which affect te'llXl: mismatched syllables, although highly rnarkE:rl variatioos, 
are not a te'tlX>-altering device and therefore occur freely. 

The ass\.llli)tion that the ta~t>late embcxlies a tffilloral norm gives a principlE:rl reasro 
for deciding between CCJllleting analyses of lines, am warrants viewing Webster's lar¥Jilage 
as conspicuously lowering the speech register oonsiderE:rl appropriate to tragE:rly. 
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University of Pennsylvania (SAT HORN: A) 

Information of a 

Acoustical measurement studies of some tone languages have r evealed that t ones i n 
rtain syllable types have consistent non- pitch attributes; however, the perceptua l i n

~!J'IIlltion of these phones has not been investigated experimentally. A recent acoustica l 
.,asurement study.by the author of Southern Vietnamese tones r eported tha t extra long and 
extra short. dur~t 1ons of .. syllable-ini t ial fricati ves are attributes of certain of t he fiv~ 
tones of tills . d1al ect.. I he present paper reports t he findings of speech percept ion exper i · 
.-nts, employ~ng l abel 7ng ~asks and.a ceteri s paribus des i gn, which assess t he t onal phon
etic inform~t1on o~ fr1cat1 ve durat1ona~ ~henomena i n Southern Vietnamese. As fr i cative 
noise duratlonal d1ffere~ces may cue vo1c1ng and manne r as wel l as tonal distinc t ions , t he 
experime~ts ad~ress the. 1s~ues of ~he co-signaling of tones and segments, and trading re
lations 1n their phonetic tnfonnatlon. The experimenta l resul ts are interpreted as con 
tributing to an understanding of t he i nteract ion between t he segmental and suprasegmental 
sienaling ~rocedures t hat constitute, physically and pe rceptual l y, the tonal phonology of 
~them VIetnamese. 

SUSAN SHEPHERD, Freie Universit~t Berlin (FRI MORN: C) 

Repetition and Cohesion in Narrative Discours~ -
Repetition serves a variety of functions in creole languages. Of interest he~e i s the 

~e of repetition as a cohesive and focussing device in na~rative discourse, It is qu i te 
~for a speaker to make a statement at the beginning of an utterance and to repeat it 
In exactly the same form later. A particular event is opened and focussed on. a nd the 
repeate.d segment provides Its closi ng. often by calling attenti on to an idea. activity. or 
state of being that is central to the story or conversation. 

A wordless picture book was used to~licit fairly structured narratives from speakers 
of Antlguan Creole and U.S. speakers of Black English and standard English. Exact clausal 
~tltion of the type discussed here is not used in the standard English narrati ves , but 
occurs to some extent In Black Englis h, and is used extensively In Antiguan Creole, Speech 
Sll!1>1es of natural, spontaneous narratives and conversa tions demonstrate si mil ar pa tterns, 
although the over a 11 frequency of repetition is lower than i n the structured narrati ves . 
bpetition of a significant phrase may occur several times within a given narrative or uni t 
of discourse, giving cohe!;ion to the story and indicating what the speaker views as the 
~eme, Consideration of the sociohistorical background to creolization in the English
speaking West Indies suggests that African substrate languages and uni versal discourse 
strategies have played a role in this use of repe tition . 

nwET S. SHIBAHOTO, University ot California-Davis (FRI HORN: B) 
.mERT D. VAN VALIN, JR., University of California-Davis 

f9Pic and Subject Marking in Japanese 

ia and ga in Japanese have generated much discussion within both Japanese linguistics and 
~neral l inguistic theory. The current analysis based on the work of Kuroda, Kuno, and 
~ers is that wa marks a clause-external topic and t hat ga marks the c lause- internal sub
j~. Kuno (1973) has shown that there are two interpretations for ga, neut ral descrip
tion [n.d.] and e xhaustive listing [ex.l.], and two gas may occur in a s ingle sentence 
nth each having one of these meanings, e.g. Zyon ga [ex.l.] otoosan ga [n.d.] sinda (John 
Q father GA died) ' John's (and only John's) father died. ' These are the famous 'double
~ject' constructions in Japanese. This paper proposes a reanalysis of exhaustive
~isting ga as a clause-external topic marker akin to wa. The evidence for this analysis 
U: (1) ex. l . ga occurs with all classes of verbs, whereas n .d. ga is restricted to cer
bdn verb classes ; this feature of ex.l. ga parallels wa and is characteristic of topics . 
(2) The NP marked by ex.l. ga need not be an argument of the verb, which is t rue of wa, 
-ereas the one marked by n.d. ga must be . (3} Unlike n.d. ga but like wa, ex . l. ga can 
~cur with an oblique NP which retains its oblique case marker. (4) In complex sentences , 
the distri bution of ex.l. ga i s the same as that of !Ja, not of n. d. ga. Thus on t his 
~alysis, there are no double-subject constructions in Japanese , and Zyon ga i n the above 
~le is a clause-external topic rather than a clause-internal subject . 
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CHI-LIN SHIH, University of California-San Diego (FRI HORN: D) 

Foot Formation in Mandarin Chinese 

several factors are known to affect the o~currence of phonolog~cal junc
tures• syntactic structure (Liberman & Pr1nce 1977), left or r1ght 
branching (Clements 1978), real time adjacency (Sel~irk ~984) etc. This 
paper examines tone sandhi (TS) phenome~a of Mandar1n Ch1nes7 and suggests 
syllable count in the formation of metr1ca~ foot ~s an ~ddi~1onal factor, 
The Mandarin TS rule, L -+ LH I __ L, appl1es obl1gator71y 1n (a) and 
optionally in (b), where zhau and y(n both have under1~7ng L tone. 

(a) zhau yan-jing b) xun-zhau yan-]1ng 
*VLH L HL LH I7LH L HL 
look for eyeglasses look for eyeglasses 

Real time adjacency accounts for the variations in (b)--the rule tends to 
apply in fast speech. BUt it can't expla~n t~e difference J;letween (a) an<t 
(b). I suggest syllable counting as a cr1ter1on for Mandar1n foot forma
tion. Each foot contains at least 2 syllables. Any stranded syllable 
must be attached to its neighboring foot to form a sup7r-foot, and TS 
applies obligatorily only within a super-foot, and opt1onally beyond. 

LOUISA H. SLOWIACZEK, Indiana University 
DANIEL A. DINNSEN, Indiana University 

On the Phonetics of Word-£inal Devoicing in Polish 

(SUN AFT: D) 

Within phonological theory a fundamental distinction is made between rules that are 
neutralizing and those that are non-neutralizing . Recently, experimental research has 
examined a number of neutralizations and has found that they are, in fact, non
neutralizing , raising questions about the vali~ity of such a distinction (Chen, 19;0; 
Dinnsen, 1984; Dinnsen & Charles-Luce, 1984; 0 Dell & Port, 1983; Port, Mitleb & 0 Dell, 
1981). The purpose of this paper is to report the results of an experimental study which 
investigated the phonetic implementation of a putative neutralization rule, specifically 
word-final devoicing in Polish. All previous phonological accounts of Polish have 
characterized this devoicing rule as neutralizing. Fifteen pairs of words (distinguished 
underlyingly by word-final voicing) were recorded in two contexts ( -- #C and #V) by 
five native speakers of Polish . Measurements of final consonant closure duration, voicinc 
into closure, and preceding vowel duration were obtained using a digital waveform editing 
program. The results of this study show that the underlying voice distinction is 
phonetically preserved in at least vowel duration . These findings will be related to 
results from other studies examining the same phonological phenomenon in German, Catalan, 
and Russian. 

IAN SMITH, York University 
STEVE JOHNSON, University of the West Indies 

(SUN HORN: B) 

Clitics as a Derived Category 

Much recent work on clitics maKes the (often tacit) assumption that the cat•~Y 
[cliticl constitutes a theoretical prime. We propose instead t~at . clitic~ are~ . d•ri~ 
category, based on prior syntactic and phonological ch~racter~sttcs; VIZ cl1t1cs ~ 
formatives which are phonologically dependent and syntactically Independent. As a coroll 
ry we claim that no grammar need ever refer to a category [clitic). . 

There ~teem to be two main reasons for taKing clitics to be primll~· <1> They occur 1~ 
a restricted set of syntactic positions. <2> They need not be fully Integrated phono109~ 
cally into their host words. We argue that the~e are prop~rties which ~re al~o. true-d 
some independent words and affixes. Many words have re~tr1cted syntactiC posttlons, 1_ 
positions preferred by clitics may also be preferred by tndependent words •. ~·9· postpotr 
tions are restricted to NP-final position, and mo~als . oft~n t~ second pos1t1o~ • . More~~ 
gaps in clitic distribution mirror gaps in syntact1c dtstr1b~t1ons; e.g. procl1t1c! . on , 1• final words (a possibility allowed by Klavans 1983) are not . 1~ fact found .b!cause_ 1mpo ~I 
tions• - functional counterparts <within the NP> of prepos1 hons/ postpos1 tlons do . b 
exist. Thus clitics are not distinguished by <1> from the independent w~rds fr~ WhtC 
they develop. Similarly (2) does not distinguish clitics from affixes, s1nce afflUI ••Y 
have different degrees of phonological integration into their hosts (e.g. re stress). 
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R· SHITH, Dartmouth Col l ege fSAT MORN: A) 

tions exist on the status of vowel formant frequencies and hence 
ity in the perception of English word stress. Fry's work is cited 
that the frequencies play a relatively minor role, as compared to 

durations. Lieberman's work is cited to support the claim that hearers 
know the stress rules of the language to perceive the patterns. Both 

itions are incomplete. Why are different vocalic durations necessary 
achieving the same stress pattern across words of different vocalic 

~sition? Why do vocalic durations, independent of vowel quality, affect 
~ception of stress patterns? Results of listening experiments using unre
~ed vowels of various durations show that vowel quality can be considered 

~portant cue to stress patterns in as much as inherent duration can be 
~sidered a cue. Results suggest that listeners normally use the inherent 
:uration of the unreduced underlying form of vowels in a comparison that 

110 involves acoustic durations. The integrated model predicts the 
:elative success with stress patterns that non-English speakers have been 
Observed to have with certain tokens of English disyllables. 

~ARET J . SPEAS, Massachusetts Institute of Technol ogy (FRI AFT: A) 

!§ QU~!stions and the Spellout of INFL 

!Ill• paper provides a. ac:c:ouat which u:plahs why El\gl1sh tag questioas: 
l)do aot eoatab a VP; 2) must be opposite 1ft polarity fro11 the matrix S; 
J)•Y aot eoatah a full NP; 4)must co•talR a proaou11 which corefers with 
tbl utrlx subject; 5)!11ust have the sa111e tease as the aatrlx S; 6)caaaot 
oeeur 1a e•bedded coatexts; 7)~~ay cooccur with other iaversloas, but aot 
•ltb quest loas, I argue that all cases of Kagllsh Subj-Aux lavers loa 
lavolve abstract operators lllte the Q-aorph proposed by Balter (1969). I 
propo1e that the operator hwolved La tags 18 a11 lllstaace of the "A-llot-A" 
~rator discussed 111 Hua~~g(l982), Which, takea literally, ls a dlajuactloa 
of 2 operators, This caa be repreae•ted at S-Structure as a coordiaate 
COMP. Thus, a role IIOVlllg INFL to COMP has 2 possible la~tdhg sites. Oace 
DrL .aves to oae c:oordlaate, prlaclples of X' theory force that coordlaate 
to po1tpoee. The tag, thea is the lexical spellout of this postposed INFL, 
l8d the above-cited propertlee result. 

muRLEY A. STEELE, University of Texas-Dallas/Texas Instruments (SUN AFT: D) 

Jtfect of Increasing Fundamental Frequency on Vowel Intrinsic FO 

bcent investigators have suggested that an increase in vowel intrinsic 
FO (IFO} differences may be correlated with an increase in the speaker's 
FO (Ladd and Silverman 1984 , Shadle 1983}. In this experiment, we inves
tigated the effect of increasing FO by measuring IFO differences at several 
levels in a speaker's range. Specifically, the FO difference between [i] 
and [ae] Yas measured in phonetically matched words spoken with several 
levels of emphasis in each of two sentence positions (beginning and end} in 
t~o sentence types {statement and question). Results were recorded for 
e1ght speakers, four female and four male. There were two major findings: 
(1} each speaker demonstrated independence of FO and IFO differences, and 
(2} each speaker showed consistent IFO differences in some experimental 
conditions, but none (or substantially reduced differences} in others, the 
s~cific conditions dependent on the speaker. The results reveal no trend 
to support the hypothesis that IFO differences increase with FO, but 
s~qest that sentence position may have some effect on the presence or 
~sence of IFO differences. These results call into question a purely 
~oustic explanation of the cause of IFO. 
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LAURENCE D. STEPHENS, University of North Carolina 
ROGER D. WOODARD, university of North Carolina 

Labiovelar Palatalization in Greek 

(SAT HORN: D) 

Palatali2ation of labiovelars has always been a major problem in Greek historical Phonol
ogy. The etymological evidence seems to indicate that all three PIE labiovelars (*kW 
*~, *~) palatalize before /e/ in the non-Aeolic dialects (except possibly Cyprian)' 
whereas before /i/, only *kw palatalizes and that in all dialects including Aeolic. ' 
all previous scholars have been troubled by the roore extensive palatali2ation before lei 
and, consequently, have rejected this prima facie case in favor of scenarios permittin 
more symmetrical phonetic development, whether by postulating dialect borrowing, elabo~a: 
analogies, dubious etymologies, weakly motivated drag chain phenomena etc. Building on a 
(1978), we provide statistically assessed typological evidence that palatalizationbefor 
/ i/ can be independent of palatalization before /e/ and that palatalization of *~W(~ i•~ 
plies palatali2ation of *kw. Further cross-linguistic considerations of the effect of pr~ 
ceding segments allows us to generali2e the change of *-igWi- to idi-, proposed by Hamp 
{1960), t o account for additional forms, some of which occur in Aeolic. Theseacquisitiona 
permit us to formulate a new and diachronically more realistic model of labiovelar palatal
ization as a progressively attenuated wave spreading from non-Aeolic into Aeolicdialects 
and proceeding f rom the phonologically more susceptible segments in more conduciveenviroa
ments to the less susceptible segments in less conducive environments. 

LAURIE A. STOWE, University of Rochester 
MICHAEL K. TANENHAUS, University of Rochester 
GREGORY CARLSON, Wayne State University 

Verbal Subcategorization and Sentence Comprehension 

(SA'l' MORN: A } 

Fodo~ (1978) and Ford, Bresnan and Kaplan (1983) suggest that verbal subcategorizatiom 
expectations deterllline the st-ructure initially assigned to a sentence. in comprehenaion. w. 
present evidence that verbal eKpectations are used in processing and some evidence on the 
nature of these expectations. In Experiment 1, the time to read an overt object NP in a WH· 
clause is longer than the time necessary in the corresponding whether-clause (Crain and 
Fodor 1984). This difference is larger when the clause's verb is normally used intranaive
ly (86 msee.) than when the verb is normally used transitively. Examples appear below. 

(1) a. I wonder whether the orderly carried the patient toward the doctor. 
b. 1 wonder whether the orderly hurried the patient toward the doctor. 
c. I wonder who the orderly carried the patient toward. 
d. I wonder who the orderly hurried the patient toward. 

This pattern of results suggest that people encounter difficulties with WH-clauses contain· 
ing largely intransitive verbs both because the clause is not intransitive and because tbt 
WH-phrase does not act as object in the clause. Experiment 2 shows that subcategorization 
expectations can be ~dified or reversed when the less usual subcategorization of the verb 
hss just been employed in a previous sentence, suggesting that access of verbal subcateso~ 
ization information fro~ me~ry is partially a function of recency. 

EVE SWEETSER, University of California-Berkeley {SUN MORN: C) 

Epistemic, Conversational, and Content Conditionals 

The root/epistemic ~odality contrast can be understood as an extension of root modal 
semantics {social force, obligation/permission) into the epistemic domain of reasoning (Sweet 
ser 1982). Within the epistemic domain, logical rather than social forces are the relevant 
modal parameters: compare "You JnWU be home by 9, or else" (speaker imposes social force 
compelling ~) with "You~ be home by 9, since you leave here at 8" (logical force 
compela S's cogclusion about action). This paper presents a parallel analysis of English 
conditional sentences, arguing that conditionals have {1) a r'oot (or CONTENT-domain) readina, 
(2)an epistemic reading, and (3) a conversational reading. EKamples ar~: (1) If John goes, 
Mary will too. (2)If John went, (l bet) Mary did too. (3)If you're so sure of that, where's 
your evidence? (l) represents Mary's.!£!.!.£!! as conditional on John's in the real wor~, 
{2) represents a conclusion about Mary's action as conditional on knowledge about John a, 
and in {3), the speech~ itself is conditional on the prodosis. Conditional speech acts 
fit interestingly into a broad pattern of polysemy in English: causal/adversative conjunc· 
tiona and various coordinating conjunctions show an identical pattern of three-way content
epistemic-converaational ambiguity - a pattern only partially reflected in the modal verba' 
root-epistemic contrast. This documented pattern of polysemy in several classes of gra~
tical lexemes suggests that conversational and epistemic readin~s are systematically psrasi
ctc on the corre~pandtn& content-domain usage. 
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TARALLO, Pontif!cia Universidade Cat6lica de Sao Paul o (SAT MORN: B) 

jew s?mtoc tic co:'/z' rw ro t i Dna r'Ji th c'i at £net str:.-·c t u r ol .. :-:r o}w rt i es 1-u:rve 
stud ied in relo tf ·:m to their rl i sc?.J. rs ive fo r c e. Top f c C'lf zarZ one 1 ej t

ed structures 1o::>ve received o gre(Jt r?eol oj schol o r l !J atten t i on re
y (Choj'e:1D7t5; .7inc?le:l981; K roch ond Hinc?le:l 9S2; Frtnce:l fi :JO, 19Dl, 
ot1!ers). Strongely enough, t r;e res;tl t s j r o.r:: t hes e s t:.t/ i as :zove been 

i n Jonm!oaes wh!c7l d ':J >t::J t r!isl; fn:r .Lis h the t >;J:J c -;,n.f f ?"r ot i ons .-:;t r .:.c
l'fl• S uch is the cose of sp o' ·en 3rMr(Iion ~""'o rtuguese: o ."zo'"!::v.o :;e wUh o 

onr} z:;eJl-odv~~ncefl. ]JrO dr:Jp { ,J,]C u;h iC ll is ejjec t i va t!u•ouqr out the S~m.
C s ccJe. In t h is p c.n::r I p ropo:;e tha t f or su ch l a n.guof'CS other s y;:.toc

os we.U C'S _uroso d ic devices are at wo r!~ in Dr d.er t o corry out t he d is-
siVe -force nor.:wll y p erjorc:ed by to p iccrl i::o·f;fDn end le,t t- ~? is!;Jc o t i on in 

-~~pro ~Zrop ](1ngv.r.r :~es. To ;mt rsv.e this 1 fne oj in.ves t i pDt i on o S!f"'- tac tt c 
10 rrorin.g !Jet:·•een r:renerol cnap:!o rfc -r.J.l e:;: or.c: d f s 1 oc (.'ted 2Ps is C(l r r i ec o:tt, 
:~wing :J.cto from t 1ts speech of in.::! i v i(1uol Sf)(JO~;ers. :I'.:;i s :; irr ':J r uJill s 12o w, 

ona other things, that t 1:e hlg ': frequenc y oj t op icol i zer; str.!c t u. res_ in ~n 
~ivid:<o~ 's speech. is usuol~ y ~he res!llt of o heavy r ro d rop ru.le ef j ec t zve 
Jor non-d zslocoted .:'Ps, cn.opn.oncolly recoverable. 

pfSUKO TS!JJIHURA, University of Arizona 
~DAVIS, University of Arizona 

J!!Accent of LOng Nominal-compounding in Tokyo Japanese 

(SUN MORN: D) 

$OM recent work in Tokyo Japanese tunal phonology has dealt "'ith t he accentuation of long 
-~n~l·compounds (l.e., nominal compounds where the second member, N , is three morae or 
lOftger), The accounts pruposed tn Ho.:Cawl"Y (1977) anti H i11urashi (198~ ) do not sufficiently 
CQYer the Japanese data. One shortcnming uf McCawley's mwlysis is t hat he predi cts that if 
• ls final-accented or accentless the placement of acc<·nt on the compound shi fts to the 
first syllable of N2 ; h(owever, no suo.:h shift occurs if N2 has more than four morae . 
Rl~urashi's account predicts that the accent will always shift to the first mora of N2 when 
• ta m•rked (+Native) tn the lexicon. But there is no such accent sh i f t if, in isolation, 
cL accent of N2 is on the second rnora of a four mora word. In our analysis "'e avoid these 
ahortcomings by arguing that long nominal-compound! n~ is not a unified pro~ess. Different 
aets of rules for detcrm!nJn~; the pl:tcenot'nt of accent ;o r p l y d<'pending on whrthl'r N

2 
Is 

thrau:t, four, o-r RllH"C lhun four mnrnt• lun~. The al~t.:l:'tH Hhl ~ ls lo t l!~ fi rs t muru nl N., wl u~o 

I l~ three morse ton!(. No accent Hhl ft occu ra 1f N Ia I' lve or more morae lonK, whtle 
iEc.viey's analytii>l huJds for word>! ol four morae. ~ot on ly is th! tl account deHcr lpt!vely 
•re adequate, but it also c1afms th."lt compoundinK is nnt sensitive t o wht>t her words are 
l+llative] or [ -Native]. In our analysis tht' >lame set of ru l e~ nj>pl y to hoth nat i ve and 
IIPrrow~d words. 

~S H. ULRICH, University of California-Los Angeles 
University of New Mexico 

~uplication as Infi xation in Pima and Papago 

(FRI AFT : B) 

In Pima and Papa.go. p!urnl nouns and verbs are formed by reduplication of the initial syllable 
olsi4aular stems. For example, the plural of Papago hU 'olla' is haha.'a a.nd the plural of notawt 'to 
hy from· is no.o.olawt. The behavior under reduplication of vowel dusters uising from the loss of 
lhe laryngeal/HI <Hale 1970) provides evidence that reduplication is infi.ul rather than prefixal 

There are three surface reduplication patterns for stems whose singulars begin with /CVHV-/: 
Type I: CVCVV ... , e.g. ceadag 'Gila monster'; pl. ceceadag 
Type II: CVVCV ... , e.g. ~'basket': pl. hoaha. 
Type Ill: CVCV ... , e.g. doa 'to be alive': pl. doda. 

llltaatz (1')82) analyzes reduplication as affilat.ion or a certain skeletal structure. e .g. CV-. and 
tepyillg of the entire stem melody, only part of which will be associated with the skeleton. The output 
teasJsts or the stem as it was before reduplication, plus an affix containing some of the same segments 
IS !he stem. However, in Pima and Papago only Type I reduplication has this shape. In Types II and 
~I reduplication. the first vowel of a. cluster appears only in the first (reduplicated) syllable, and not 
lllbe putative stem. 

!he best analysis involves a -cv- infiJ. without a c:opy of the stem melody. The ba.n on crossing 
~~aUon lines then rules out non-occurring reduplication patterns not ruled out by an analysis 
lllillzing CV- prefi:z:at.ion and melody copying and subsequent vowel deletion. 
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DORIN URifESCU, University of Chicago/University of Timi~oara 
KAREN L. LANDAHL, University of Chicago 

The Role of Perceptual Ambiguity in Phonological Change 

{FRI AFT: D) 

We hypothesize that some sounds present a set of acoustic cues which may be variously · 
~ret~d, and th~ possi~ili~y of creating ~ifferent ~erceptual hierarchies of cues may r~~~~r
ln d1alectal b1furcat1on 1n the phonolog1cal behav1or of sounds. Our investigation foe t 
on the acoustic characteristics and the phonological hehavior of Daco-Romanian [ej whenuses 
c~ded by p~latals;. this [e} is transcribed as [e), [~], or [a]. Historically, this po~r~
t~onal var1ant ~er1ve~ from [e] or from [a] ~ich assimilated to [e]. A later dissimila
tlon, however, 1s pos1ted by scholars to expla1n the phonetic transcriptions and the f t 
that this [e) undergoes phonological rules related to tal in some dialects. We hrpot~c · 
that [e] after palatals is a perceptually ambiguous sound. The formant structure of th:stze 
vow~l. reveals a brief steady-state (i] followed by a glide towards an "acute" schwa: (1) the 
max1m1zation of the perceptual contrast in the glide from a high vowel to a lower more 
central one, results in a [a) interpretation, whereas (2) discounting the glide ~esults · 
an [ el interpretation. The 'dissimilation' thus represents a perceptual reinterpretatio

10 

a: a :esult of the cha?ge in the hierarchy of acoustic cues expressed in (1). This expla~~
tl?n 1s supported by p1lot results from an ongoing perceptual study for which a waveform 
edttor was used to isolate the vowels of interest both with and without the preceding glid 
~r hypot~esis alters the scenarios proposed by Ohala (1981) to account for the role of th:· 
l1stener 1n sound change. 

JEANNE VAN OOSTEN, University of California-Berkeley (FRI HORN: C) 

Agented Passives, Old Information and Topicalitv 

The agented passive is used when the agent is less topical than the patient. However 
this does not mean that agent is brand-new in spoken English, as is claimed by Giv6n ~nd 
others for written English. I tabulated two full transcripts of spoken texts (the 
Judiciary-Committee version of the White House tapes and a book of oral histories). or a 
total of 84 agented passives, 12% had the agent mentioned in the immediately-preceding 
context, 24% had the agent mentioned in the earlier context, and 27% had the agent easiq 
inferrable from the preceding context; thus in a total of 63% of the examples, the agent 
was old information. In addition, of the 37% in which the agent was new information, 11~ 
had a brand-new but definite agent and only 26% had an agent which vas both brand-new and 
indefinite. The use of the agented passive is thus a result of the weighing of the 
relative topicalities of participants in an event including new participants ~. 
rather than primarily a way of introducing new information into the discourse. This is 
more evidence that the notions old/new information and topicality must be clearly 
distinguished, and that the attribution of topicality to a certain participant in a 
discourse cannot be absolute but rather is at least scalar, paving the way for defining 
topics as having prototypical structure in the way that natural categories have been shmm 
to do by Rosch (1977, 1978, passim). 

ROBERT D. VAN VALIN, JR., University of California-Davis (FRI HORN: B) 

Languages Without Government 

Many of the major components of GB theory depend crucially upon the notion of government, 
e.g. case assignment and binding, and it derives from the study of IE languages in which 
the assignment of morphosyntactic features by a head to one or more dependents is a c~ 
phenomenon. This paper contends that there are languages in which heads do not govern 
their adjuncts in this traditional sense, and therefore the analysis of them within the CJ 
framework is highly problematic, Nichols 1983 has proposed a typological distinction bet• 
ween head-marking (the inflectional features of the unit are marked on the head, e.g. 'tM 
man his-book') and dependent-marking (the inflectional features are marked on one or more 
dependents, e.g. 'the man-POSS book') grammatical patterns. The IE languages from whose 
study the notion of government derives are dependent-marking, and in this paper a GB anal• 
ysis will be applied to selected phenomena in Lakhota (Siouan; North America), an exclusl• 
vely head-marking language, The discussion will focus on case marking in simple sentencea 
(all case is marked on verbal affixes) and binding (especially reflexives, reciprocals ~ 
the relation between bound verbal cross-reference affixes and the NPs they refer to). 
None of these phenomena can be fully accounted for within the theory of core grammar in 
GB, and given the very large number of languages with primarily head-marking grammatical 
patterns, this reveals a serious inadequacy of the GB theory of universal grammar. 
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(FRI HORN: B) 

'81, P. 96 mentions three analyses of B(believe) verbs: (a) S'deletion and ECM (b) 
object and (c) EKtra NP with PRO. He rejects b&c on the basis of a-criterion 

o~rde,ctJ,on Principle. Empirical evidence supporting (a) is however scarce. This paper 
from H&M showing that (a) is superior to (b&c). In H&M the case is 

assigned but is preserved through Move @. It is carried along in both the 
the raising predicates. In contrast B verbs show ECM effects. They assign ace. 

the complement subject (CS). More crucially CS of the B verbs fails to bind its 
as in (1). Both ECM and anaphoric blockage find natural explanation under (a). It 

B verbs to assign object case to CS which then blocks the anaphoric binding. In H&M 
NPs do not bind anaphors. A further support for (a) comes from emphatic reflexives, 
ier scope, and other syntactic tests. Notice that both (b&c) fail to account for (1). 

propagate anaphoric binding through their respective trace and PRO as in the raising 
control verbs. In H&M these verbs do not block anaphoric binding. 

.,; 
swataa-visayi*j udaasin samajte. (Mini considers Lili apathetic to 
self- about apathetic consider herself *j ) j 

(FRI AFT: A) 

J fiUlctional Anal vsis of VP-Fronting in English 

Wbile VP-f'RONTING (e.,. , It IL'48 nrceuary to pall, i/1 Wa8 to 1tayat Oz/ord., AND PASS 1 DID) bas often ben used ~o 
IIJIPO'~ various syntactic analys~ of the VP and AUX constituents, few atudiea have addre!ISed its function io discourse in 
.., ~tail. Hooper and Thompson (1973), for example, simply &roup VP-Fron~in& ,.ith other preposin& constructions 
.._function, they cbim. is to produce 'a more emphatic sentence'. In this paper, it is araued that a much more &pecific 
l\lldion, PROPOSITION AFFIRMATION (PA). is attributable to VP-Frontina. A.n analysis of uturally-occurrin' data reveala 
lb& VP·Frolltin& atrirms a salient proposition which b:a.s been eYokcd in the contex~ bgt one to whose truth the speaker 
... ao& yet committed bim/bcr~lf. Thus, in the example aboYe, the truth of the proposition I paut d, which dMS not 
.... from the proposition II wcu nece8~4rJI Co pa,, is atrumed by the speaker. Furtht-rmore, it is demonatrat«< that 
YP·Froatia&, like preposins constructions in &eoeral, involves a lloeA:t~~car.U-Iookincr center (d. Joshi and Weinstein 
IWI), u well as u open propodtiOft (d. Wilson and Sperber 1979, Prince 1082). Finally, it is arsued that PA ia not 
IWtricted to sentences with preposed VP's; preposed NP'e may also be involved. lnt~rettin&IY, it turns out that syntactic 
lfllments baa~d on VP·Frontin& which are used to defend one constituent analysis of tbe AUX over uother (e.&. 
Al•ajian, Steele. and Wasow 197Q) are, in fact, based on fundional considerations, aod are therefore coneiderably 
wnlt~ed &iven that (ele:u cases of) preposed non-VP's may abo be involved io PA. 

~ HHITTEHORE, University of Texas-Austi n (FRI HORN: A) 

rbs Sign Phonology of a Deaf Aphasic: Are There Mark edness Inf luences? 

.Th~ co~cept of marked-unmarkedness is useful in making motor-premotor 
·~~~tnCtlons (Nespoulous, Joanette, Beland, Caplan and Lecours 1984, Blum
ltuo 1980, MacNeilage 1981 and 1984 1 and Kohn 1984). Marked-unmarkedness was 
·~niously thought to be a general linguistic property relevant to all apha-
111, but some arguments now suggest that it only relates to motor stages. 
•rked aounds are the more difficult to produce and thus cause the most prob-
1•• for the motor aphasics, those with anterior left hemisphere lesions. To 
ten if marked-unmarkedness could be similarly exhibited in the signing of 
~ea! ~ults, I have correlated phonological deficits of a left temporal c:1o?ed deaf aphasic with developmental and complexity heirarchies of ~eri-

Stgn Language phonemes of handshape, location, and movement. The results 
rneal a pattern in which the static phonemea of handshape and location, 
::c•rdless of difficulty of articulation, are leu affected by such a lesion 
t .. D the marked phonemes of movement, This finding is interesting since it is 

. 1 product ion of the 1110vement para111eter that seems to be the aspect of 
ll&nin~ h" h 1 1 • i -~ w 1c most c ose y parallels the product1on of spoken language speech 
'D h: both are greatly temporally constrained. 
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RICHARD WOJCIK, Hofstra University (FRI AF'I': B) 

On Sapir's Division Between PhonologY and Morphonology 

In 1R..!l&Y2.G Sapir ( 1921: 62) wrote that the [s/z] alternation 
Q~~~~g~ and hQ~~Lt2 b2~~ belonged to "entirely different psycholo:i 
categories". Although Sc1pir .was not always explicit about where he 
the line between phonology and morphonology, there is reason to b 
that he agreed with Baudouin de Courtenay's division between physiopho 
and psychophonetic alternations . A hallmark of Baudouin's dichotomy 
that cases of automatic phonemic neutralization were included 
physiophonetics (phonology) and excluded from psychophon 
(rroorphonology). The same dichotomy was recognized by the Hoscow sch 
phonology and by Trubetzkoy, with whom Sapir had substa 
correspondence. Virtually all modern arguments against a division be 
phonology and morphonology show that cases of automatic ph 
neutralization are governed by the same processes as all 
neutralization. None of them speak to the division that Sapir recogn 
Ironically, Chomsky and Halle have embraced Sapir's phonological ideas 
similar to systematic phonemics, which rejects the old division. 

LAURI ZARING, Cornell University (SAT MORN: B) 

subject Pronoun Reference in Subjunctive Clauses 

In Romance subjunctive clauses, subject pronouns (SPs) must often be interpreted as 
tive (disjoint in reference) with respect to the matrix subject. The Binding theory of 
Chomsky (1981}, however, predicts that the binding category for these pronouns ia the 
junctive clause itself, since AGR is present, and that the pronoun should be free to 
fer with the matrix subject. In response, Meireles & Raposo (M&R) (1983) argue that a 
categorized, quasi-operator (+TENSE], rather than AGR, defines the binding category 
subject position of s. Thus, some verbs subcategorize for a(-TENSE] subjunctive 
ment; the binding category for the embedded SP is then the matrix clause containing 
and the embedded SP may not co-refer with the matrix subject. We present data froa 
and Brazilian Portuguese confirming M&R's analysis. We argue, however, that [TENSE) 
be replaced by a more precisely defined quasi-operator (ANTERIORITY]. A matrix V 
a complement anterior in time to it selects [+ANTERIORITY], which in turn defines the~ 
bedded clause as the binding category for an embedded SP. A verb disallowing an anteri~ 
complement selects [-ANTERIORITY], and the binding category is the matrix clause. Thie 
analysis makes the correct predictions for SP reference in both subcategorized (object) 
non-subcategorized (subject, adverbial and relative) subjunctive clauses. Finally, we 
argue that anteriority plays no role in the binding of anaphors. 

ARNOLD H. ZWICKY, The Ohio State University 
ELIZABETH D. ZWICKY, The Ohio State University 

Imperfect Puns and Phonological Features 

(SUN HORN: D) 

We investigate phonological features in language use by analyzing a collection of 
imperfect puns (We are~ clothed for We~~ closed). Our ca. 3000 segmental 
cases are of two types: segment/l (hearing-earring) and featural (~-self, clown
crown), At first we distinguish the target-pun pairs g_x and X-~; then we pool data. 

Segment/~ Puns: For the only frequent V in the corpus, ~. S-V is about twice as 
common as V-~; ~-C is much more common than C-~; and segment/~ relat ionships have no 
demonstrable bias for individual consonants. Featural Puns: E-I puns are preferred 
over I-E and voiceless-voiced puns over voiced-voiceles~nd there is significant t~
dency, at least in Cs1 for a marked segment to replace an unmarked target (just as ~-C 
dominates C-J.J). 

The pooled data indicate the relative importance of features: for Cs, voicing leade, 
then position; for Vs~ height and tenseness lead, then front-back. 

Imperfect puns show that certain segments are quite similar: Cs differing in 
voicing, Vs differing in height, !/~, ~~~. -- results roughly comparable to, though not 
identical in detail to, other measures of phonological similarity, 
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~!BICKERTON, University of Hawaii, Manoa {SUN MORN: A ) 

~d Universal Grammar -~ The unmarked Caff!? 

The aim of this colloquium will be to address basi c 

~estions concerning the relationship of creole languages to 

~iversal grammar {UG): whether these languages can provide any 

ki~ of special evidence with regard to the structure of UG, and 

if 5o, what the nature of such evidence is. 

There are two ways in which creole languages might bear on 

oo. These ways correspond to two different groupings of creoles 

_ the first to those which (regardless of their related 

~perstrate) are structurally most distinct from t he latter, 

~e second to those which, regardless of structural differences, 

~re a common superstrate. 

The first way offers clues to the unmarked options of UG. 

1 assume a model of UG similar to that of Chomsky {1981 ), one in 

wich core grammar is determined by the setting of a small 

nwmer of parameters. Most (although not all) linguists who 

~dorse such a model believe that it incorporates a t heory of 

•rkedness, so that of the possible settings on any parameter, 

~will be unmarked with respect to the other(s). If this is 

~e case, then it is possible to argue that creole languages 

rill provide bett er evidence for unmarked settings than other 

la~uages, and that, within creole languages, some will provide 

better evidence than others. 

It is frequently argued that creole languages are 

'•ixtures' of European and non-European languages; grammatical 

features of the Caribbean creoles, for example, are often 

attributed to African substratum influence, even by 

~nerativists (Lefebvre 1982). This position is inconsistent 

~~ the model of UG described above. It would involve the 

~rrowing of molar rules from one language to another, but, 

-like previous models of syntax, the government-binding (GB) 

h~work within which the model of UG has been developed does 

~consist of a large set of molar rules, but a small set of 
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principles each of which is parametrized in some way. Children 

create grammars by setting parameters; the sum of parameter 

settings determines the final form of the grammar. No proposals 

have so far been made as to how a child could set parameters on 

the basis of input from two or more disparate grammatical 

systems, and such a process seems inherently unlikely. 

An alternative view, supported by much empirical evidence 

from creoles in Hawaii and elsewhere (Bickerton 1984}, is more 

compatible with the GB model of UG. According to this view, the 

process of creolization follows radical reduction of the locally 

dominant language by socially-handicapped second-language 

learners; the reduced version then serves as input to first

language learners. However, such input is too structurally 

limited and internally incoherent to provide the child with 

clear evidence on many parameter settings. The child 

accordingly adopts a high percentage of unmarked settings, since 

the model described above entails that, where no clear evidence 

is offered, s/he must choose the unmarked setting. 

It follows from this that the study of creole languages can 

provide much better evidence with regard to the set of unmarked 

parameter settings than can the study of any other class of 

natural languages. Moreover, since the degree of reduction in 

input to the child varied between creole settings (a variable 

that can be independently measured by population statistics in 

most cases), creole languages in which the structural content of 

the input was most radically reduced (leading the child to 

select a higher number of unmarked settings) should provide the 

best evidence at all. 

In addition to the foregoing, there is a perhaps less 

controversial way in which the study of creole languages can be 

used in increasing our knowledge of UG. One strategy already 

widely in use consists of the study of groups of closely related 

languages, such as the Romance languages (Jaeggli 1982 and 

numerous other works}. The reasoning is that parametric 

variation is easier to identify and describe when found in 
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otherwise closely resemble one another. Creole 

s have a clear relationship with their superstrates in 

most cases, 90% or more of the lexicon is from the 

and that, particularly at the end of the continuum 

creoles most closely resemble their superstrates, they 

a degree of grammatical structure. 

The comparison of creoles with their associated 

should provide additional information that it would 

or impossible to gather from other groups of 

related languages. Each of five major European languages 

JD;lish, French, Portuguese, S;?anish and Dutch -- hc;s a 

constellation of several cre~les associat;!d with it. 'i'lithin 

pe~ constellation, th~ creoles ~~n be arranyed on a continuum, 

1o;;= being structurally closer to the sup~rstrate, others 

further fro;n it. A reasonable conclusion is that in some creole

f~ginq situations, children were able to fix more parameters at 

~ SU?erstrate setting than they were in others. This in turn 

suggests that there is a hierarchy of accessibility within 

~rameters, some requiring more copious or more complex evidence 

for their settings than others. Comparative studies of groups 

~ creoles with com~on superstrates might ena~le us to determine 

tllis hierarchy and thus shed a novel light on the internal 

1truc ture of UG • 
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CAROL A ~ADDEN, University of California, San Diego 
DAVID M. PERLMUTTER, University of California, San Diego 

Evidence for Sign Language Phonology 

(FRI MORN: A) 

Although the last ten to fifteen years have seen an increasing 
amount of research on American Sign Language (ASL) and other sign 
languages, there are many areas where our present knowledge can only be 
described as meagre. In phonology, for example, the following state
ments are all compatible with present knowledge: 
(1) Unlike oral languages, sign languages do not have phonological 

rules. 
(2) The strongest evidence for phonological features in oral languages 

comes from the fact that they are needed to state phonological 
rules. The signs of sign languages can be analyzed in terms of 
features for taxonomic purposes, but a feature analysis cannot be 
shown to be needed to state phonological rules. 

(3) Phonological rules in oral languages interact in interesting ways: 
there are rules that feed each other and rules that must be 
prevented from feeding each other. There are no such rule interac
tions in sign languages. 

These putative differences between sign languages and oral 
languages are part of one answer that could be given to a more general 
question: 
(4) Are sign languages systematically different from oral languages? 

If so, how? 
This question is significant because any systematic differences between 
two sets of languages would reduce the scope of linguistic universals to 
one set or the other, Moreover, differences due to modality (visual vs. 
oral) would reduce the plausibility of the hypothesis that linguistic 
structure has a cognitive basis. Whatever properties of language are 
due to the visual or oral modality are likely to find their ultimate 
explanation in terms of properties of that modality rather than human 
cognition. On the other hand, if sign and oral languages can be shown 
to have common properties that transcend the difference in modality, the 
case for a cognitive basis for linguistic structure will be 
strengthened. 

The goal of this paper is to show that (1)-(3) are all false. We 
argue that ASL has phonological rules which motivate certain phonologi
cal features and interact in interesting ways. We offer a model of ASL 
phonology that predicts certain rule interactions and excludes others, 
and show that these predictions are confirmed. We conclude that if a 
case can be made for modality differences, it cannot be based on the 
putative nonexistence of phonological rules, features, or rule interac
tions in ASL, a language we argue has all three. 

We begin by motivating and formulating three redundancy rules: Good 
Turn, Opposite Movement, and Alternating. This is based in part on a 
novel distinction we motivate between alternating signs and opposite
movement signs. Basing ourselves in large part on observations in the 
literature, we go on to motivate and state five rules of derivational 
morphology: the Noun Rule, the Activity Noun Rule, the Characteristic 
Adjective Rule, Ish, and the Incessant Adjective Rule. These rules cap
ture the traditional insight that languages have ways to derive words 
from roots or stems which may themselves not be fully formed words. 
Given this function, we assign both rules of derivational morphology and 
redundancy rules to the lexicon. In the absence of further constraints, 
this predicts that redundancy rules can apply to the output of deriva
tional rules, and derivational rules can apply to each other's outputs. 
We show that these predictions are confirmed. 
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we now motivate and formulate three phonological rules: Unduplica
one Way, and Weak Drop. Each of these rules derives a class of 
rrom other well-formed signs in ways captured by statements in 
of distinctive features. We propose that these rules are in the 

~~~vD·•val component, which operates on forms generated by the lexi-

Phonology 

•iS ~odel predicts that redundancy rules and derivational rules both 
~-phonological rules. We show that this prediction is confirmed. we 
~en motivate an additional phonological rule, Weak Freeze, and show 
~at, as predicted, it is fed by lexical rules and both feeds and is fed 
bf other phonological rules. 

Ve now make explicit our central argument that ASL has a phonology. 
~first step is to formulate the alternative, the No-Phonology 
~thesis (NOPH), under which the grammar would simply contain a list 
of all ASL signs. This proposal is easily disposed of, for it captures 
~· of the generalizations captured by our account. A more sophisti
ceted alternative is NOPH2, under which the grammar would contain both a 
uat of signs and statements of the form: 

(6) If A is well-formed, B is well-formed. 

~re 'A' and '8' characterize sets of signs in terms of features. 
•PH2 takes our phonological rules and rewrites them as statements which 
~uld be interpreted either as rules deriving some lexical items from 
o~ers or as generalizations about the lexicon. NOPH2 concedes that ASL 
biS features, but attempts to avoid the conclusion that ASL has a pho
aolosy bY using statements of the form (6), which have the same general 
tona as rules of derivational morphology. It posits a lexicon and uses 
ttatecents of the form (6) to state generalizations about it, essen
tially reducing phonological rules to rules of derivational morphology. 

Since all ASL signs would be in the lexicon, NOPH2 would incor
~ate the equivalent of the feeding relations among rules pointed out 
ebove. However, there is a crucial difference between NOPH2 and the 
~el in (5). In (5), phonological rules cannot feed rules of deriva
tional morphology. Under NOPH2, however, if a sign of the form A is 
lltll-formed, its correspondent of form B must be well-formed as well 
(pven a rule of the form (6)). We show that (5) correctly predicts 
~t outputs of phonological rules cannot feed rules of derivational 
~~logy; the forms that would be produced are impossibl e in ASL. 
mPH2, however, incorrectly predicts that these forms will be possible. 
1M crucial data here thus argues for (5) over NOPH2. We conclude that 
JSl. has a phonology. 

This argument brings out something about what it means for a 
le1uage to have a phonology. We have shown that the superficial voca
bwary of ASL consists of two disjoint subsets: that generated by the 
ltlicon and that produced from the lexical forms by phonological rul es 
nated in terms of distinctive features. We call the former the 'lexi
cal vocabulary', and the latter the 'lame vocabulary' because these 
toru cannot serve as input to rules of derivational morphology. The 
"rtitioning of the superficial vocabulary into lexical and lame subsets 
seems to be a property of all natural languages. We briefl y show that 
~rtain other communication systems lack this property. The universal
\J of this partitioning follows if all natural languages have non-null 

-ta of derivational and phonological rules organized as in (5) (even if 
~e phonological rules are included in the lexicon, as in some phono-
1 Ileal theories). We therefore take this to be part of a correct char
cterization of the notion 'natural language'. 
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We conclude that (1-3) are all false. The ASL lexicon includes 
redundancy rules and rules of derivational morphology. ASL has a phono
logical component with phonological rules stated in terms of distinctive 
features. It follows from the model in (5) that lexical rules feed pho
nological rules, but the reverse is not true. This correctly predicts 
the partitioning of the superficial vocabulary into lexical and lame 
subsets, which we take to be a universal property of natural l anguages 
that distinguishes them from other possible communication systems, This 
property is a consequence of the fact that all natural languages have 
non-null sets of derivational and phonological rules organized as in 
(5). 
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THE LINGUISTIC REPRESENTATION OF EXTRACTION AND BINDING 
Thursday Evening, 27 December 

8:00 PH 
Constellation Ballroom A 

by Elisabet Engdahl, University of Wiscons i n and Lund university 

tbe issue of bow extraction phenomena and quantificational biadias should be represe11ted in the 
ba received a con~~iderable amoun' of attention within various linsuiatic theories. Uader this 

~aeadin& fall questions such as: 

How is the relation between a wh-phrase and a cap to be 
represented and analyzed~ 

How slaould the bindin& of pronouns by quantificatiobal NP'a be 
~resented and interpreted~ 

way these issues have been addressed can be divided iato those which represent such relations 
in the syntax and those which attempt to do so primarily in the semantics, i.e. in the 

~ .... fj!""''u" rules. Amon& the syntactic approaches, we caa distincuish those which employ several levels 
~11fPiei4!Dt:atic>n and use coindexin& :u a device for markin& dependencies and those which assume only 

level of repre~ntation aDd which encode dependencies throu&h syntactic features. Ill 
theories dirftr as to whether there is a need to assume a level or Lo&ical Form between the 

.,_&attic rtpresentation aod the ioterpretatioa in order to handle quantificatioual bindin&· The purpose of 

..._ qmposium is to brio& to&etber linsuists who are workin& oa questioaa where these isaues become 
_,.t a~~d cive them an opportunity to discuss and compare assumptions and approaches. 

II (l8, it bas become customary to represent wh-dependencies by coilldexin& at S-structure a11d 
... tiftcational bindin& by coiodexin& at LF. D11vid Puet1k11 (1982) ar&ues tllat many of the familiar 
~ta ou wla·dcpeodenc~ ca n be accounted for it we look at them ia terms of syntactic paths. lD 
Ml qmposium paper, he will araue that an exteasion of path theory to X-bar projec&ioua &ives a11 
illtftltia& accouot or why extractions out or adjunct clausea in ceneral are unacceptable, :u weU :u a 
... ipled account for subject-object asymmetries. 

Carl Poll4r4, worltio& within GPSG, asumes a 1in1le level of 1yntactic: structure toaetber with a 
_.cwism for model- theoretic iotrpretatioa. However, ill order to &d the correct interpretation for 
111fborie ud unbounded dependencies, be assumes that these are represeated in the syntax by certaia 
~Wii& features . In his paper, he wiU araue tllat distinct syatactic properties of dinerent types of 
..-eades follow from distinct semantic constraint. oa the way bindin& features are inherited. 

W.,reaa the relation between wh·phrasea and gape bas received a lot of attention ill recent generative 
..t, tile relation between wh·phrasea and resumptive pronouns is far leas well studied ud understood. 
II a papfr, Peter Sclb will iovesti&ate the implications of extendin& existin& analysea of wh-depeadencies 
.. die billdi111 of res urn ptive pronouns. He will look both at GB accounts ia terms of A and A-bar bin din& 
.. at GPSG accounte, where, as Pollard argues, priudples iavolved in the semantic interpretation of the 
1LASH future are central. 

n. three papers in some sense aU assume tbal the depeude11c:ies in question must be represented 
.. bl:tically but diner in whdher they attempt to account for obse"ed restrictions oa these dependencies 
i111tmutic terms or 11ot. Ia recent developrnente within LFG, wiHlependenciea are represented entirely 
• th level of fuactionl structure wbic~ mediates betweea the syntax (con1titueat structure) and the 
~ation. Ron Kapl11n and Annie Zaenen will ar&ue that various constraints on coordination :u weU 
•mt:aia cross linguistic generalizations can be expressed in a uaiform way at functional structure. 

YIJbe the dearest proponeot for a theory which handles all wh-dependeacies semantically Ia Robin 
c..,er. He will arsue that sucb depeadeacies should be handled by usia& lexical biadiac operators and a 
C.,., 1toraae treatme11t. After comparin& the path theory approach and the use or SLASH features, he 
.-ill" aa araumc11t that the semantic approach orrera a uiform account for both depeadenciea 
eroJyjgl &aps and dependencies iovolvina pronoun1, both reaumptive and locophoric. 
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DAVID PESETSKY , university ot Massachusti!tts, Amherst 

Path Nesting and Constraints on ~-Binding 

This paper argues that a t heory of syntactic paths, extending Pesetsky (1982), accoun 
many of the familiar constraints on the WH-family of cons tructions including (a) N ts 
Dependency constraints, (b) that-trace effects; (c) Subject Condition effects; (d)e:~ed 
straints on extraction from adjuncts (including relative clauses) . The main idea i n-
eralization of the familiar nested dependency constraint (OK WH ••• WH t t 

8 
a 1 2 • • • ? • • • 1 VS 

*WH1 ••• WH2 ••• t 1 ••• t 2). Consider a general phrasal configuration like that intMbox' 
p Suppose, adapting an idea of Flickinger (1983), that not only 

SPE~X ment, but also X-bar projection creates paths which must be in a 
-~ 1~g ~elation w.r.t. WH-movement paths. In XP, we will define 8 pa 

0~ adjunct fx, X, XP}: Extraction of a complement or SPEC will yield a secon~h 
X complement path that ~s nested with or does not overlap the X-bar path H • ence 

complement extraction or SPEC extraction (cf. combien movement 1 
French) does not violate the nesting condition w.r . t. the X-bar path. Extraction f n 
inside an adjunct, however, will violate such a constraint. Henc e such extraction ~om 
.f*Who did you buy this book so that I could talk about t). Suppose XP = S and SPEC 

8 

0~14 
S is COMP. Then extraction of a subject and extrac tion of a subpart of a subject Will 
violate the nesting condition, yielding well-known subject/objec t asymmetries in ~ 

-vve~~~ent, 

CARL POLLARD, Stanford University 

A Semantic Approach to Binding in a Monostratal Theory 

In theories such as Generalized Phrase Str·uctur·e Gr·ammar (Gazdar, Klein, Pullum, 
and Sag 1984) and Head Gr·ammar· (Pollar·d 1984), which posit a single level of syn
tact ic structure together with a mechanism for model-theoretic interpretation, bind
lng is an essentially semantic notion. Mor·e precisely, s1nce such theories do not 
assume a linguistically srgnificant level of Logrcal Form, they must appeal to the 
model theory and interpretation procedures to account for such dependencies as 
those that hold between r-pronouns (i.e. r·eflexives and reciprocals) and their ante
cedents, between relative pronouns and their antecedents, or between traces and 
w_h -phrases. Such procedur·es are mediated in the syntax by binding features which 
srgnal the presence within a constituent of an unbound dependent element; thus the 
presence of reflexive pronouns, relative pronouns, e~nd traces are signalled by the 
features REFL, REL, and SLASH respectively. In the present account, such depend
en_t e lements are inter·preted as identrty functions, and a rule of semantic interpret
~tron (the b 1nding rnheritance principal) ensures that constituents bearing a bind
rng feature have denotations of the right type. Distinct syntactic propert ies of 
drfferent kinds of dependencies then follow from distinct semantic constraints on the 
inheritance of different binding features. 

PETER SELLS, Stanford Universi ty 

Binding Resumptive Pronouns 

The binding of gaps in unbounded dependency constructions in natural 
languages has received much attention in the recent generative 
literature, In this paper I will discuss the implications of extending 
proposed analyses of these binding phenomena to the binding of 
resumptive 'pronouns, In particular. I will discuss the possibilities 
~f ext~nding the Binding Theory of Government-Binding Theory to both 
A- as well as A-binding. and the possibilities of extending the 
principles of semantic interpretation of the SLASH feature in 
Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar to both pronoun- as well as 
gap-binding, 
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zAENEN, Cornell University 
¢LAN, Xerox Corporat~'on 

In most current syntactic frameworks, including ear11e1· versions of LFG. 
ng distance defendencies are defined on constituent structure and in tho 

n,.rature severa argu~ents are presented that these dependencies are sensitive 
t• categorial and structural information. 

In this paper however, we will argue that these constraints are better 
~counted for in the functional structure. The main advantage of this approach is 
tUt it allows us to account for the "coordinate structure constraint" and other 

nstraints on coordination in a unified way. A further advantage is that the 
~actional approach allows us to state some cross linguistic general izations in a 
.... natural way. This will be illustrated with data from Swedish and Icelandic. 

~IN COOPER, University of Wisconsin/Lund University 

n••hes, Paths, and Lexical Binding Operators 

Thrs p;tpo:r wtll discu.o;s ttl.! rclalinnship bclween three different approach~-s to representing 
lhc binding n:lalwnshi p in lung distance depo:ntlencies; the slash mechanism ui G PSG, path theory in 
G8and the use of lexical binding npcr.tturs in a Couper stomge treatment 

Wherl.\its GPSG and path theory both mark the pitlh imm a <:omplemcntizer to the .:mpty 
lOde il binds explicitly in syntactic terms. the lhcory of lexrcal binding up.:ro1tors marks the path in 
~nltC terms by requiring thai each nude between the CO\i!P and the empty no..te have a stored 
binding oper.llor in its interpretalion. Howevcr, the theoric~ an: similar in that they n:quin: that each 
node in the binding domatn between the CO\i!P an..t the empty category be mark~'tl. In this way they 
arc diffc:rcnl from a basic account using movement from COMP to COMP. which only marks each 
lllet\'l:nrng COMP in the binding domain by teaving a trdce '" it. This suggests that these theuries 
NY be more adequate for accounting for the kind uf hinding domain phenomena not obviously 
rll'llllving COMP (discussed recently. ior example, by Ztencn). 

It is JX>ssib'e thai the scm<tntic ;~nalysis wirh stored binding opcr.llors has an adv.tntagc ewer 
rile syntactic analyses when it com~.--,; tu accounting in a g.:ncml way for both lnng·distancc <lcpo:nc.lcn
CICI IRIIIllving gaps and those involving pmnnuns. S<>mc approach~-,; tn r~.-'\umpti ve and lognphuric 
pronouns wtll be discussed in this connection. 
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ALBERTINI, National Technical Institute for th• Deaf/ (PRI MORN: E) 
Rochester rnstitute of Technology 

National Technical Institute for the Deaf/ Rochester Institute 
of Technology 

rreviout research has indicated that visual dictation (a form of elicited imitation) can 
ed reliably to diagnose specific syntactic deficiencies with second languag~ learners 

~u~earing-impaired learners (Albertini & Forman, 1984). This resea~ch, however, has fo-
d on syntactic structures (comparatives, ~-complements, relative clauses,~

cu••rbials, since-adverbials, agentless passives and prepositional phrases as locatives) at 
~aeotence-reYel. Some have argued that it is more natural and hence more valid to test 
dlltenCI! level structure. in a discourse context (Oller & Streif, 1975). ln addition, it 
.-ld be desirable to have teats of discourse level structures. A necessary step in such 
~t development ia to show what e~fect, if any, the discourse context has on performance 
talthe aforementioned atructures. One might argue that connected discourse wnuld improve 
.. fo~nce . On the other hand, an increased tendency to paraphrase in the discourse con
:r:ion could lower scores where an exact rendering of key items of a structure is required. 
~ e-periment was conducted to examine this question. Fifty-eight hearing-impaired college 
~enta were given two visual dictation tasks, one presenting the structures in isolated 

'.-tences and the other in connected discourse. Respons~s were scored following a procedur• 
~ereby credit was g;ven only for exact reproduction of key structural items. Preliminary 
,_,ulta indicate little effect of discourse context on syntactic performance. 

SUSAN BERK-SELIGSON, Purdue University (FRI AFf' : f') 

~ Role of the Court Interpreter in Spanish/English Judicial Proceedings 

A study of the Spanish/English bilingual courtro011, based on an analysis of 114 
boUtS of tape-recorded bilingual judicial proceedings obser.ved in federal, state, and mu
aiclpal courtrooms, finds variation in interpreters' interpretations of attorneys' ques
tions and witnesses' answers. Grammatical case is seen as an important variable. Whereas 
,~tiona framed by attorneys reflect a predominant use of the English passive voice 
(!!!tPaat participle), interpreters often avoid the Spanish true Jla&sive ~+past partici
ple) (81 acusado fue interroe;ado, 'The defendant was questioned'), drald.ng instead on 
other constructions that function as passives in Spanish, particularly (1) the i111personal 
Wrd person plural Le interro aron al acusado, 'The defendant was questioned') and 
(2) the reflexive passive Se le interro al acusado, 'The defendant was questioned'). 
This etudy finds that the choice of one gra~n~~~atical variant versus another ultimately is 
conditioned by two underlying discourse factorsa the attempt to attribute blame and the 
att•pt to avoid casting blame. Choice of case is thus seen to be a critical linguistic 
4ev1ce for either 11!pl1cat1ng actors in gl.ven adversative actions, or llin1miz1ng their 
role in them. Court interpreters often unwittingly alter the intended meaning of lawyers 
an4 111tnesses alike in their switching from one construction to another. 

~ FAIRES CONKLIN, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (FRI AFT: F) 

Uteracy in InteEaction: The Use of Electronic Message Systems 

El~ctronic message systems are proliferating in busin~ss, research, and personal user 
tnvironments. The functionsof these systems and the form of their message texts draw 
from both oral and literate language, calling into question the traditional dichotomy 
of writing vs. speech. Using a corpus of electronically communicated messages, inter
vitws, and uso>r surveys conducted in a sPmi-automated business, this paper explores 1 
the parallels to spoken and to written language that electronic 1mail 1 exhibits. 'E-mail, 
like speech, is an interactive channel, yet, like writing, it can be composed and edited 
&lid leaves a record. The metaphors for these systems are all literacy-deri vpd -and 
training is oriented toward use of the medium as a substitute for writing, yet investiga
tions of e-mai 1' s functions suggest that it most frequently replaces spoke'n language, 
tspeci~lly the telephone. This paper describes a variety of business communications 
tasks, conducted with and without thE' availability of the e-mail channel, ,contrasting 
the actual message texts with users• self-report. It suggests theoretical linguistic 
questions that the emergence of. this new channel -- intermediate between speech and 
vtitlng -- raises and training implications that linguists might explore. 
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DANIEL A. DINNSEN1 Indiana University 
JAMES P. FENTON, Barrett, Barrett and HcNagny 
RONALD EHINGER, Barratt, Barrett, and HcNagny 

Phonetic Confusability and Trademark Protection 

(FRI AFT: F) 

Tradtmarks <••9• dlstlnctlvt dtslgnatlons oi products, c~panits, 
ttc,) art prottcttd by law. Tht qutstlon has arittn rtctntly In Ftdtral 
Court whtthtr ctrtain tradtmarks may bt sufflcltntly si~ilar on phonttic 
and phonolo9ical oroundt to rtsult In tradtmark confusions. Tht purpost 
of this paptr Is to set out obJectlvt scitntific crittria for tht 
asttstmtnt of phonttic si~ilarity and coniutabllity as applitd for the 
iirst timt In tht cast of two radio stations' call lttttrs, WHEE & WHCZ 
<Pathfindtr Communications v. Nldwtsttrn Communications, 1984>. Tht 
rtsults of phonological and sptctrographic an&IYttl art prtstnttd and 
rtlattd to ptrctptual findings . Tht applicability oi thtlt crlttria to 
othtr casts It also txamintd. 

FRED R. ECKMAN, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
ASHLEY HASTINGS, University of Wisconsin-Mil waukee 
EDITH MORAVCSIK, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
JESSICA WORTH, Uni versity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

Interlanguages--How Language-like Are They ? 

(FRI AFT: E) 

A language universal is true, py definition, for all huun lanauaaes--where "all h~aan 
lanauages'' has traditionally meant all priaary--i.e. natively acquired--lanauaaes. Pri
aary lanauaaes thus constitute the •inilllal douin for wtllch. universals 11ust hold; but 
they do not necessarily constitute the •axilla! domain for their validity. This paper 
explores tho validity of a particular universal generalization beyond the set of all pri
mary lanauages, n&~~ely, with respect to interlanguages. The generalization tested, one 
of Greenberg's (1966), states: a/ if the subject and verb are inverted in yes-no questions 
in a languaae, such inversion will also take place in vh-questions; and b/ if vh-questions 
exhibit this inversion pattern in the language, the wh·word is obligatorily sentence
initial. Data on English yes-no and wh-que$tions vere elicited in different contexts froa 
twelve subjects--native speakers of Japanese, Korean and Turkish, lanauages which have no 
inversion in any questions. Analysis of the data shows that the subjects' questions fully 
coaply with part b/ above, and generally comply with part a/ in that more inversions 
occur in the yes-no questions than in the wh-questions, but inversion does not occur in 
all instances of each question type. Several avenues for explaining the non-complyina 
instances are explored-,-one being that what looks to be an auxiliary is in fact a question 
110rph•e (SchuaanD 1978). Our results are co11pared with other studies testina phonologi
cal universals in interlanguage. 

SYLVIA JOSEPH GALAMBOS, Yale University 
KENJI HAKUTA, Yale University 

Does Bilingualism Affect Hetalinguistic Performance? 

(FRI HORN: E) 

Tbia investigation looks at the assooiation or .. talinguiatio perroraance with dear•• 
or bilingualisa in low-incoae PUerto Rioan children troa grades l-6 in a bilingual 
education prosraa in Nev Haven, Conn. Children in tbia prograa are prorioient in Spanish, 
~bile their English prorioienoy ia eleaentary. For grades l-3. ~~etalinguiatic ability~ 
assessed by asking subjects to note and correct errors 1D Spaoiah constructions. 
Correotions were soored aa either .. aaage-oriented or gr...ar-oriented, For grades •-6• 
the task involved deteoting phonological and lexical &llbicuity in Spanish conatruotion. 
and paraphrasing the .. aninge. Analyses were conducted ( 1) ueing tbe individual 
ditterenoe variable ot degree ot bilingualia. (defined by relative protioiency in English 
and Spaoiab) ae the independent variable and pertor~~anoe on the ~~etalinguistic tasks aa 
~he dependent variable; and (2) uaing a repeated meaaurea design to aaaess !tell type 
dittarenoes and to aaseaa the interaotion or !tea type with subject aroupin& variables 
(degree or bilingualia., grade, sex). ~: (1) In both tasks, Spanish but not BAgliab 
proficiency prediota .. talinguia.tic ability. It will be suggested that a tbreabold level 
bt proficiency in a second language aight be necessary before bilingualiaa has an effect 
bn .. talinguistic perforaancej '(2) preliainary analyses ausseat llllin etteota of itea type 
an the dependent aeaaurea in both taaka, Differences enable ua to retina existing acoounta 
et the detection or phonological and lexical .. biguity aa well as to diacuaa why certain 
types of errors are easier to note than others. 
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University (FRI MORN: E) 

•lthough difficult, task for aecond language learners ia to 1ffect • phaneeic 
•·•· the reatructuring of allophones 11 ~iatinct ~hone••• llado, 19571 •. To date, 

i little inforaation describing what ia Involved 1n the procesa of learning 1 pho-
111it, or docuaenting a succes~f~l aethod of teaching.• pho~eliC split. The pur
fpthil paper is to report a clinically-induced pnonea1c 1pl1t by preaenting longi· 

1 data froa a functionally Ina organic basisl aisartlculating child IC.A. 4J7 yrsl. 
h ' ld had a liaited phonetic invlntoryJ the only fricatives ever produc1d were [fJ 

' 1
1 

"0r 1 over, the•• tounds occurred in coeplea1ntary distribution, with [fJ produced 1 ltially for all target fricativea, and [sl produced poat-vocalically for all targat 
"vii• The child w11 enroll1d in a speech reaediation prograa leaploying a eethod 
:aal pair contraatal, the goal of which ••• to induce a phone1ic tplit. For this 

d t•r•• atagel were obaerved relativ• to the acquisition of a phoneaic split1 

1 
1 coepleatntary distribution of [fJ and tal Callophones of the 11ee phoneael, 

[I: poaition-specific free variati~n of [fl and C1~ Cintera1diat1 to a.phoneaic aplitl, 

1 contrasting Cfl and [tJ spec1f1c to only certa1n aorph11a1 lphonea1c 1pl1tl. 
11 ' 11ults of this clinical case atudy have iaplicationt for r•l•t•d phenoaena in tecond 

r learning, by docueenting the nature and developaent of a phoneaic split, and by 
~crlb1ng a treata1nt retponsible for the split. 

tJNVNA KACHRU 1 University of Illinois 
(FRI AFT: E) 

!l•course Analysis and Second Language Acquisition Research: Issues and Directions 

~eat research in discourse analysis clearly demonstrates the relevance of shared 
~to-cultural conventions in auccessful linguistic interactions, Host recent studies 
Sa 1econd language acquisiton (SLA, henceforth), however, ignore this aspect of 
~11e behavior completely. In general, researchers in SLA ha~e been interested in 
faleifylng contrastive analysis, justifying error analysis and interlanguage, examining 
tH critical period hypothesis and falsifying it, determining the siailarities between 
firlt and second language acquisition, considering linguistic markedness and its role 
ll SLA, and questions related to these. Very little attention has been paid ao far to 
tH coaaunicative needs of the second language learners who may not share the notion 
gf coasunicative competence of the native speakers of the target language. Recent 
reeearch in the institutionalized non-native varieties of English establishes beyond 
~bt the fact that these varieties differ from native varieties of English precisely 
bKauae their users have a notion of communicative competence entirely different from 
t .. t of the native speakers (Chishiaba 1984, Lowenberg 1984) . In this paper, evidence 
11 presented to show that the development and 1nstitutionall%at1on of these varieties 
~ a serious problem for all existing theories of SLA. The issues that need to be 
.Wreaaed in future resear9h are clearly identified, 

P.UL W. KILPATRICK, University of Puerto Rico-Hayaguez 
(FRI AFT: E) 

~ Int~raction of Cognates in Language Learning 

!be intera~tion of cognates in .language learning is widely discussed but poorly urder
ltcod. 1he beneficial interaction and transfer in lexical and reading skills seens to be 
lEgated by the pervasive interference of false cognates (Wil.Jdns and Hoffnen '64). 
'DI1a paper aJ:9UeS that discussioos have been har!pered by t:re 11mitaticrl of the s~ of 
the tel11\ "cognate" to a largely lexical level. Inclusion of cognate fotmS at all levels 
in tm discussion of oognate interaction nay \«X'k toward a unified expl.anation, for 
~le, cognate phones sudl as Spanish and ErY,Jlish (m] versus noo-cognate (or perhaps 
false cognate) phones Spanish dental [tl versus Er19lish alveolar asPir<'tfd (thJ at the 
lialological level (cf. Hatch '83) up through the coqnate and non""'CXlnate fotmS at tre 
disc.curSe level (Hinds '83a & b) • 
Ua1ng the rotion of shared information as a trodel for explanation of cognate, noo-oognate, 
lid false cognate interaction, siJTU.laiities and differences at eadt level are teased apart. 
lsolati!rl of new infonnation frcr~ cognate for:I'1S then reduces the new infoiT'Iation load 
lid facilitates the acxjU.isitioo ·of new information 1rlthout false cocmate arrl ron-focused 
1at infonnatioo interferP.noe. Exoerirrental evidence fran FSJ, classes at UPR Mayague~ 
da!nlsttates the interactioo of cOgnate, mn-oogna.te, and false cognate inf0l.1T'ation. 



MORIO KOHNO, Kobe City University of Foreign Studies (FRI MORN : E) 

Rhythm and Speech Unit: A Hypothetical Proposal to the Mechanism of Listening 
Comprehension 

Pausing ·in utterances, especially pause frequency, plays an important 
positive role in listening comprehension, but if pauses are erroneously 
placed and impede the unity of tone unit, they bring about negative 
effects. This fact suggests that the tone unit plays a crucial part 
in listening, perhaps having some close connexion with the 'listening 
unit'. After having identified the most suitable size of tone unit 
for the initial stage learners of a foreign language, the effects of 
pausi~g and the length of tone unit were more deeply investigated by 
chang~ng the speech speed without breaking the naturalness of intonation 
As a result of those large-scale psychophonetic experiments, some eviden~e 
~as been found that tonal stimuli might perhaps be differently dealt with 
~n.the process of listening comprehension from the cognitive information 
wh~ch pausal stimuli often are concerned with, 

CEIL LUCAS, Gallaud• t College (FRI AF'l': £') 

"Everybody Ain't PJaying With Us" • Children's Manl!gement o f Classroom Events 

In ~iscus~ing the issue of the. measurement of success on culturally-diverse classrooms, 
Ste1nb~rg and Cazden remark that " ••• there were marked differences between the picture of 
t~e ch1ld that emerged from the official, teacher-led part of the classroom day, and the 
p1cture that emerged from the activities that the children carried on by themselves but 
were caught ~or late~ viewing on tape . "(l979:263) They go on to point out that teachers 
may underest~mate ch1ldren's competence, if that estimation is based entirely on a child's 
P7rformance 1n teacher:led events . The present paper is based on audio-visual and observa
tlonal data collected.ln a Washington, D.C. kindergarten class, and compares children's 
u~e of . lan~uage.functtons in events ~ith and without the teacher present. Language func
~lons 1n f1ve d1fferent events are d1scussed. One of the events is a teacher-led art pro
Ject; .the other four events occur without the teacher. Findings show that in teacher-1 ed 
events, the teacher is chiefly responsible for management language.However,in events with
out the teacher,children competently use management and control language when the nature 
of the ~vent and the roles of t~e participants are unclear, and when they are responsible 
for def1~ing the nature of. the event . So~e childr~n who contribute nothing in teacher-led 
events ~1splay competence 1n all the maJor functton categories defined in events without 
the teacher. The specific language forms that children use for event management are des
cribed, and the implications of this analysis for assessment are discussed. 

PEGGY MCCARDLE, Walter Reed Army Medical Center 
JULIE WALTON, University of Mississippi 

Spoken English in Mississippi Choctaw Children 

(FRI AFT: F) 

In order to describe the MS. Choctaw dial~t of English, 839 children (411 girls, 428 boys) .in 
grades k-8 of the. Chocta~. Agenc:y Schools m MS. underwent speech-language screening. While 
the number of children fa.~hng votce and fluency screenings was similar to nationally reported 
prevalence of these disorders, 90.3~ of the children failed speech and 57 .7~ failed language as 
standardly scored by graduate level speech-language pathologists in training. The agency 
speech-language p~thologists and educational professionals have been unable to separate 
speech-language dtsorders from speech-language differences. A detailed analysis revealed 
consistent pronunciation patterns, involving devoicing of stops (b,g) and fricatives (v z) lateral 
or frontal production of fricatives (9, s, z, sh, ch) and frontal placement of alveolar~ ci t d). 
The ~o~t. noticeable individual p~onemes were /9/, which was later ali zed by 36~ of the' children 
word-uutaally and by 40~ word-finally, and /z/, which was devoiced by 45~ of the children. A 
descri~tion of the Choctaw Englisb sound system will be presented and its implications for 
educatton and speech referral/intervention will be discussed. 
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A. NORRIS, University of Nobraska~Lincoln (FRI AFT: F) 

. 's theory of implicature (1975, 1978) proposed four maxims of conversation which. 
&rl~e tne efficient cooperative use of language. The maxims must also be adhered to 1n 

1e and wrttten narration, where a storyteller must provide sufficient orienting 
, organize the propositions in a ~nner which is orderly a~d rele~ant, and 
the information in a brief, unamb1guous manner: It would be of 1nterest to 

.. ~ether the ability to adhere to Grice's maxims in a story telling task can 
..,.;ne "" . d' ;.-t'ct perfonnance 1n rea 1ng. d h'ld f 
~-:1 study evaluated stories told by 150 kindergarten and fi~st g~a e c 1 ren or 

This. violation of the cooperative maxims, using 14 pragmat1c cr1teria such as failure 
.+ors ~:e orienting information, use of nonspecific language, false starts and message 
W prov cies Error ratios of violations per proposition were compared to perf• .1nce on 
t .. ccuf~fornia Achievement Test and a teacher rating. A discr~minant.functio~ a~alysis 
pe C:ed to evaluate the effectiveness of the pragmatic criter1a in d1fferent1at1ng ~e-
.. s ~ ood vs. poor readers, and a multiple regression analysis corr~\at~d error ratl?S 
~ ghievement. Preliminary results suggest that the pragmatic cr1ter1a are effect1ve in 
~~~e~~ntiating between the groups, suggesti11g linguistic differences at the level of 
dtscoursL know 1 edge. 

~LBY REED, University of Illinois 
JR. cCiiiAN, University of Illinois 

~ge as a variable in Interlingual Int• rfere nce 

(FRI AFT: E) 

This paper reports on ao experiment which investigated a beretofor unexplored 
of interliagual interference, that of usuage (Stockwell, 1968) . The Chinese 

~ 811ive construction is governed by a unique usage constraint: it is deployed 
~ly to express adverse or unfortunate events (Chao, 1968; Li and Thompson, 
1976, 1981). Thirty-six Taiwanese subjects and 18 mainland Chinese subjects 
1i~ sequences of three slides in English and Chidese which depicted episodes 
Oat vere either adversive or aon-adveraive. Upon viewing the last slide they 
Mlacted either a passive or non-passive sentence to discribe the event depicted. 
& control group of 18 American subjects viewed the same sequences in English. 
loth aroups of Chinese speakers significantly chose passive sentences for the 
~eraive event in both languages regardless of their proficiency in English, 
whereas the American subject~ choices were at chance level. There was no signifi
amt difference between the Chinese groups. The results contradict the commonly 
~d view (e.g. Taylor, 1975) that interlingual interference acts only in inverse 
proportion to target language proficiency and forces a broadening of the concepts 
transfer and interference. 

~N SCH~UBER, Northwestern University 
M£ HOSES , Northwes tern university 

(FRI AFT: E) 

Bilingual caretakers and Language Cholce• A Preference Model Analysis 

Lanqu.age choice as Fishman says in the title to his oft-quoted article, is "Who spealts 
llbat lanquage t~ whm and when;" (1965) Our paper exalllines the earliest lanquage choice 
-.de for an infant (that by its caretalters), the conditions of which will later become 
the exemplar (type) according to which the child, however unconsciously, makes future 
l~aqe choices. we construct a preference model to account for the caretalter choice and 
then relate that preference model to models which account for other language choices in
dividuals make, In Schauber/Moses (1983) we outlined the conditions for caretaker lan
quage choice when at least one parent speaks two languages. We concluded that no one fac• 
tar i'a necessary and sufficient to predictl use of a non-dominant lanquage in the home 
{with or without the dominant lanquaqe,) A preference model {Jackendoff 1983, Schauber/ 
~laky, forthcoming) seems the most appropriate for a description of the data, for com
~iaoh with models describing a greater range of choices, and for hypotheses about uni
versal conditions affecting language choice. The fact that our model represents the lan
~e choice which is in some way related to all other choices allows us to compare our 
IDdel to the analyses of Grosjean {1983) and Spolsky/Cooper {personal communication) 
vhloh account for lanquage choice in particular contexts. This comparison allows for new 
perspectives on the more qenerel issues of lanquage choice in everyday contexts addressed 
~y these other model*. 
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BERNARD SPOLSKY, Bar-Ilan Univers~ty (FRI AFT r E) 

Competence and Processing Models and the Interlanguage Fudge 

Students of first and second language learning have differed in the 
value they assign to competence and processing models. Linguists, 
sociolinguists, and psycholinguists influenced by theoretical 
linguistics generally prefer competence models, as one notes both in 
what they admit as evidence and in the way they exclude or deal with 
problems of variability. On the other hand, psychologists studying 
first or second language learning usually prefer processing models. 
Without attempting at this stage to consider the merits of each 
approach, it will be suggested that a confusion between the two 
underlies the failure or interlanguage to develop from a label for the 
work of a group of scholars into a unified theory ot second language 
learning. 

GLORIA STEWNER-MANZANARES, InterAmerica Research Associates (FRI MORN: E) 

Repair Sequences Found in Nonnative and Native S~aker Conversations at Four 
Levels of Proficiency 

Recent ~t4dle~ have lnve~tlgated repair sequences of nonnative speaker and native 
speaker conversations as a way of discovering second language learners' strategies 
for negotiating meaning (Gaskill 1980, Schwartz 1980, Long 1983, and Varonls and 
Gas~ 1983). Since the~e studies have focused on repair sequences at beginning levels 
of proficiency, little Is known about the repair sequences of more advanced learners. 

This study looks at repair sequences found at low, Intermediate, high, and native 
speaker levels of proficiency, A total of thirty-two Spanish oral proficiency 
tests administered at the Foreign Service Institute were transcribed according to 
conventional conversational analysis and were analyzed for repair sequences, It 
was found that repair sequences were either of the self repair type or of the repair 
by other (one's partner) type. Self repairs Included restarts, word and syntactic 
searches, and the use of discourse markers to signal repair sequences. Repair by 
other Involved correction invitations, clarification sequences, and misapprehension 
sequences, Host Importantly, It was found that repair sequences were quantitatively 
and qualitatively different at different levels of proficiency with the repairs at 
the high level of proficiency patterning like the repairs found at the native speaker 
level. lmpl !cations for l~nguag~ teachlog and tAsting ~re 41~~84· 
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CURRENT LANGUAGE IRSUES IN FEDERAL POLICY 
Or ganized by Tracy Gray 

Thursday Evening, 27 December 
8:00 PM 

Constellation Ballrvom B 

ThiS symposium will address the current status of language 
issues 1n federal policy. This topic is i mpor tarot given 

.,,..,..easlng focus on the role and choice of' language iro the 
ional 5ystem, del1very of social serv ices, protection of 
rights, and 1mmigration reform. Given the lack of official 

policy in the Un1ted States, conflict arises between 
ucyrnakers who wish to preserve the "English only" banner and 

f' ~· who seek to change the sign to read "English and other 
~guages spoken here. " The following papers will be presented; 

J .... Alatis9 Moderator 

Klrry Pachon, "Politics o~ Language in the U.S.". This 
pa~r will address the growing move111ent to preoserve the "English 
Ol'llY" tradition of the United States. The author will focus on 
~nt initlatives around the countt·y, e. g., Dade Count y and San 
Franci!iCO, to prohibit the use of languages ot her than English in 
*he schools, on voter ballots, and in the court s . l t is the 
conelu!iion of' the author that language related issues will f o ster 
a .. ries of volat1le publ1c policy debates in the next decade. 

Tracy 6ray9 "Language Poli~y in U.S.: Current Status 
of Legislation. This paper wrll provide a l'l overv iew of 
the status of' federal legislation which deals wit h l anguage 
related issues. During the past Congressional session , sev eral 
bill5 were drafted Cand one became public law) wh i ch directly 
addre99 the r o le of language in society. The author will discuss 
the impli c ations of these legislative initiativ es on the 
formulation of public policy for the eighties. 

John Baugh, "After Ann Arbor: Role of Linguistic Exper
tl .. in Legal settings•. ThlS paper will discuss t h e 
linguistic issues which led to the landmark Ann Arbor decision. 
This discussion will include an overview of the parents• 
educational concerns and the JUdge's iroterpretat ion of the law. 
The author will focus on the content of that decislon, and the 
disagreementS~ that arose among linguists a n d po licy makers as to 
the 1nterpretation and application of the cour t o r der. 

JoAnn Crandall, "Language Policy: Delivery o~ SOCial 
~ice. in the U.S •• The focus of this paper will be on 
the importance of language in the delivery of social servi ces. 
Language concerns have become increasingly salient dur ing the last 
decade given the growing numbers of refugees and immigr ants to the 
~ited States. The author will eKamine the problems faced by 
IIOVI!rnment agencies as they atternpt to irnplement pol i c i es wh i ch 
&~ formulated to deal with newcomers and non-English speaker s. 



SYMFOSIUM ON CLINICAL LINGUISTICS 
Organized by Jacquelyn Schachter 

Sponsored by the American Association for Applied Linguistics and 
The Committee on Alternative careers for Linguists 

of the Linguistic Society of America 

Friday Evening, 28 December 
8:00 PM 

Constellation Ballroom B 

This symposium is designed to present recent develo~ents in work with 
populations that are 'linguistically at risk', i.e., the blind, the 
deaf, the autistic, those with cerebral palsy, Down's syndrome, etc. 
The speakers will present one or all of the following: !)information 
on recent findings in observational research, 2) devices that aid in 
the process of acquisition or communication, 3) challenges to currently 
held opinions about language acquisition and communication. The 
discussion period following the presentations will include, but not be 
limited to, information on preparation for careers in these fields. 

LISE MENN, Aphasia Research center, Boston V.A. Medical Center 

When is a Grammatical Disorder a Disorder of Grammar? 

Questions raised by current research in aphasia challenge our ingenuity in 
creating descriptive categories and our assumptions about how language is 
represented in the brain. Certain patients appear to show differential im
pairment, not just of verbs as compared to nouns but of, eg., one class of 
prepositions or inflections as compared to another; the appropriate differ
entiating grammatical descriptors must be devised and tested or else the 
differential factor must be ascribed to some psycholinguistic (processing) 
or extralinguistic variables (memory, attention), and this ascription 
tested. Much work is needed on the question of what kind of evidence is 
required for the construction of such tests . In addition, documentation of 
differential aphasia performance across processing modalities (i.e., pro
duction, comprehension, judgment; spoken or written language) pushes us 
towards postulation of rich specific performance mechanisms, and so gives 
us less need to suppose a central modality-independent brain representation 
of language knowledge. Blumstein (1982) indeed argues that grammar as 
dealt with by linguists may well be only an abstraction from the behavior 
of the several performance mechanisms; if true, this implies that parsimony 
and perception/production neutrality are inappropriate requirements for 
adequate grammars. 

ANNIE DUNLEA, university of Southern California 

Are Blind Children at Risk for Language Development? 

Blind children who have no.additi onal handicaps do learn l anguage. Morover, they 
begin to make sounds, use words and combine words at roughly the same time as their 
sighted peers and researchers have observed many similarities i n the language of blind 
and sighted children. But a close examination of blind children's language reveals 
important differences in the processes underlying language and in contextually appro
priate use of language. This paper examines some of the areas where underlyi ng differ
ences are most evident: early lexical development; innovative use of semantic roles; 
r~cognizing the shifting perspective encoded in deictic terms; use of formulaic language 
and early interactional skills. Data are mainly drawn from a longitudinal study of 
six children, aged 1;0 - 3;6, with varying degrees of vision, 

Acquisition is most effected in areas where vision provides information about t he 
nature of the world and can be a stimulus for constructina hypotheses about relevant 
aspects of the linguistic system. It is suggested that "normally developing" blind 
children may be more at risk for early language development t han is generally believed 
because some of the delays and possible deficits are obscurred by superficial 
similarities in the l anguage of blind and sighted children. 

National Technical Institute for the Deaf, Rochester Institute 
of Technology 

1111 
uage of deaf people provides a natural laboratory for test~ng m~ny 

lh• • ~ear to the hearts of linguists. There are several respects 1n wh 1ch 
0

11 ;nt~resting population to study. First, a large proportion of deaf 
111 u • - 0 0 ° s· learn some form of sign language at so~e po1nt 1n tha1r ~ives. 1gn 

111 
be used as a crucible in which to test whether pos1te~ language 

~ are truly universal or modality-specif i c. Further, 11nce deaf 
•

1 
often begin learning whatever language they~ learn after most normal 

plOP~ 
0 
... 

11 
begins in hearing children, one can study the effects of age on 

.-ultlvlO · 1 I ~ uisit~on of !:loth sign language ud spoken or wntten anguage. n 
~· ~=~~q since most deaf persons are bilingual and bimodal, the study of 
.•Ai'<•~l ff f"oli ' 0 

;;ir lan;uage can give us r.ew perspectives on the e ects o ~• ngua~lsm ~n 

~a;;oJa;e etr~c';~re · 

tative communication: Prosthesis for Productive Lan a e 

ThiS presentation reports on prelim1nary research using computers··~-~
and other devices w1th synthesized speech output with childrenwno·~ 
~ language delay due to Down Syndrome, cerebral palsy and 
other handicaps. Th4 c lin~ cal approach is a natural successor of 
other succesfu~ interventlons .where a~d1tor:~v9cal language is 
auoMnted through systems such as s1gn language and picture 
boards. Our observational research shows that the children who 
hav• access to the computer-based systems use these tools to aid 
the• in progressing through the stages of normal language 
learning descr1bed in the literature, often at an accelerated 

rata. 

The dramatic progress made by the children in the studies to date 
presents a ser i OLIS challenge to current theor 1 es of language 
acquisition, which describe the lear~ing process as primarily oa 
passive, comprehension-based, analys1s of language occur1ng 1n 
the child's environment. Results of oLtr stud1es strongl y suggest 
that a child needs an e x pressive modality to acquire an age 
~propriate grammar both for comprehension and for product1on. 
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LANGUAGE STRATEGIES AND POWER 
Organized by Rajeshwari Pandharipande and 

Peter H. Lowenberg 

Friday Horning, 28 December 
9:00 PH 

Chesapeake Ballroom A/B 

FRANK HYERS, State University of New York, Stony Brook 

The Language of Political Elites 

The familiar conceptualization of political communication as 
composed of formal and real, or pragmatic, dimensions, while 
accurate, is simplistic in not accounting for the politician's need 
to address and elicit support simultaneously from multiple 
audiences of varying sophistication and interest. Audiences 
receivin~ the same message may derive different meanings from it 
due to d~fferences in context and systematic violations by the 
speaker of maxims of cooperative communication. The distinction 
between formal and real dimensions of a political message should be 
replaced by one centered around the concept of codes--connotational 
patterns that may be disseminated through a text without any 
ne~essary cons~stency or cohe~ence in order simultaneously to 
st~mul ate mul t1ple interpretat~ons and supportive responses from 
complex audiences. Such a conceptualization opens the way to a 
more subtle and realistic analysis of elite political behavior. 

TAMARA H. VALENTINE, University of IllinOi$ 

Sex, Power and Linguistic Strategies 

That the position or status which females and males hold in a society is reflected 
in language structure and language use is a greatly debated and discussed issue. Much 
of the large body of recent research on gender differences in language focuses on the 
structure and the lexicon of a language, i.e., sexist practices, generic masculines, 
etc., to ex~lain this male-female hierarchy of a society. Moreover, most of th1s 
work draws 1ts conclusions from linguistic data primarily from Western languages. 
This study investigates gender differences from selected data from a non-Western 
language, that of Hindi. One sees that the non-reciprocal power relations are 
inherent in the family, economic, and other structures of India and that these power 
relations are revealed linguistically in the Hindi language. Attention is focused 
on language ~se rather than language structure and content, specifically the dynamics 
of conversat1onal style of females and males and how discoursal strategies used in 
linguistic interactions affect and 1nfluence the female-male power relations in 
India. Comparative observations with Engl1sh will also be made. 

University of Illinois 

Contexts and Conflicts in 

This paper argues that in a multilingual society such as India's no single language 
. wed as •powerful' in all domains of social behavior, It is the function of the 

vae in a particular social context which determines its position on the scale of 
While english is viewed as powerful in the domains related to the modern world 
technology, education, and medicine, Sanskrit and modern Indian languages are 

powerful in the religious activities / behavior of the Hindus, where english 
•, Within the domain of religion, Sanskrit marks 'elite' Hinduism while 

ndian languages mark 'folk/ regional' Hinduism. It will be further argued t hat 
tudes of the people toward language and its power have been responsible for 
in the linguistic structure of Indian languages, i.e . , three registers are ob-

rved in modern Indian languages: Englishized, Sanskritized, and regional. Implications 
~ the above discussion for the theory of language change, discourse strategies, and 
~&'listie metatheory will be presented. 

CSCIL L. NELSON, Indiana State university, Terre Haute 

Native speakers of English have available to them a hierarchy of 
language types and styles to use in persuasion and coercion, ranging from 
~tion-laden dialectal usage to formal, reasoned expository prose. The 
~reign learner of English in the u.s. does not have such a range of 
choices1 but must make do with the relatively formal devices of a 
*eletonized Standard English that he encounters in his ESL and other 
classes1 with perhaps an admixture of colloquialisms picked up from 
eocial contacts. This paper contrasts the persuasive writ ten language 
of ESL users with that of native speakers, and also with that of 
writers of a non-native variety, Indian English, as evidenced in 
journalistic editorials and other persuasive prose. 

P.nTR H. LOWENBERG, Georgetown University 

~age and Modernity: Functions of English Borrowing in Indonesia 

Thb paper focuses on the. role of English as the prilllllry worla language of power 
iD the lexical modernization of Indonesia's national language, Bahasa Indonesia. 
"Modemhation" here refers to the development of linguistic features that make a 
l~aauage effective in domains of power, including government, business, science and 
t.chnoloiO', the mass media, and higher education. After a review of other world 
liDguages that have influenced lexical modernization in Indonesia and a survey of 
~ current status of English in Indonesia, the paper analyzes sociolinguistic 
tulctions that English borrowings perform in Bahasa Indonesia. These include the 
develop~~ent of new registers for modern domains of language use: the foregrounding 
of a IIOdern identity for Indonesia's elites; and the neutralization of old noriiiS that 
amflict with modern values (eg., ascribed versus achieved status} and of undesirable 
side effects of modernization (eg., impersonal social relations in modern business and 
&overnment}. These functions of English borrowings in Bahasa Indonesia are then 
~ared with the roles of English in the modernization of other Southeast Asian 
lanruages. Implications are suggested for theories of language change and socio· 
lillauistics. 
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MICHAEL HON~OHERY, University of South Carolina 
(SAT HORN: F) 

Upaating the Bibliograph~ of Southern American English: An Effort to Isolate 
a Region's Speech 

The speech of no region ~f the United States had been more written about or 
remarked on than that of the South (including the Southern mountain area), and the 
speech of no region other than the South has a boollength bibliography dealing with 
it (i.e. McMillan's 1971 Annotated Bibliography of Southern American English). 
This paper discusses the updating of McMillan's first edition and the problems of 
collection, demarcation, and presentation involved in producing a comprehensive biblio
graphy of the region's speech of use to scholars and the general public al~ke. 

These problems are tackled differently in the second edition because of the 
ance of several types of studies since the first edition nearly fifteen years ago; 
of Southerners, especially blacks, who have migrated north and west; studies of school
children in the South; and studies of West Indian creole languages. In deciding whether 
to include these and other studies, one must come to a conclusion how to define 
speech in the United States. 

In addition to outlining the format of the updated bibliography, this paper Will 
view and summarize briefly the state of research on Sduthern English and point out 
of needed research. 

DENNIS R. PRESTON, Eastern Michigan University (SAT HORN: F) 

Five Visions of America 

Studies of the linguistic concepts of non-linguists ("folk-linguistics") 
are uncommon; however, general sociolinguistic concerns {:particularly 
those of language attitude research and the definition of such concepts 
"speech community") would seem to depend on an understanding of the ordi
nary speaker's metatheoretical :position on a number of language issues. 
Exploited here is the ordinary speaker's perception of dialect boundaries 
in the United States. Surveys from five different regions (Hawaii. New 
York City. western New York. southern Indiana. and southeastern Michigan) 
are contr~sted. The individual maps drawn by informants are converte' 
into general maps. and these are contrasted with one another and with 
other cultural geographic maps, including maps of the "traditional" 
dialect areas of the United States. Incidental facts derived from the 
labelling of areas are discussed as well. 
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Blackwell publishing began more than a hundred 
yearsag<JinthejirstyearofB. H. Blackwell's 
bookshop in Oxford, England. His S()n, Basil 
Blackwell, established our early commitment to 
Linguistics. 

After years of selling our book's U.S. rights to 
prominent American publishers we creakd an 
American company in] anuary ,'headquartered in 
New York. 

On the Centmary of Blackwell publishing Sir 
f!asi_l sqid. "A publisher's /Jersonality is reflected 
m hzs lzst. We hold to the ideal that there is 'always 
a market for excellence.' " 

We are ~pleased If! make this excep/Umal 
program dtrectly avazlahk to you. Please visit 
us at Booth #7. 

The Sociolinguistics of Society 
RALPH FASOLD 
This corr~prehe~ye, ~u~ritative, and origmal work 
by ~ leading soaolingwst 1s a clear introduction to the 
l!OCJology of language, Top1cs include societal multi
lin~sm, diglossia! language attitudes, language 
mamt~ and shift, language planning and 
standardizabon, and the use of language in education. 
$14.95paper 352pp. 0-631-13462-X 
$45.00cloth 0-631·13385-2 

The Vastness of Natura] Languages 
D. TE~NCE LANGENDOEN and 
PAULM. POSTAL 

This ~ustain.ed ~. informed critique of contemporary 
theones of linguisbcs represents the first meta
th~retical alternative to the Chomskyan tradition. 
Brilliant and ~mical. it argues primarily that 
languages contam more than a countable infinity of 
sentences, ~ so cannot be constructed by the rules 
of a generabve grammar. 
$35.95 224 pp. 0-631-13461-1 

Children's Writing and Reading 
Analysing Classroom Language 
KATHARINE PERERA 
Much needed. this book focuses in detail on the 
grammatical structures of c?iJdren's own writ!ng to 
provide those concerned With language teaching a 
frameworlt for assessing students'language abilities. 
$15.95 paper 353 pp. 0-631-13654-1 
$37.95 cloth ()..631-13653-3 

Fmhcoming Spring 1985 
Puns 
W. D., REDFERN 
An analysis, history and anthology of puns all in one 
remarkable and entertaining book. 
$14.95 256pp. ()..631-13793-9 

Linguistic Encounters with 
Larulu~e Handicap 
DAviOCR'YSTAL 
$24.95 192pp. ()..631-13869-2 

The Study of Dialect 
An Introduction to Dialectology 
K. M. PE1Yf 
$11.95 236 pp, ()..631-13845-5 .. 

(Student edition) 

AlsoAvailable in the Language Library 
A First Dictionary of Linguistics 
and Phonetics 
DAVID CRYSTAL 
$12.95 paper 390 pp. 0-233-97326-5 
$39.95 cloth 0-233-97087-8 

A Swvey of Structural Linguistics 
Second Edition 
G.C. LEPSCHY 
$9.95paper 206pp. 0-233-97415-6 

Transactions of the Philological 
Society 
Edited by J, H. W. PENNEY, T. H. BYNON, and 
P. H. MATTHEWS 
Annual (Spring) 
Devoted to the scholarly study of language and 
languages. 

1985 sul>sl:rijJiion: 
Individuals: $47.00/Institutions: $67.75 

With journal orders or i"'lUiries. pltase write 
directly: Basil Blackwell Lid., 108 Cowley Road, 
Oxford, England OX4 l}F. 

Requests for examination ccpits of books availabli in 
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The best-selling text in the field ... 
ready in February in a Fourth Edition 

language 
introductory readings 

Edited by VIRGINIA P. ClARK, 
PAUL A. ESCHHOLZ, and 

ALFRED F. ROSA, 
all of the 

University of Vermont 

Lil<e its highly successful predecessors, 
this Fourth Edition of Language: lntro
ducto(}' Readin~ offers a carefully bal
anced selection of articles-classical 
theoretical statements and research 
reports as vvell as important recent artic
les from linguistics journals and other 
respected periodicals. The readings 
themselves-as vvell as the new topical 
arrangement of the bool<-reflect the 
current emphases in the study of lan
guage; they deal with such basic con
cerns as language acquisition, the 
structure of language and modern gram
mar theory, regional/social linguistic var
iations. the history of language, and 
basic issues in communication. 

The bool< has been brought fully up to 
date for the Fourth Edition. Of the 40 

To request a complimentary examination 
copy, please write us on your college let
terhead specifying your course title, 
present text, and approximate enroll
ment. Address your request to: 

selections included. half (11) are new to 
this edition and 3 vvere especially com
missioned. Of the other readings. 5 are 
significantly revised and'or updated ver
sions of articles that appeared in pre
vious editions. Overall, more than one 
third of the selections are drawn from the 
professional literature of the past three 
years. Also new to the Fourth Edition are 
a glossary of frequently used terms and a 
complete topical index. Editorial aids 
include part introductions, headnotes 
and review questions for the selections, 
and lists of research projects and anno
tated bibliographies at the ends of the 
parts. 

Paperbound. 672 pages (probable). 
Publication: February 1985 

ST. MAitTIN'S 
pltfSSoept.IR 

\75 fifth Avenue 
New York. N.Y. \00\0 

Books 
from 

PENN 
STATE 
PRESS 

The Translator's Handbook* 
With special reference to conference translation from 
French and Spanish 
Frederick Fuller 
General principles are elucidated in an introduction, in a 
postlude entitled "The Elements of Good Translation," and 
throughout the French and Spanish parts. 
160 pp. $10.00 

Hierarchies, Targets and Controllers* 
Agreement Patterns in Slavic 
Grevil/e Corbett 
Agreement is a notorious problem for linguistic theory. The 
phenomenon is particularly challenging in Slavic, where it shows 
a wide range of variation both within and between languages. 
272 pp. $19.50 

Readings in Historical Phonology* 
Chapters in the Theory of Sound Change 
Philip Baldi and Roland N. Werth, editors 
This book is a collection of writings representing the most 
important trends in the theory of sound change over the past 
century. The emphasis of the volume is theoretical; every 
selection addresses the central questions of how and why the 
sounds of language change through time. 
432 pp. cloth $22.50 paper $10.00 

Rhetoric as Philosophy 
The Humanist Tradition 
Emesto Grassi 
144 pp. 

An Old Prussian Grammar 
The Phonology and Morphology of the Three 
Catechisms 
William R. Schmalstieg 
368 pp. 

*On exhibit at the LSA booth. 

The Pennsylvania State University Press 

$17.50 

$18.95 

215 Wagner Bldg. University Park, Pa. 16802 
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THEORY 

Studies in 
Relational Grammar 2 
Edited b.v DAVID M. PERLMUTTER 
and CAROL G. ROSEN 
Cloth $35.00 352 pages 

Studies in 
Relational Grammar 1 
Edited~' DAVID M. PERLMUTTER 
Cloth $30.00 432 pages 

Grammatical Theory 
Its Limits and Its Possibilities 
FREDERICK [. NEWMEYER 
Paper $10.00 208 pages 

The Eater's Guide 
to Chinese Characters 
lAMES D. McCAWLEY 

Language 
LEONARD BLOOMFIELD 
With a new Foreword by C. F. HOCKEIT 
Paper $12.50 574 pages 

Analytic Syntax 
OTTO [ESPERSEN 
Mth a new Introduction by JAMES D. McCAWLEY 
Paper $9.00 1 76 pages 

Anaphora and 
Semantic Interpretation 
TANYA REINHART 
Paper $1 0.95 224 pages 

Paper $5.95 296 pages 23 menus 

The Logical Structure 
of Linguistic Theory 
NOAM CHOMSKY 
Paper $17.50 (est.) 580 pages (est.) 

Adverbs, Vowels, and 
Other Objects of Wonder 
lAMES D. McCAWLEY 
Paper $10.00 316 pages 

Language and Interpretation 
in Psychoanalysis 
MARSHALL EDELSON 
Paper $9.00 260 pages 

Arguments for a Non
Transformational Grammar 
RICHARD A. HUDSON 
Paper $6.95 (est.) 224 pages 
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